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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
HAPTAYLOR&SONS, INC., dfb/a 
KNIFE RIVER, an Oregon corporation, 
Plaintiff-Cross Respondent, 
-vs-
L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC., 
a Nevada limited liability corporation, 
Defendant-Cross Appellant, 
And 
IDAHO GOLF PARTNERS, INC., 
Intervenor-Appellant. 
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Liability company; TRADffiONAL 
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Idaho corporation; DENNIS PHIPPS WELL 
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Supreme Court No. 40514-2012 
Appeal from the Third Judicial District, Canyon County, Idaho 
HONORABLE JUNEAL C. KERRICK, Presiding 
Thomas E. Dvorak, Martin C. Hendrickson, Elizabeth M. Donick, 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP., P 0 Box 2720, Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Appellant (Stanley Consultants) 
Michael 0. Roe, MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHTD., P 0 Box 829, Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for Appellants (Integrated Financial Assoc., 
Summerwind Partners) 
David T. Krueck, JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN GOURLEY, PA., 
P 0Box1097, Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Attorney for Respondents 
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Thir icial District Court - Canyon County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2008-0004251-C Current Judge: Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hap Taylor _Sons vs. L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND LLC, eta!. 
Other Claims 
New Case Filed-Other Claims 
User: RANDALL 
Judge 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Summons Issued Juneal C. Kerrick 
Filing: A1 - Civil Complaint, More Than $1000 No Prior Appearance Paid Juneal C. Kerrick 
by: Hap Taylor & Sons Inc (plaintiff) Receipt number: 0308148 Dated: 
4/22/2008 Amount: $88.00 (Check) For: Hap Taylor & Sons Inc (plaintiff) 
Filing: 11A- Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than $1000 No Prior Juneal C. Kerrick 
Appearance Paid by: Diddle, Samuel (attorney for Conger Management 
Group) Receipt number: 0311183 Dated: 5/7/2008 Amount: $58.00 
(Check) For: Conger Management Group (defendant) 
Notice Of Appearance for Conger Management Group Juneal C. Kerrick 
Filing: 11A- Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than $1000 No Prior Juneal C. Kerrick 
Appearance Paid by: Wishney, David (attorney for L222-1 ID 
SUMMERWIND LLC) Receipt number: 0311777 Dated: 5/9/2008 
Amount: $58.00 (Check) For: L222-1 lfJ SUMMEPWIND l,LC (defendant) 
Notice Of Appearance for L222-1 ID Summerwind, LLC L222-121D Juneal C. Kerrick 
Summerwind, LLC L222-3 ID Summerwind & Union Land 
Filing: 11A- Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than $1000 No Prior Juneal C. Kerrick 
Appearance Paid by: Ron Shepherd Receipt number: 0312436 Dated: 
5/13/2008 Amount: $58.00 (Check) For: [NONE] 
Notice Of Appearance- Riverside- Eismann Juneal C. Kerrick 
Filing: 11A- Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than $1000 No Prior Juneal C. Kerrick 
Appearance Paid by: Eismann, Richard Receipt number: 0313965 
Dated: 5/20/2008 Amount: $58.00 (Check) For: Riverside Inc (defendant) 
Filing: I 1A - Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than $1000 No Prior Juneal C. Kerrick 
Appearance Paid by: Lojek, Donald W (attorney for PMA Inc) Receipt 
number: 0314996 Dated: 5/27/2008 Amount: $58.00 (Check) For: PMA 
Inc (defendant) 
Notice Of Appearance for PMA Juneal C. Kerrick 
Motion to Shorten Time Juneal C. Kerrick 
Motion for Leave to Withdraw as Counsel for Extreme Line Logistics, Inc Juneal C. Kerrick 
d/b/a Extreme Line Constuction, Inc 
Notice Of Hearing 06/12/08 Juneal C. Kerrick 
Affidavit of Ron R. Shepherd in Support of 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 06/12/2008 09:00 AM) Motion for 
Leave to Withdraw as Counsel 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Order shortening time Juneal C. Kerrick 
Order Allowing Withdrawal of Counsel Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 06/12/2008 09:00 AM: District Juneal C. Kerrick 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kathy Klemetson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
pages 
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Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 06/12/2008 09:00 AM: Motion Juneal C. Kerrick 
Granted-Motion for Leave to Withdraw as Counsel 
Affidavit of service (Order Allowing Withdrawal of Counsel) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Filing: 11A - Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than $1000 No Prior Juneal C. Kerrick 
Appearance Paid by: Roe, Michael (attorney for lntergated Financial 
Associates) Receipt number: 0319881 Dated: 6/19/2008 Amount: $58.00 
(Check) For: lntergated Financial Associates (defendant) 
Notice Of Appearance Juneal C. Kerrick 
Filing: 17A - Civil Answer Or Appear. All Other Actions No Prior Appearance Juneal C. Kerrick 
Paid by: Dvorak, Thomas E (attorney for Stanley Consultants) Receipt 
number: 0321563 Dated: 6/27/2008 Amount: $58.00 (Check) For: Stanley 
Consultants (defendant) 
Notice Of Appearance for stanley consultants Juneal C. Kerrick 
Def Integrated Financial Associates & Certain Other named def Answer to Juneal C. Kerrick 
Complaint 
Notice of Intent to Take Default (fax) 
Answer of L222 id summerwind and union land company (fax) 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Answer to Complaint by Defendant, Riverside, Inc., and Idaho Corporation, Juneal C. Kerrick 
and Demand for Jury Trial 
Acceptance of Service 
Affidavit Of Service (15) 
Application for Default & Attorneys Affidavit of Cost and Fees 
Affidavit for Default and Failure to Plead 
Affidavit Re: Military Service 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Order for Default against PAradise Excavation, Dennis Phipps Well Drilling, Juneal C. Kerrick 
Traditional Sprinklers, David Hunemiller, SPF Water Engineering and 
MAterials Testing & Inspection 
Filing: J6 - Special motions, petitions and pleadings - Cross claim Juneal C. Kerrick 
(defendant v. defendant or plaintiff v. plaintiff) Paid by: Dvorak, Thomas E 
(attorney for Stanley Consultants) Receipt number: 0325779 Dated: 
7/17/2008 Amount: $14.00 (Check) For: Stanley Consultants (defendant) 
Answer.counterclaim and crossclaim of Stanley Consultants 
Filing: 17 - All Other Cases Paid by: Roe, Michael (attorney for Geneva 
Equities LLC) Receipt number: 0326026 Dated: 7/18/2008 Amount: 
$58.00 (Check) For: Geneva Equities LLC (defendant) 
Notice Of Appearance-GEneva Equities 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Riverside, Inc's Answer- Disclaimer to Crossclaim By Stanley Consultants, Juneal C. Kerrick 
Inc 
Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. Answer, counterclaim and Crossclaim Juneal C. Kerrick 
Filing: J6 - Special motions, petitions and pleadings - Cross claim Juneal C. Kerrick 
(defendant v. defendant or plaintiff v. plaintiff) Paid by: Shepherd, Ronald 
(attorney for Extreme Line Logistics Inc) Receipt number: 0326988 Dated: 
712412008 Amount: $14.00 (Check) For: Extreme Line Logistics Inc 
(defendant) 
Answer to Crossclaim 2 Juneal C. Kerrick 
late: 5/28/2013 
ime: 10:44 AM 
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Stanley Consultants, Inc's Answer to Crossclaim of Extreme Line Logistics, Juneal C. Kerrick 
Inc 
Notice Of Service of Crossclaim- Extreme Line Logistics- Served- August Juneal C. Kerrick 
14, 08 
Motion to Serve Outside the State 
Affidavit for Service Outside the State 
Order for Service of Summons Outside of State 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Acceptance of Service Juneal C. Kerrick 
Filing: 17 - All Other Cases Paid by: Dryden, William G (attorney for Rexius Juneal C. Kerrick 
Forest Byproducts) Receipt number: 0347916 Dated: 10/30/2008 
Amount: $58.00 (Check) For: Rexius Forest Byproducts (defendant) 
Rexius Forest Answer to complaint for foreclosure 
Lis Pendens 
Summons Issued x3 
Acceptance of Service (fax) 
Certificate of Service 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 02/12/2009 09:00 AM) consolidate 
Notice Of Hearing 02/12/2009 (fax) 
Motion to Consolidate 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Consolidate 
Certificate Of Service for Motion to Consolidate 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Motion for Leave to Withdraw as Counsel for Extreme Line Logistics Inc Juneal C. Kerrick 
d/b/a Extreme Line Construction Inc 
Affidavit of Ron R Shepherd in Support of Motion for Leave to Withdraw as Juneal C. Kerrick 
Counsel for Extreme Line Logistics Inc d/b/a Extreme Line Construction 
Inc 
Notice Of Hearing 2-12-19 Juneal C. Kerrick 
Notice Of Service (fax) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Notice Of Service Juneal C. Kerrick 
Amended Notice of Hearing Re: Motion to Consolidate 2-19-09 Ryan (fax) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 02/19/2009 09:00 AM) to consolidate Thomas J Ryan 
Plaintiff's Motion to Consolidate 
Plaintiff's Memorandum in Support of Motion to Consolidate 
Notice Of Hearing Re: Plaintiff's Motion to Consolidate 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Notice of Non-Opposition to Mo to Consolidate Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 02/12/2009 09:00 AM: District Juneal C. Kerrick 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kathy Klemetson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than 100 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 02/12/2009 09:00 AM: Hearing Juneal C. Ke1-rick 
Held /to withdraw 
3 
ate: 5/28/2013 
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Case: CV-2008-0004251-C Current Judge: Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hap Taylor _Sons vs. L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND LLC, etal. 
Other Claims 
Affidavit of Brenda Seeger 
Amended Motion to Consolidate (fax) 
User: RANDALL 
Judge 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Pltf's amended Motion to consolidate (fax) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 02/19/2009 09:00 AM: Hearing Thomas J Ryan 
Held to consolidate 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 02/19/2009 09:00 AM: Motion Thomas J Ryan 
Granted to consolidate 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 02/19/2009 09:00 AM: District Thomas J Ryan 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kim Saunders 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
Notice of Intent to Take Default (fax) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Notice of Intent to Take Default (fax) 
Notice of Intent to Take Default (fax) 
Order allowing withdrawal of counsel for Extreme Line Logistics 
Order to Consolidate 
Consolidation Of Files with CV08-4252, CV08-11321 
Affidavit Of Service Re: Order Allowing Withdrawal of Counsel 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Thomas J Ryan 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Filing: J6 - Special motions, petitions and pleadings - Cross claim Juneal C. Kerrick 
(defendant v. defendant or plaintiff v. plaintiff) Paid by: Smith, Willaim L 
(attorney for Extreme Line Logistics Inc) Receipt number: 037 4345 Dated: 
3/4/2009 Amount: $14.00 (Check) For: Extreme Line Logistics Inc 
(defendant) 
Notice Of Service Juneal C. Kerrick 
Application for Default Juneal C. Kerrick 
Affidavit of Elizabeth M Donick in support of Application for Entry Default Juneal C. Kerrick 
Affidavit Of Service (2) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Notice Of Service of Crossclaimant Stanley Consultants, lnc.'s First Set of Juneal C. Kerrick 
Interrogatories, Request for Production of Documents and Requests for 
Admissions to Crossdefendant Extreme Line Lotgistics, Inc. 
Application for Default RE: Phipps Well Drilling Juneal C. Kerrick 
Affidavit of Elizabeth M Donick in support of Application for Entry Default as Juneal C. Kerrick 
to Phipps Wll Drilling 
Application for Default RE: L222-1-2-3 Summerwind and Union Land 
Affidavit of Elizabeth M Donick in support of Application RE: L222-1-2-3 
Summerwind 
Affidavit of amount due and Computation of interest 
Order for Default RE: Traditional Sprinklers 
Application for Entry of Default and Default Judgment 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Affidavit of Elizabeth M Donick in Support of Application for Entry of Default Juneal C. Kerrick 
Affidavit of Amount Due and Computation of Interest Juneal C. Kerrick 
Application for Entry of Default 
4 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
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Affidavit of Elizabeth M Donick in Support of Application for Entry of Default Juneal C. Kerrick 
Answer to crossclaim of stanley consultants (fax) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Order for Default RE: L222-1 Summerwind, L222-2 Id Summerwind, L223 Juneal C. Kerrick 
Id Summerwind and Union Land 
Default Judgment RE: L222-1 Summerwind, L222-2 Summerwind, L222-3 Juneal C. Kerrick 
Summerwind and Union Land Co 
Civil Disposition entered for: L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND LLC, Defendant; Juneal C. Kerrick 
L222-2 ID SUMMERWIND, Defendant; L222-3 ID SUMMERWIND, 
Defendant; Union Land Company Lie, Defendant; Hap Taylor & Sons, 
Plaintiff. Filing date: 3/26/2009 
Order for Default RE: Phipps Well Drilling Juneal C. Kerrick 
Notice Of Service Juneal C. Kerrick 
Defendant Integrated Financial Associates, Inc., Geneva Equities, LLC and Juneal C. Kerrick 
Certain Other Named Defendants' Answer to Counterclaim and Crossclaim 
of Extreme Line Logistics, Inc (fax) 
Request For Trial Setting 
Riverside Ines Response to Request for Trial Setting 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Stanley Consultants I ncs Response to Plaintiff's Request for Trial Setting Juneal C. Kerrick 
(fax) 
Response to Request for Trial Setting (fax) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Extreme Line Logistics, lnc.'s Response to Request for Trial Setting (fax) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Notice Of Service (fax) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Notice Of Service (fax) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Motion for summary judgment Juneal C. Kerrick 
Memorandum in support of exgtreme line logistics inc's motion for 
summary judgment 
Affidavit of William L Smith in support of motion for summary judgment 
Affidavit of Casey Daniels in support of motion for summary judgment 
Notice Of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 12/10/2009 09:00 AM) sum judg 
Amended Notice of Hearing 1-7-10 (fax) 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 12/10/2009 09:00 AM: Hearing Juneal C. Kerrick 
Vacated sum judg 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 01/07/2010 09:00 AM) Extreme Line Juneal C. Kerrick 
Logistics Motn for Summ Judg 
Second Amended Notice of Hearing 1/7/2010 (fax) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Integrated financial associates, lnc.'s cross-motion for summary judgment Juneal C. Kerrick 
Combined Memorandum in opposition to extreme line logistics, Inc's Juneal C. Kerrick 
motion for summary judgment and in support of integrated financial 
associates, inc.'s crossmotion for summary judgment 
Notice Of Hearing RE: Integrated financial associates, lnc.'s cross-motion Juneal C. Kerrick 
for summary judgment 
5 
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Case: CV-2008-0004251-C Current Judge: Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hap Taylor _Sons vs. L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND LLC, eta!. 
Other Claims 
Notice of hearing of plaintiffs motion for summary judgment 
Plaintiff's Motion for summary judgment 
Memorandum in support of plaintiffs motion for summary judgment 
Affidavit of Casey Daniels 
Affidavit of David T Krueck in support of Plaintiff's Motion for summary 
judgment 
Affidavit of jessee Rosin in support of Plaintiff's Motion for summary 
judgment 
Motion for Summary Jdmt as to Knife River's Lien Foreclosure Claims 
Affidavit of Rebecca A Rainey in Suppt of Motn for Summary Jdmt as to 
Knife River's Lien Foreclosure Claims 
User: RANDALL 
Judge 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Memorandum in Suppt of Motn for Summary Jdmt as to Knife River's Lien Juneal C. Kerrick 
Foreclosure Claims 
Notice Of Hearing Re Motn for Summary Jdmt as to Knife River's Lien 
Foreclosure Claims 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 02/11/2010 09:00 AM) Motn for 
Summary Jdmt as to Knife River's Lien Foreclosure Claims 
defendant/counterclaimaint /crossclaimaint Stanley Consultants, Inc's 
motion for summary judgment 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Memorandum in support of defendant/counterclaimaint /crossclaimaint Juneal C. Kerrick 
Stanley Consultants, Inc's motion for summary judgment 
Affidavit of Eric nelson in support of defendant/counterclaimaint Juneal C. Kerrick 
/crossclaimaint Stanley Consultants, Inc's motion for summary judgment 
Affidavit of Steve Arnold in support of defendant/counterclaimaint Juneal C. Kerrick 
/crossclaimaint Stanley Consultants, Inc's motion for summary judgment 
Notice Of Hearing on Stanley Consultants Inc's motion for summary Juneal C. Kerrick 
judgment 
Second Affidavit of steve Arnold in Suppt of Juneal C. Kerrick 
Defn/Counterclaimaint/Crossclaimaint Stanley Consultants, Inc's Motn for 
Summary Jdmt 
Defendant/Counterclaimaint/Crossclaimaint Stanley Consultants, Inc's Juneal C. Kerrick 
Response to Defendant Integrated Financial Associates, lnc.'s 
Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment 
Defendant/Counterclaimaint/Crossclaimaint Stanley Consultants, Inc's Juneal C. Kerrick 
Response to Defendant/Crossclaimaint Extreme Line Logistics, lnc.'s 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
Reply Memorandum in Opposition to Integrated Financial Associates Ines Juneal C. Kerrick 
Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment and Stanley Consultants Ines Motion 
for Summary Judgment (fax) 
Affidavit of Rebecca A Rainey in Support of Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion Juneal C. Kerrick 
for Summary Judgment 
Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. d/b/a Knife Juneal C. Kerrick 
River's Motion for Summary Judgment 
Memorandum in Opposition to Stanley Consultants, lnc.'s Motion for Juneal C. Kerrick 
Summary Judgment 6 
)ate: 5/28/2013 
ime: 10:44 AM 
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Case: CV-2008-0004251-C Current Judge: Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hap Taylor _Sons vs. L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND LLC, etal. 
Other Claims 
Preliminary Scheduling Order on Motions for Summary Jdmt 
Reply Memorandum in Support of Integrated Financial Associates Ines 
Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment (fax) 
User: RANDALL 
Judge 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Plaintiff's reply to memorandum in opposition to plaintiff Hap Taylor & Sons Juneal C. Kerrick 
Inc dba Knife River's motion for summary judgment 
Defendant/Counterclaimant/Crossclaimant Stanley Consultants Ines Reply Juneal C. Kerrick 
to Integrated Financial Associates Ines Opposition to Motiom for Summary 
Judgment (fax) 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 01/07/2010 09:00 AM: Hearing Juneal C. Kerrick 
Vacated Extreme Line Logistics Motn for Summ Judg Integrated financial 
associates, lnc.'s cross-motion for summary judgment - per Court's order 
on 12/30/09 to be reset 
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment as to Knife Juneal C. Kerrick 
rivers Lien Foreclosure claims 
Affidavit of David T Krueck in Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment Juneal C. Kerrick 
as to Knife rivers Lien Foreclosure claims 
Stipulation to Dismiss Rexius Forest By-Products INC Without Prejudice Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 03/03/2010 09:00 AM) Mo for Juneal C. Kerrick 
Summary Judgment 
Notice Of Hearing 3-3-10 9:00 Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 02/11/2010 09:00 AM: Hearing Juneal C. Kerrick 
Vacated Motn for Summary Jdmt as to Knife River's Lien Foreclosure 
Claims 
Order to Dismiss Rexius Forest By-Products Without Prej Juneal C. Kerrick 
Civil Disposition entered for: Rexius Forest Byproducts, Defendant; Hap Juneal C. Kerrick 
Taylor & Sons, Plaintiff. Filing date: 2/8/2010 
Reply Memorandum in Suppt of Motn for Summary Jdmt as to Knife River's Juneal C. Kerrick 
Claims of Lien 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 03/03/2010 09:00 AM: District Juneal C. Kerrick 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kathy Klemetson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than 100 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 03/03/2010 09:00 AM: Motion Juneal C. Kerrick 
Held Mo for Summary Judgment** Written Ruling to be issued as to all 
motions*** 
Order on Motn for Summary Jdmt - DENIED Juneal C. Kerrick 
Notice Of Taking Deposition casey daniels Juneal C. Kerrick 
Motion for leave to withdraw as counsel for defendant extreme line logistics Juneal C. Kerrick 
(fax) 
Affidavit in support of motion (fax) 
Notice Of Hearing 7-8-10 9:00 (fax 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 07/08/2010 09:00 AM) Exteme Line Juneal C. Kerrick 
Mo to withdraw 
Defendant/Counterclaimaint/Crossclaimaint Stanley Consultants, lnc.'s Juneal C. Kerrick 
Notice of Non-Opposition to Motion for Leave to tJithdraw as Counsel (fax) 
ate: 5/28/2013 
ime: 10:44 AM 
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Affidavit Of Service Juneal C. Kerrick 
Notice of Vacated Hearing Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hrnring result for Motion Hearing held on 07/08/2010 09:00 AM: Hearing Juneal C. Kerrick 
Vacated Exteme Line Mo to withdraw 
Defendants ifa's Motion for reconsideration Juneal C. Kerrick 
Affidavit of Rebecca A Rainey in support of defendant ifa's motion for 
reconsideration 
Memorandum in support of defendant ifa's motion for reconsideration 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Notice of hearing re defendant ifa's motion for reconsideration Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 09/09/2010 09:00 AM) Defendants Juneal C. Kerrick 
for reconsideration 
Affidavit of Jessee Rosin in Opposition to Motion to Reconsider Juneal C. Kerrick 
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant IFA'S Motion for Juneal C. Kerrick 
Reconsideration 
Errata Re: Affidavit of Jesse Rosin in Opposition to defendant IFAs Motion Juneal C. Kerrick 
for Reconsideration (fax) 
Reply Memorandum in support of defendant IFA's motion for Juneal C. Kerrick 
reconsideration 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 09/09/2010 09:00 AM: District Juneal C. Kerrick 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kathy Klemetson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than 100 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 09/09/2010 09:00 AM: Motion Juneal C. Kerrick 
Held Defendants for reconsideration «Written decision to be issued» 
Order on def IFA's motion for reconsideration (Knife's Rivers motn for Juneal C. Kerrick 
partial summary Jmt is granted) 
Pit Motion to Amend Complaint Juneal C. Kerrick 
Affidavit of David T Krueck in support of Pit Mo to Amend Comp 
Memorandum in support of Pit Mo to Amend Complaint 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Notice Of Hearing 1-13-11 Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 01/13/2011 09:00 AM) Mo to Amend Juneal C. Kerrick 
Complaint 
Defendant/Counterclaimant/Crossclaimants Stanley Consultants Ines 
Notice of Non-Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Complaint (fax) 
Plaintiff's Second Motion for Summary Judgment 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Second Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
Affidavit of Jessee Rosin in Support of Plaintiff's Second Motion for 
Summary Judgment 
Notice Of Hearing 1/13/11 at 9:00 a.m. 
Affidavit of David T. Krueck in Support of Plaintiffs Second Motion for 
Summary Judgment 
Notice Of Service 8 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
1ate: 5/28/2013 
ime: 10:44 AM 













icial District Court - Canyon County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2008-0004251-C Current Judge: Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hap Taylor _Sons vs. L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND LLC, etal. 
Other Claims 
Defendant/Counterclaimant/Crossclaimant Stanley Consultants Ines 
Memorandum in Response to Plaintiff's Second Motion for Summary 
Judgment (fax) 
Defendant Integrated Financial Associates Second Motion for 
Reconsideration 
Notice Of Hearing of Defendant Integrated Financial Associates Second 
Motion for Reconsideration 1-13-11 
Defendant Integrated Financial Associates Motion for Continuance 
Affidavit of Rebecca A Rainey in Support of Motion for Continuance 
Combined Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's Second Motion for 




Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Notice Of Hearing of Defendant Integrated Financial Associates Motion for Juneal C. Kerrick 
Continuance 1-13-11 
Opposition to IFA'S Motion for Continuance pursuant to IRCP 56 (f) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Pit Reply to IFA'S Memorandum in Opposition to Pit Second Motion for Juneal C. Kerrick 
Summary Judgment 
Memorandum in Opposition to Def IFA' S Second Mo for Reconsideration Juneal C. Kerrick 
Notice of Association of Counsel-Rebecca Rainey (fax) 
Combined Reply Memorandum in Support of IFA's Second Motion for 
Reconsideration and Motion for Continuance 
Preliminary Scheduling Order on Motions Set for Hearing on 1 /13/11 
Order Granting Plaintiff's Motion to Amend Complaint 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 01/13/2011 09:00 AM: District Juneal C. Kerrick 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kathy Klemetson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than 100 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 01/13/2011 09:00 AM: Motion Juneal C. Kerrick 
Held Mo to Amend Complaint 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 01/13/2011 09:00 AM: Motion Juneal C. Kerrick 
Granted Mo to Amend Complaint 
Amended Complaint For Foreclosure of Claim of Lien 
Summons Issued 
Answer, Counterclaim, and Cross-Claim of Stanley Consultants Inc to 
Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint 
Affidavit Of Service 
Notice of Intent to Take Default (fax) 
Answer to Amended Complaint (fax) 
Notice of taking Deposition Duces Tecum of Summerwind Partners, LLC 
Notice of taking Deposition Duces Tecum of Geneva Equities, LLC 
Notice of taking Deposition Duces Tecum of Integrated Financial 
Associates, Inc 
9 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
1ate: 5/28/2013 
ime: 10:44 AM 
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Notice of Bankruptcy Filing for Def Integrated Financial , Geneva Equities, Juneal C. Kerrick 
Summerwind Partners (fax 
Reply to Notice of Bankruptcy and Request to Proceed Juneal C. Kerrick 
Affidavit of David T Krueck in support of Pit Reply to Notice of Bankruptcy Juneal C. Kerrick 
Filing and Request to Proceed 
Second Request For Trial Setting (fax Juneal C. Kerrick 
Def/Counterclaimants/crossclaimant Stanley Consultants Response To 
Reque~ForTrialSeWng(fax 
Notice Vacating Deposition Duces Tecum of Summerwind Partners Lie 
Notice Vacating Deposition Duces Tecum of Integrated Financial 
Associates Inc 
Notice Vacating Deposition Duces Tecum of Geneva Equities Lie 
Notice Of Service 
Notice of Intent to Take Default (fax) 
Plaintiffs Answer to Defendant Stenley Consultant's Inc's Counterclaim 
Summerwind Partners Lie's Answer to Stanley Consultants Cross Claim 
(fax) 
Notice Of Service of Defendant Summerwind Partners Lies Answers and 
Responses to Plaintiffs first set of interrogatoires requests for admission 
and requests for production (fax) 
Motion for Leave to Withdraw as Counsel for Defendant/Counterclaimant 
Extreme Line Logistics Inc (fax) 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Affidavit of William L Smith in Support of Motion for Leave to Withdraw as Juneal C. Kerrick 
Counsel for Defendant/Counterclaimant Exteme Line Logistics Inc (fax) 
Notice Of Hearing 9-8-11 (fax) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 09/08/2011 09:00 AM) Extreme Juneal C. Kerrick 
Line's motn to withdraw 
Notice of Change of Firm and Address (fax) 
Notice of Non-Opposition and Intent to Not Appear (fax) 
Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum of Summerwind Partners Lie 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Notice of Non Opposition to Motion for Leave to Withdraw as Counsel for Juneal C. Kerrick 
Defendant/Counterclaimant Extreme Line Logistics Inc 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 09/08/2011 09:00 AM: Juneal C. Kerrick 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kathy Klemetso n 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than 100 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 09/08/2011 09:00 AM: Juneal C. Kerrick 
Motion Held Extreme Line's motn to withdraw 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 09/08/2011 09:00 AM: Juneal C. Kerrick 
Motion Granted Extreme Line's motn to withdraw---Order signed- atty to do 
Affidavit of Srvc--
Order Granting Motion for leave to withdraw as counsel for 
Defendant/counterclaimclaimant Extreme Line Logistics, I NC 
Notice of Status Conference-10-7-11 1 Q 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
)ate: 5/28/2013 
rime: 10:44 AM 














icial District Court - Canyon County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2008-0004251-C Current Judge: Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hap Taylor ~Sons vs. L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND LLC, etal. 
Other Claims 
Hearing Scheduled (Conference - Status 10/07/2011 09:00 AM) 
Affidavit of William L Smith (fax) 
Notice of Non-Availability (fax) Def 
User: RANDALL 
Judge 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Amended Notice of Status Conference 10-17-11 Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing result for Conference - Status scheduled on 10/07/2011 09:00 AM: Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing Vacated 
Hearing Scheduled (Conference - Status 10/17/2011 08:30 AM) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing result for Conference - Status scheduled on 10/17/2011 08:30 AM: Juneal C. Kerrick 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kathy Klemetson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than 100 
Hearing result for Conference - Status scheduled on 10/17/2011 08:30 AM: Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing Held 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 11/15/2011 10:00 AM) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Combined Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Pint's Second Motion Juneal C. Kerrick 
for Summary Judgment and in Oppposition to IFA's Second Motion for 
Reconsideration 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 11/15/2011 10:00 AM: Juneal C. Kerrick 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kathy Klemetson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
pages Plantf Second Motion for Summ JudgmnU/Def (Summerwind and 
lntergrated) Second Motion for Reconsideration & Rule 56(f) as it pertains 
to Plntf Second Motion for Summary Judgment 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 11 /15/2011 10:00 AM: Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing Held Plantf Second Motion for Summ JudgmnU/Def (Summerwind 
and lntergrated) Second Motion for Reconsideration & Rule 56(f) as it 
pertains to Plntf Second Motion for Summary Judgment 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 11/15/2011 10:00 AM: Juneal C. Kerrick 
Motion Held Plantf Second Motion for Su mm JudgmnU/Def (Summerwind 
and lntergrated) Second Motion for Reconsideration & Rule 56(f) as it 
pertains to Plntf Second Motion for Summary Judgment- Court to prepare 
written decision 
Order on Defendant IFA'S Second Motion for Reconsideration and Plaintiffs Juneal C. Kerrick 
Second Motion for Summary Judgment 
Plaintiff's Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs 
Plaintiffs Memorandum of Attorney's Fees and Costs 
Plaintiff's Amended Motion for Attorney's Fees and Costs 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Notice of Non-Objection to Pit Amended Motion for Attorney fees and Costs Juneal C. Kerrick 
(fax 
Plaintiff's Motion for Entry of Judgment 
Affidavit of David T. Krueck in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Judgment 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Judgment 
Notice Of Hearing 
1 1 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Jate: 5/28/2013 
'ime: 10:44 Al\!1 















icial District Court - Canyon County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2008-0004251-C Current Judge: Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hap Taylor ~Sons vs. L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND LLC, eta!. 
Other Claims 
Hearing Scl1eduled (Motion Hearing 07/19/2012 09:00 AM) motion for 
judgment 
IFA's Opposition to Knife River's Motion for Entry of Judgment (fax) 
Plantiff's Reply to IFA's Opposition to Knife River's motion for entry of 
Judgment 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 07/19/2012 09:00 AM: 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kathy Klemetson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than 100 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 07/19/2012 09:00 AM: 
Hearing Held motion for judgment 
Notice of Change of Firm Name 
Notice of Lodging of Order Granting Bankruptcy Stay Relief 
Notice of Lodging of Proposed Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure 
User: RANDALL 
Judge 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
IFA's Opposition to Knife Rivers Proposed Form of Judgment (fax Juneal C. Kerrick 
Notice of Bankruptcy Filing Juneal C. Kerrick 
Civil Disposition entered for: L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND LLC, Defendant; Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hap Taylor & Sons, Plaintiff. Filing date: 8/29/2012 
Case Status Changed: Closed Juneal C. Kerrick 
Plaintiff's Second Motion for Entry of Judgment Juneal C. Kerrick 
Affidavit of David Krueck in Support of Plaintiffs Second Motion for Entry of Juneal C. Kerrick 
Judgment 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Second Motion for Entry of Judgment Juneal C. Kerrick 
Notice Of Hearing (10/3/12 at 9:00 a.m.) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 10/03/2012 09:00 AM) second Juneal C. Kerrick 
motion for judgment 
Case Status Changed: Reopened 
Stipulation for Reconsideration and Entry of Certified Judgment 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 10/03/2012 09:00 AM: 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kathy Klemetson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than 100 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 10/03/2012 09:00 AM: 
Hearing Held second motion for judgment <Written Decision to be 
issued>>> 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Order on Motion for Entry of Judgment (Pit awarded costs $6,236.69 & atty Juneal C. Kerrick 
fees $97,552.86 
Certified Judgment on Stanley Consultants Ines Motion for Summary Juneal C. Kerrick 
Judgment 
Civil Disposition entered for: L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND LLC, Defendant; Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hap Taylor & Sons, Plaintiff. Filing date: 10/16/2012 
Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure $421,876.88 Juneal C. Kerrick 
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Thir ·cial District Court - Canyon County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2008-0004251-C Current Judge: Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hap Taylor _Sons vs. L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND LLC, etal. 
Other Claims 
Civil Disposition Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure $421,876.88 
entered for: L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND LLC, Defendant; Hap Taylor & 
Sons, Plaintiff. Filing date: 10/26/2012 
Case Status Changed: Closed 
User: RANDALL 
Judge 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Supreme Court Paid Juneal C. Kerrick 
by: Dvorak, Thomas E (attorney for Stanley Consultants) Receipt number: 
0070455 Dated: 11/26/2012 Amount: $109.00 (Check) For: Stanley 
Consultants (defendant) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 70457 Dated 11/26/2012 for 285.00) Juneal C. Kerrick 
($200.00 reporters transcriptm $85.00 clerks record) 
Case Status Changed: Closed pending clerk action 
Notice of Appeal 
Appealed To The Supreme Court 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 70519 Dated 11/27/2012 for 15.00) (for 
clerks record) 
S C - Order Remanding to District Court 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Supreme Court Paid Juneal C. Kerrick 
by: Roe, Michael (attorney for lntergated Financial Associates) Receipt 
number: 0073004 Dated: 12/6/2012 Amount: $109. 00 (Check) For: 
lntergated Financial Associates (defendant) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 73006 Dated 12/6/2012 for 100.00) (Clerk's Juneal C. Kerrick 
Record) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 73007 Dated 12/6/2012 for 200.00) Juneal C. Kerrick 
(Reporter's Transcript) 
Notice of Appeal (for Integrated Financial Assoc.) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Appealed To The Supreme Court Juneal C. Kerrick 
Notice of Lodging of Proposed Order of Sale on Foreclosure 
Supersedeas Bond #0163833 
Order Clarifying Determination on Reconsideration After Remend 
Judgment 
SC - Order Granting Petition to Intervene 
Motion for Reconsideration of March 15, 2013 Order and Judgment 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Reconsideration of March 15, 2013 Juneal C. Kerrick 
Order and Judgment 
Stipulation for Entry of Judgment Juneal C. Kerrick 
Bond Converted (Transaction number 1729 dated 5/14/2013 amount 
200.00) 
Bond Converted (Transaction number 1730 dated 5/14/2013 amount 
200.00) 
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Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
DAVIDT. KRUECK, ISB No. 6246 
TROUT+ JONES+ GLEDHILL+ FUHRMAN, P.A. 
225 North 9th Street, Suite 800 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Telephone: (208) 331-1170 
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529 
Email: dkrueck@idalaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
APR 2 2 
CANYON COUNTY 
TWH\TE, 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE ) 
RIVER, an Oregon corporation doing business) 






L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company; L222-2 ID ) 
SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; L222-3 ID ) 
SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; UNION LAND ) 
COMP ANY, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; REXIUS FOREST BY- ) 
PRODUCTS, INC. d/b/a REXIUS, an Oregon ) 
corporation doing business as Rexius; ) 
PARADISE EXCAVATION & ) 
CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation; PMA, INC., an Idaho corporation;) 
RIVERSIDE, INC., an Idaho corporation; ) 
STANLEY CONSULTANTS, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation; CONGER MANAGEMENT ) 
GROUP, INC., an Idaho corporation; ) 
DENNIS PHIPPS WELL DRILLING, INC., ) 
an Idaho corporation; TRADITIONAL ) 
SPRINKLERS AND LANDSCAPING, INC., ) 
an Idaho corporation; EXTREME LINE ) 
LOGISITICS, INC. d/b/a EXTREME LINE ) 
COMPLAINT FOR FORECLOSURE 
OF CLAIM OF LIEN 
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CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation doing business as Extreme Line ) 
Construction, Inc.; DAVID A. ) 
HUNEMILLER, INC., an Idaho corporation; ) 
SPF WATER ENGINEERING, LLC, an Idaho) 
limited liability company; MATERIALS ) 
TESTING & INSPECTION, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation; INTEGRATED FINANCIAL ) 
ASSOCIATES, INC., a Nevada corporation; ) 
GENEY A EQUITIES, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; DANA McDANIEL ) 
KANNE SEP. PROPERTY TR U/AJD ) 
4/27/1999; HENRY B. SOLOWAY 1991 ) 
IRREVOCABLE TRUST; HENRY B. ) 
SOLOWAY 2006 REVOCABLE FAMILY ) 
TRUST; JOHN R. GIBBS TRUST; KARIN B.) 
SOLOWAY TRUST DTD 4125196; KING ) 
PUTT'S FUN FUNDS, LLC; MILTON ) 
BOZANIC; STEVEN E. CLAYTON; RUTH ) 
D. MILLE LIVING TRUST; JON A. ) 
GRIFFIN SR. AND JUDY A. GRIFFIN ) 
REVOCABLE TRUST; MONROE FAMILY ) 
TRUST; NEV ADA TRUST COMP ANY C!F ) 
DARYLALTERWITZ, IRA; ANNETTE ) 
PARKER TRUST; JA KRETSCH ) 
FINANCIAL RETIREMENT PLAN; JASON ) 
PARKER; KARLI PARKER; RENE C. ) 
BLANCHARD TRUST DTD 2/14/73; ) 
CARYL J. GUTH TRUST; DAVID G. ) 
STIBOR D.D.S. LTD. DBPP; DENNIS ) 
KYLE; DVS FAMILY LIMITED ) 
PARTNERSHIP; LIBMAN FAMILY ) 
TRUST; THE CATHY A. KAMMEYER ) 
LIVING TRUST DTD 9/25/91; DALE ) 
WYNN LIVING TRUST; LYAN, LLC; ) 
PINNACLE HOLDING ENTERPRISES, ) 
LLC; ROBERT R. BELLIVEAU TRUST; ) 
RUTH OSHINS REVOCABLE FAMILY ) 
TRUST; JA KRETSCH FINANCIAL ) 
RETIREMENT PLAN; STANLEYPAHER ) 
TRUST; ANNETTE PARKER TRUST; KIT ) 
& KAREN GRASKI, JTWRS; PATRICK ) 
FLANAGAN TRUST; RICHARD & HELEN ) 
CAROL ELLIS, JTWRS; ROBERT R. ) 
BELLIVEAU TRUST; STERLING TRUST . ) 
CO. CUST FBO PA TRICK MICHAEL ) 
FLANAGAN, IRA; ANTHONY C. & LINDA) 
A. PUSATERI FAMILY TRUST; ) 
COMPLArnT FOR FORECLOSURE OF CLAIM OF LIEN - 2 
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ANTHONY DELIA TRUST; ARTHUR ) 
SNYDER; BEATRICE S. BERNSTEIN REV. ) 
FAM. TR. FBO CAROL B. OSHINS; ) 
BLANCHE M. CRAIG; CARDWELL ) 
CHARITABLE TRUST; CHAD & TAMARA) 
VELLINGA FAMILY TRUST; DEBORAH ) 
FRIEDMAN; DEBORAH STOUT TRUST; ) 
DeETTE CARTER REVOCABLE TRUST; ) 
DI BIASE 1979 TRUST; DUKE ) 
MARKETING, INC.; EDWARD H. OSHINS ) 
REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST; EVE ) 
JEANOS; FRANK R. NOLIMAL & ROBIN ) 
F. NOLIMAL FAMILY TRUST; GOLDEN ) 
LEGACY, LLC; HEATHER A. RALSTON ) 
TRUST; JACQUELYN A. McDANIEL; ) 
JAMES AND REBA CARDWELL FAMILY ) 
TRUST; JANET B. GLOVER; JANIE ) 
FRIEDMAN TRUST; JAY A. AND LOUISE ) 
A. STEAD; JOAN NEIMAN REVOCABLE ) 
TRUST; JOHN DAVID KRUGER FAMILY ) 
TRUST; JUDITH TROTTER OR BOB ) 
CHARLES TROTTER; KATHRYN ) 
BRYANT LIVING TRUST; LAGUNA ) 
CONSULTANTS, LLC PROFIT SHARING ) 
PLAN; LARRY CARTER TRUST; LARRY ) 
CARTER, LORI CARTER, DAVID ) 
CARTER; MARGUERITE E. LUCE LIVING) 
TRUST; MARILENE B. NEVINS LIVING ) 
TRUST; MARK HEESE; MARSHALL ) 
SHIELDS IRA; MEENA P. VOHRA; ) 
MICHAEL AND GERI RUMBOLZ LIVING ) 
TRUST 2002; MUSTAPHA ASSI REV. ) 
LIVING TRUST 6/23/03; PHILIP & ADELE ) 
ENGEL FAMILY TRUST; PRA VIN P. ) 
BAKRANIA AND VEENA P. BAK.RANIA ) 
LIVING TRUST; PRISM MANAGEMENT ) 
PENSION TRUST; RALSTON FAMILY ) 
TRUST; RAY W. MILLISOR TRUST DTD ) 
1/15/92; RICHARD A. OSHINS 1995 ) 
REVOCABLE TRUST; RONALD J. FADEL ) 
M.D. IRA; RUTH OSHINS REVOCABLE ) 
FAMILY TRUST; SCHWARTZFAl\1ILY ) 
TRUST; SHARON GEORGE (FRIEDMAN); ) 
SS TRUST; THE CHERRY TRUST; THE ) 
LeMAIRE FAMILY TRUST; TONI LYNN ) 
PUSATERI; VICTORA C. PICKARD- ) 
BROWN TRUST; WOMEN'S CARE ) 
OB/GYN LTD.; and ALL PERSONS IN ) 
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POSSESSION OR CLAIMING ANY RIGHT ) 
TO POSSESSION, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
COMES NOW the Plaintiff, Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. doing business as Knife River 
("Plaintiff' or "Knife River"), by and through its counsel of record, David T. Krueck of the firm 
TROUT+ JONES+ GLEDHILL+ FUHRMAN, P.A., and complains and alleges as follows: 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
1. The Plaintiff is, and was at all times mentioned herein, a corporation duly 
organized under the laws of the state of Oregon authorized to do business in the state of Idaho 
under the assumed business names "Knife River" and "Masco, Inc." 
2. The Plaintiff is, and was at all times mentioned herein, an Idaho registered 
contractor pursuant to Idaho Code§ 54-5204 and is in good standing. 
3. The Defendant Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. ("Extreme Line") is, and was at all 
times mentioned herein, a corporation duly organized under the laws of the state of Idaho 
authorized to do business in the state of Idaho· under the assumed business name "Extreme Line 
Construction, Inc." Extreme Line caused a Claim of Lien to be recorded against the Property 
described in paragraph 11 below on December 19, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007081815, records 
of Canyon County, Idaho in the amount of $298,392.40. 
4. The Defendant David A. Hunemiller, Inc. ("Hunemiller") is, and was at all times 
mentioned herein, a corporation duly organized under the laws of the state of Idaho. Hunemiller 
caused a Claim of Lien to be recorded against the Property described in paragraph 11 below on 
December 21, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007082261, records of Canyon County, Idaho, in the 
amount of $30,943.75. 
COMPLAINT FOR FORECLOSURE OF CLAIM OF LIEN - 4 
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5. The Defendant SPF Water Engineering, LLC ("SPF") is, and was at all times 
mentioned herein, a limited liability company duly organized under the laws of the state of 
Idaho. SPF caused a Claim of Lien to be recorded against the Property described in paragraph 
11 below on January 11, 2008 as Instrument No. 2008001980, records of Canyon County, Idaho, 
in the amount of $18,735.44. 
6. The Defendant Materials Testing & Inspection, Inc. ("MTl") is, and was at all 
times mentioned herein, a corporation duly organized under the laws of the state of Idaho. MTI 
caused a Claim of Lien to be recorded against the Property described in paragraph 11 below on 
February 26, 2008 as Instrument No. 2008010009, records of Canyon County, Idaho, in the 
amount of $3,975.02. 
7. The Defendant Stanley Consultants, Inc. ("Stanley") is, and was at all times 
mentioned herein, a corporation duly organized under the laws of the state of Idaho. Stanley 
caused a Claim of Lien to be recorded against the Property described in paragraph 11 below on 
February 22, 2008 as Instrument No. 2008009213, records of Canyon County, Idaho, in the 
amount of $26, 185 .25. 
8. The Defendant Paradise Excavation & Construction, Inc. ("Paradise Excavation") 
is, and was at all times mentioned herein, a corporation duly organized under the laws of the 
state of Idaho. Paradise Excavation caused a Claim of Lien to be recorded against the Property 
described in paragraph 11 below on November 27, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007077408, records 
of Canyon County, Idaho, in the amount of$15,100.00. 
9. The Defendant PMA, Inc. ("PMA") is, and was at all times mentioned herein, a 
corporation duly organized under the laws of the state of Idaho. PMA caused a Claim of Lien to 
be recorded against the Property desc1ibed in paragraph 11 below on December 10, 2007 as 
Instrument No. 2007079792, records of Canyon County, Idaho, in the amount of$51,667.06. 
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10. The Defendant Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. is, and was at all times mentioned 
herein, a corporation duly organized under the laws of the state of Oregon authorized to do 
business in the state of Idaho under the assumed business name "Rexius" ("Rexius"). Rexius 
caused a Claim of Lien to be recorded against the Property described in paragraph 11 below on 
February 21, 2008 as Instrument No. 2008009073, records of Canyon County, Idaho, in the 
amount of $1,657,497.00. Rexius is also identified as the Beneficiary to a Deed of Trust 
recorded against· the Property described in paragraph 11 below on October 30, 2007 as 
Instrument No. 2007072105, records of Canyon County, Idaho, to secure indebtedness in the 
amount of $1,483,616.00. 
11. The Defendant L222-1 ID Summerwind, LLC ("L222-1 ") is, and was at all times 
mentioned herein, a limited liability company duly organized under the laws of the state of 
Idaho, and at all times mentioned herein is, and was, the owner or reputed owner of the real 
property ("Property"), and improvements thereon, described as follows: 
All of the real property described in the recorded plat for SmnmerWind at 
Orchard Hills Subdivision Phase I filed in Book 39 of Plats at Page 21 
records of Canyon County, Idaho, recorded on February 2, 2007, as 
Instrument No. 2007008405; EXCLUDING Lots 1 and 9 in Block 2 of the 
Subdivision. 
12. The Defendant Union Land Company, LLC ("Union Land"), is, and was at all 
times mentioned herein, a limited liability company duly organized under the laws of the state of 
Idaho. Union Land may claim an ownership interest in the Property. 
13. The Defendant L222-2 Summerwind, LLC ("L222-2"), is, and was at all times 
mentioned herein, a limited liability company duly organized under the laws of the state of 
Idaho. L222-2 may claim an ownership interest in the Property. 
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14. The Defendant L222-3 Sumrnerwind, LLC ("L222-3"), is, and was at all times 
mentioned herein, a limited liability company duly organized under the laws of the state of 
Idaho. L222-3 may claim an ownership interest in the Property. 
15. The Defendant Integrated Financial Associates, Inc. ("Integrated Financial") is, 
and was at all times mentioned herein, a corporation duly organized under the laws of the state of 
Nevada. Integrated Financial is identified as the Mortgagee to a mortgage recorded against the 
Property on December 22, 2006 as Instrnment No. 2006100908, records of Canyon County, 
Idaho, to secure indebtedness in the amount of $4,000,000.00. Integrated Financial is identified 
as the Beneficiary to a Deed of Trust recorded against the Property on July 13, 2007 as 
Instrnment No. 2007048601, records of Canyon County, Idaho, to secure indebtedness in the 
amount of $9,500,000.00. Integrated Financial is also identified as the Beneficiary to a Deed of 
Trust recorded against the Property on July 13, 2007 as Instrnment No. 2007048602, records of 
Canyon County, Idaho, to secure indebtedness in the amount of $9,500,000.00. Integrated 
Financial is also identified as the Beneficiary to a Deed of Trnst recorded against the Property on 
July 13, 2007 as Instrnment No. 2007048606, records of Canyon County, Idaho, to secure 
indebtedness in the amount of $9,500,000.00. 
16. The Defendants DANA McDANIEL KANNE SEP. PROPERTY TR U/A/D 
4/27/1999; HENRY B. SOLOWAY 1991 IRREVOCABLE TRUST; HENRY B. SOLO\VAY 
2006 REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST; JOHN R. GIBBS TRUST; KARIN B. SOLOWAY 
TRUST DTD 4125/96; KING PUTT'S FUN FUNDS, LLC; MILTON BOZANIC; STEVEN E. 
CLAYTON; RUTH D. MILLE LIVING TRUST; JON A. GRIFFIN SR. AND JUDY A. 
GRIFFIN REVOCABLE TRUST; MONROE FAMILY TRUST; NEV ADA TRUST 
COMPANY C/F DARYL ALTERWITZ, IRA; ANNETTE PARKER TRUST; JA KRETSCH 
FINANCIAL RETIREMENT PLAN; JASON PARKER; KARLI PARKER; RENE C. 
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BLANCHARD TRUST DTD 2/14/73; CARYL J. GUTH TRUST; DAVID G. STIBOR D.D.S. 
LTD. DBPP; DEJ\TNIS KYLE; DVS FAMILY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP; LIBMAN FAMILY 
TRUST; THE CATHY A~ KAMMEYER LIVING TRUST DTD 9125191; DALE WYNN 
LIVING TRUST; LYAN, LLC; PINNACLE HOLDING ENTERPRISES, LLC; ROBERT R. 
BELLIVEAU TRUST; RUTH OSHINS REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST; JA KRETSCH 
FINANCIAL RETIREMENT PLAN; STANLEY PARER TRUST; Al'{NETTE PARKER 
TRUST; KIT & KA.REN GRASKI, JTWRS; PATRICK FLANAGAN TRUST; RICHARD & 
HELEN CAROL ELLIS, JTWRS; ROBERT R. BELLIVEAU TRUST; STERLING TRUST 
CO. CUST FBO PATRICK MICHAEL FLANAGAN, IRA; ANTHONY C. & LINDA A. 
PUSATERI FAMILY TRUST; ANTHONY DELIA TRUST; ARTHUR SNYDER; BEATRICE 
S. BERNSTEIN REV. FAM. TR. FBO CAROL B. OSHINS; BLANCHE M. CRAIG; 
CARDWELL CHARITABLE TRUST; CHAD & TAMARA VELLINGA FAMILY TRUST; 
DEBORAH FRIEDMAN; DEBORAH STOUT TRUST; DeETTE CARTER REVOCABLE 
TRUST; DI BIASE 1979 TRUST; DUKE MARKETING, INC.; EDWARD H. OSHINS 
REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST; EVE JEANOS; FRANK R. NOLIMAL & ROBIN F. 
NOLIMAL FAMILY TRUST; GOLDEN LEGACY, LLC; HEATHER A. RALSTON TRUST; 
JACQUELYN A. McDANIEL; JAMES AND REBA CARDWELL FAMILY TRUST; JANET 
B. GLOVER; JANIE FRIEDMAN TRUST; JAY A. AND LOUISE A. STEAD; JOAN 
NEIMAN REVOCABLE TRUST; JOHN DAVID KRUGER FAMILY TRUST; JUDITH 
TROTTER OR BOB CHARLES TROTTER; KATHRYN BRYANT LIVING TRUST; 
LAGUNA CONSULTANTS, LLC PROFIT SHARING PLAN; LARRY CARTER TRUST; 
LARRY CARTER, LORI CARTER, DA YID CARTER; MARGUERITE E. LUCE LIVING · 
TRUST; MARILENE B. NEVINS LIVING TRUST; MARK HEESE; MARSHALL SHIELDS 
IRA; MEENA P. VOHRA; MICHAEL AND GERI RUMBOLZ LIVING TRUST 2002; 
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MUSTAPHA ASSI REV. LIVING TRUST 6/23/03; PHILIP & ADELE ENGEL FAMILY 
TRUST; PRAVIN P. BARRA.NIA AND VEENA P. BAKRANIA LIVING TRUST; PRISM 
MANAGEMENT PENSION TRUST; RALSTON FAMILY TRUST; RAY W. MILLISOR 
TRUST DTD 1/15/92; RICHARD A. OSHINS 1995 REVOCABLE TRUST; RONALD J. 
FADEL M.D. IRA; RUTH OSHfi'\fS REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST; SCHWARTZ FAMILY 
TRUST; SHARON GEORGE (FRIEDMAN); SS TRUST; THE CHERRY TRUST; THE 
LeMAIRE FAMILY TRUST; TONI LYNN PUSATERI; VICTORA C. PICKARD-BROWN 
TRUST; WOMEN'S CARE OB/GYN LTD. (collectively referred to hereinafter as "Assignees") 
may claim a secured interest in the Property by way of assignments from Integrated Financial to 
fractional interests in the mortgage and/or Deeds of Trust described in paragraph 15 above 
through Assignment instruments recorded on: (1) March 8, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007016269, 
records of Canyon County, Idaho; (2) March 8, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007016270, records of 
Canyon County, Idaho; (3) March 8, 2007, as Instrument No. 2007016271, records of Canyon 
County, Idaho; (4) March 8, 2007, as Instrument No. 2007016272, records of Canyon County, 
Idaho; (5) March 8, 2007 as Instrument No. 200716273, records of Canyon County, Idaho; (6) 
March 8, 2007 as Instrument No. 200716274; (7) March 16, 2007 as Instrument No. 
2007018395, records of Canyon County, Idaho; (8) March 27, 2007 as Instrument No. 
2007021352, records of Canyon County, Idaho; (9) September 28, 2007 as Instrument No. 
2007065529, records of Canyon County, Idaho; (10) September 28, 2007 as Instrument No. 
2007065544, records of Canyon County, Idaho; (11) September 28, 2007 as Instrument No. 
2007065528, records of Canyon County, Idaho; (12) September 28, 2007 as Instrument No. 
2007065543, records of Canyon County, Idaho; (13) September 28, 2007 as Instrument No. 
2007065527, records of Canyon County, Idaho; (14) September 28, 2007 as Instrument No. 
2007065542, records of Canyon County, Idaho; (15) September 28, 2007 as Instrument No. 
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2007065526, records of Canyon County, Idaho; (16) September 28, 2007 as Instrument No. 
2007065541, records of Canyon County, Idaho (17) October 2, 2007 as Instrument No. 
2007066077, records of Canyon County, Idaho (18) October 2, 2007 ·as Instrument No. 
2007066076, records of Canyon County, Idaho; (19) Octob;;;r 2, 2007 as Instrument No. 
2007066075, records of Canyon County, Idaho; and (20) October 2, 2007 as Instrument No. 
2007066074, records of Canyon County, Idaho. The fractional interests each of the respective 
Assignees may claim in the Property are set forth and described in Sections 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 
of Schedule B of the Litigation Guarantee described in paragraph 24 below and attached hereto 
as Exhibit 'B.' 
17. The Defendant Geneva Equities, LLC ("Geneva") is, and was at all times 
mentioned herein, a limited liability company duly organized under the laws of the state of 
Idaho. Geneva is identified as the Beneficiary to a Deed of Trust recorded against the Property 
on July 17, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007049347, records of Canyon County, Idaho, to secure 
indebtedness in the amount of $3,629,000.00. Geneva is identified as the Beneficiary to a Deed 
of Trust recorded against the Property on July 17, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007049348, records 
of Canyon County, Idaho, to secure indebtedness in the amount of $3,629,000.00. Geneva is 
identified as the Beneficiary to a Deed of Trust recorded against the Prope1iy on July 17, 2007 as 
Instrument No. 2007049349, records of Canyon County, Idaho, to secure indebtedness in the 
amount of $3,629,000.00. · 
18. The Defendant Traditional Sprinklers and Landscaping, Inc. ("Traditional") is, 
and was at all times mentioned herein, a corporation duly organized under the laws of the state of 
Idaho. Traditional is identified as the Beneficiary to a Deed of Trust recorded against the 
Property on December 27, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007083044, records of Canyon County, 
Idaho, to secure indebtedness in the amount of $20,850.00. 
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19. The Defendant Conger Management Group, Inc. ("Conger") is, and was at all 
times mentioned herein, a corporation duly organized under the laws of the state of Idaho. 
Conger is identified as the Beneficiary to a Deed of Trust recorded against the Property on 
January 11, 2008 as Instrument No. 2008002079, records of Canyon County, Idaho, to secure 
indebtedness in the amount of $21,766.21. 
20. The Defendant Dennis Phipps Well Drilling, Inc. ("Dennis Phipps") is, and was at 
all times mentioned herein, a corporation duly organized under the laws of the state of Idaho. 
Dennis Phipps is identified as the Beneficiary to a Deed of Trust recorded against the Property 
on January 22, 2008 as Instrument No. 2008003913, records of Canyon County, Idaho, to secure 
indebtedness in the amount of $6,135.00. 
21. The Defendant Riverside, Inc. ("Riverside") is, and was at all times mentioned 
herein, a corporation duly organized under the laws of the state of Idaho. Riverside is identified 
as the Beneficiary to a Deed of Trust recorded against the Property on December 14, 2007 as 
Instrument No. 2007080906, records of Canyon County, Idaho, to secure indebtedness in the 
amount of $73,121.26. 
22. On October 25, 2007, the Plaintiff caused a Claim of Lien to be recorded against 
the Property as Instrument No. 2007071409, records of Canyon County, Idaho, in the amount of 
$217 ,862.32. A true and correct copy of the Claim of Lien is attached hereto as Exhibit 'A,' and 
is fully incorporated herein by this reference. 
23. The Plaintiff incurred recording costs in the amount of $39.00 to record its Claim 
of Lien. 
24. The Plaintiff incurred reasonable and necessary costs in obtaining a Litigation 
Guarantee from First American Title Company for the Property in the amount of $959.00. A 
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true and correct copy of the Litigation Guarantee is attached hereto as Exhibit 'B,' and is fully 
incorporated herein by this reference. 
25. All acts complained of herein took place in Canyon County, Idaho. 
26. This Court has jurisdiction over the parties and the Property, and venue is proper 
in Canyon County, Idaho. 
COUNT ONE 
Lien Foreclosure Claim Against L222-1, 1222-2, L222-3, Union Land, Hunemiller, SPF, 
MTI, Extreme Line, Paradise Excavation, PMA, Stanley, Integrated Financial, Assignees, 
Geneva, Traditional, Rexius, Conger, Dennis Phipps, Riverside 
27. Plaintiff hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 26 above, as 
though fully set forth herein. 
28. The Plaintiff entered into a contract with Extreme Line to provide labor, mate1ials 
and equipment used in the construction or improvement of the Property. 
29. In accordance with the terms of said contract, the Plaintiff provided said labor, 
materials and equipment to the Property, and said labor, materials and equipment were used and 
installed in and about the Property. 
30. The whole of the Property is required for the convenient use and occupancy of the 
improvements situated thereon. 
31. In accordance with the terms of said contract, the Plaintiff furnished the labor, 
materials and equipment used in the construction of the Property between approximately August 
22, 2006 and August 29, 2007. 
32. Knife River has not been fully compensated for the labor, materials and 
equipment provided in the construction of the Property. 
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33. On October 25, 2007, the Plaintiff, pursuant to Idaho law, recorded Claim of 
Lien for labor, materials and equipment furnished to the Property. 
34. On October 26, 2007, the Plaintiff caused a copy of the Claim of Lien to be sent 
to Status Homes and its registered agent by certified mail, return receipt requested. 
35. The Plaintiff recorded its Claim of Lien within ninety (90) days from the time it 
ceased or completed providing labor, materials and equipment to the Property. 
36. The Plaintiff claims an interest in and to the Property pursuant to its Claim of 
Lien, and any tight, title, claim or interest of the Defendants L222-1, L222-2, L222-3, Union 
Land, Hunemiller, SPF, MTI, Extreme Line, Paradise Excavation, PMA, Stanley, Integrated 
Financial, Assignees, Geneva, Traditional, Rexius, Conger, Dennis Phipps and Riverside (or any 
other interested party or person in and to the subject property, as such right, title, claim or 
interest exists) is junior and subservient to the interest of the Plaintiff in the Property. 
3 7. The Plaintiff is entitled to a decree allowing the foreclosure of its interest against 
the Property in the amount of $198,928.53, plus attorney's fees, costs and interest, and/or a 
determination of the respective rights of the parties herein and any others who claim an interest 
in the Property. 
38. Plaintiff has been damaged in an amount to be determined at trial, but not less 
than the jmisdictional minimum required by this Court, plus interest thereon at the maximum 
rate allowed by law. 
COUNT TWO 
Breach of Contract Claim Against Extreme Line 
39. Plaintiff hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 38 above, as 
though fully set forth herein. 
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40. The Plaintiff and Extreme Line entered into a binding contract, whereby the 
Plaintiff agreed to perfonn certain work for Extreme Line on the Property. 
41. Pursuant to the tenns of the contract between the parties, Extreme Line agreed to 
fully compensate the Plaintiff for the labor and equipment provided by the Plaintiff to the 
Property. 
42. The Plaintiff performed all of its obligations under the terms of the Plaintiff's 
contract with Extreme Line. 
43. The Plaintiff is entitled to enforce the terms of the contract with Extreme Line. 
44. The Plaintiff has been damaged by Extreme Line's breach of contract in an 
amount to be determined at trial, but not less than the jurisdictional minimum required by this 
court, plus interest thereon at the maximum rate allowed by law. 
COUNT THREE 
Unjust Enrichment Claim Against Extreme Line 
45. The Plaintiff re-alleges paragraphs 1 through 44 above, as though fully set forth 
herein. 
46. The Plaintiff conferred a benefit upon Extreme Line through the construction 
work the Plaintiff performed at the Plaintiff's expense. 
47. Extreme Line appreciated the benefits conferred upon it by the Plaintiff to the 
Plaintiff's detriment. 
48. Extreme Line has accepted and retained the benefits conferred upon it by the 
Plaintiff under such circumstances as to make it inequitable for Extreme Line to retain such 
benefits without the payment of the value of such benefits to the Plaintiff. 
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49. Extreme Line has been unjustly enriched in an amount to be determined at trial, 
but not less than the jurisdictional minimum required by this court, plus interest thereon at the 
maximum rate allowed by law. 
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 
50. Plaintiff hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 49 above, as 
though fully set forth herein. 
51. Pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-120, 12-121and45-513, and Rule 54 of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure, the Plaintiff is entitled to recover reasonable attorney's fees and costs 
for the prosecution of this action. The Plaintiff has retained the firm of TROUT + JONES + 
GLEDHILL + FUHRMAN, P.A. to prosecute this action. The sum of Five Thousand Dollars 
($5,000.00) is a reasonable attorney's fee for the prosecution of this action if it is uncontested. 
52. In addition to recovery of the Plaintiff's attorney's fees and costs, the Plaintiff is 
entitled to prejudgment interest. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff prays for entry of an order and judgment against the 
Defendants as follows: 
1. That the Court enter an order declaring that the Plaintiff has a valid lien against 
the Property in the amount of $198,928.53, plus interest and attorney's fees; 
2. That the Court declare that the Defendants L222-1, L222-2, L222-3, Union Land, 
Hunemiller, SPF, MTI, Extreme Line, Paradise Excavation, PMA, Stanley, Integrated Financial, 
Assignees, Geneva, Traditional, Rexius, Conger, Dennis Phipps and Riverside (or any other 
interested party or person in and to the subject property, as such right, title, claim or interest 
exists), have only such claim of interest in the Property as is subordinate, junior and inferior to 
the Plaintiff's lien; 
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3. That the Property, and all improvements, structures and appurtenances thereon, be 
sold according to law, and that the proceeds of such sale be applied to satisfy the Plaintiffs claim 
and total judgment; 
4. In the event the proceeds from the sale of the Property are insufficient to satisfy 
the amounts due to the Plaintiff (together with the costs of sale and other proper charges), the 
Plaintiff have a judgment against the Defendant Extreme Line for such deficiency, together with 
interest thereon at the highest legal rate allowed until paid in full; 
5. For the Court to enter its decree for the sale of the Property by the Canyon County 
Sheriff, and that the proceeds of such sale be applied to all payments due and owing to the 
Plaintiff; 
6. For entry of a Judgment against Defendant Extreme Line awarding damages to 
the Plaintiff for Extreme Line's breach of contract; 
7. For an award of reasonable attorney's fees and costs, including the costs for 
recording and preparing the Plaintiffs Claim of Lien; and 
8. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem proper in these premises. 
sf 
DATED this~( day of April, 2008. 
LEDHILL +FUHRMAN, P.A. 
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TYPE,\~dt'" ~~ TO: County Recorder, County of Canyon, State of Idaho, and Umon an -Ompay, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, L222-1 ID Summerwind, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company, and L222-2 ID Summerwind, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, 
(Owners or Reputed Owners). 
TAKE NOTICE that Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. dba Knife River, an Oregon corporation 
authorized to do business in the state of Idaho under the assumed business name Knife River, the 
Claimant herein, claims a lien against the real property hereinafter described, for money due and 
owing for improvements performed, including but not limited to labor, equipment and materials, 
to said real property. This Claim of Lien is for the value of Claimant's materials, supplies and 
labor, and against the buildings being constructed on the premises, the land upon which the 
buildings are located and a convenient space about the same, or so much as may be required for 
the convenient use and occupation thereof. 
Said labor and/or materials or equipment was performed and/or furnished at the request 
of Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. d/b/a Extreme Line Construction, Inc., and performance by 
Claimant was ceased or completed on or about August 29, 2007. 
The real property subject to the lien is located in the County of Canyon, State of Idaho, 
and is more particularly described as follows: 
All of the real property described in the recorded plat for SummerWind at 
Orchard Hills Subdivision Phase I attached hereto, and fully incorporated 
herein by this reference, as Exhibit 'A,' filed in Book 39 of Plats at Page 21 
records of Canyon County, Idaho, recorded on February 2, 2007, as 
Instrument No. 2007008405; EXCLUDING Lots 1 and 9 in Block 2 of the 
Subdivision. 
The names and addresses of the owners or reputed ovmers of said real property is: 
Union Land Company, LLC 
1059 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite B 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
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L222-1 ID Summerwind, LLC 
1059 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 155 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
L222-2 ID Summerwind, LLC 
1059 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 155 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
The name and address of the registered agent for all of the owners or reputed owners of 
said real prope1iy identified herein is: 
Kerry Angelos 
1059 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 155 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
The amount unpaid to Claimant, after deducting all just credits and offsets, for which this 
lien is claimed, is $217,385.82, plus interest pursuant to Claimant's contract with Extreme Line 
Logistics, Inc. 
WHEREFORE, the Claimant hereby claims a lien against the above-described real 
property and against the improvements located thereon for the said sum of $217,385.82. 
Claimant also claims a lien against the real property described herein for the sum of $437.50 for 
reasonable attorney's fees incurred in preparing this Claim of Lien, the sum of $39.00 for 
recording this Claim of Lien, and for further reasonable attorney's fees, costs and accruing 
interest relating to the foreclosure of this lien. 
The undersigned is knowledgeable of the matters stated herein and verily believes the 
same to be true and just. The undersigned will mail a true and co!Tect copy of this Claim of Lien 
to: 1) the owner or reputed owner by certified mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid; 
and/or 2) the registered agent of the owner or reputed owner at the foregoing address by certified 
mail, return !eceipt requested, postage prepaid within five (5) business days of filing this Claim 
of Lien for recording with the Canyon County Recorders' office. 
DATED this 25th day of October, 2007. 
TROUT+ JONES t GLEDHILL+ FUHRMAN, P.A. 
Davi T. Krueck 
Attorney and Authorized Agent for 
Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. dba Knife River 
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VERIFICATION 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) SS. 
County of Ada ) 
r 
On this&_ day of October, 2007, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
said state, personally appeared David T. Krueck, known or identified to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument, and who, being by me first duly sworn, 
declared that he is the attorney and agent for Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. dba Knife River That 
he signed the foregoing document as the attorney in fact for Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc., and that 
the statements therein contained are true and just. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this certificate first above written. 
NO!~RY PU~~c; fQlifST .. ~TE OF IDAHO 
Res1dmgat: ~<:JI \ 
My Commission Expires: D ~ \d-Q l l 
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HOM€01'N€RS ASSOCi.< 11()11. 
OWNER I DEVELOPER 
IJNIQN LAND COWWIY, 1..l.C. 
V. r059 r. 1RC11 E:/\GU: DRll'f: sum:: s 
'ENGEBRITSON LAND SURVEYS, 




~ I ~ EA~)()~'WI! 
PHOffC (208) 859-80.12' F,l.J/ (208) Jl!IJ 
AAD'AllA ne# D.A.m A!JCUST Oil, 2006 t C; \a5\Pto,.,tit\2£-0!©4\dw9'1\piot\Ma!\2S01D04Fl'l.d•g 





















































SummerWind at Orchard Hills 
SUBDMS!ON !'HASE I 
S/7UATECI W!JJllN A PORT.ION OF THE SOlJlH 112 OF SEClioN :J2 
TOWNSHIP 4 NORTH, RANGE 4 MST, BOIS!i MliRIOIAN, 
C4MtW COUNTY, Jll4h'O 
;?aio 
CURVE T A8L£ 
~LOO 







~=wj g;;a·w1 =~'I ;;41·:v~·H:j ____ ~1:±± 











































H6.96 OWNER I DEVELOPER 
UNJOI/ U.N0 COMPANY, LL..C; 
1= £ IRON £!.CLE ORll!!O; sum: fl 




127 • .):$ 
t8J.54 
1l!Q.87,, 
2.oR . ..,,,. 
~.59 
ENGEBRITSON LAND SURVEYS, INC. 
22s1 s: sw~c sma:r 
BOIS£. l0#/0 IJJ706 
PHaJit (20!1) 859-80.J:z FAX (208) JllJ.-()Sf}2 
PffEPMA nOO CM ID AIJGVST Oil, 2GIG'6 
C: \El.S\Pro}ocia \2WI004 \~\plot \ihol\1llll!lll04F1'2.d"'!I 
+u-J.2 2601004 sn:£T 2 OF Q 
~ 
M 
~illlil!Jlll1ll1'il!l!lmli!ll!ll'lllillll\1•HTh~ll!l .. llllm!11£D•!OlllWllUS\\l!~'ThOl"'"'~""""""""""""~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~--~---~~-~~--~-------------· 
" 
{
,,, 1/4 CO'ZNrn 
¥ SE;CnON ~12 




. SEE SHEl::r + 
\,~~,..,.: cu. , l'.:f ~----;--._ ~ D.S&ID/r COMMON ior 
\ ~ '\l ~.l) -~~.SEE NOTE: r <l'I SH££T 1 
',, cy l:~. ~·,,~ @ 
-- ... ·---------:~--:· i.~ ',,1~1:.n 
9te::T: 4 © 
LEGEND 
~ - - - SlJ8CllASICW 8CUNDARY t..»J£ 
------- Lor ~P.>-Ol'-1114Y UM: 
- - - - E:ASDIDiT !Ht£ (st:tt NOTES OH SHH1' 1) 
-- - - -- D:1$TT!JC PllCHT-Ol'- .... Y UHE 
c::.z=:~zz;{Z;;2] NGll-DX!.USl\f: llW~ P«l1HI: f:AS<J.{£1/ 
~ IWND (JRASS CAP . . 
II SET 5/8' STffi. pi;; 11',.tw' "!VIE PIS /17SIJ' 
• SET 1/2• STEEL IW II'~ ~ P!.S lt79:1• 
0 FOIJM) 5/ll" Sm:t ~ AS·SHOWN 
<l routlO 1/2" Sll<J.. PIH· AS -
0 FOIJ!IO t- t/2• IRON PIP£ AS -
f> CA.1.CUU.1t1J POSITION OHL Y 














I I if \ 








\ -...._.. // ~ _,,,.... 35 ~ 
\ ~ ~ .; ~_,,/ , ' ... - ... - - - - - - - - - - .... ~ ::?! ~ 
~a.. 
>' "' -.l :; 
'-,__g<:l ' _,.' :Jg ..... ~ 
""-1- - - "" 























I I . SW Cffil/ER S£C110N J:Z 




E:A5$/DIT CC6IUON LOT 
stt NOTE T ON SHE£T 1 
\ 
NOTE 
sft SHEIT 2 .OF' 8 ta:/ 
UtiE: ,ANO CUI?\.£ TAEU'S. 
J1'.IQ.1e;o S::J rt ;;-











SU NOT£: 3 




m. w 1°1 " "'~' I . ·" L - ... - -;/ l- _ - "C •• ~ e<i ~ s w4:l5rFw1iCi:'n-;-i - ~ 
.~76' -·---- .-... § ~~8~1~:::ft~,.::.-==>IJL. 
• ~ ~0-£: - " ~ll~ .:!I0.7. 16.J;Jg·-:; j isl 
sc:ctrax_. '· ~ 
E:ASD.1£ 0 ~HOIU) ( • hi 
SEE II T CD£ll,J()N LOT . " . l<J >«J.r.t.Jc ':/,.SHEET 1 ( ...,1 0 NOT A PART 
,,,, 
4 
,_..J-'. .. ; I '"" u NP t A r r Ii' 0 
~S-(_-----~ ('. .. £,,, . ..., .~t:Y~~CffitJ£11 
_ :!. -.-- - -.---1~ -- - - -- - _ .· I C.l'..t:F.1/ISTR - - --· s 89 ...... ~ .... • ... - - --- - - --- No. 9J'l6007 , - - -"""-"J .. !!. 1.395.07' ----- - - --- _ I ,;. u,·,.,..,. - -- - - -- - - - - - - - I.JO . - ,27..... . 2 
't! 0tlCK ROAD - - - -s 811,.iJ·~· - - - -~- _ _ . _ 88 w ~9.96'- - --- .- - --- - - -07 5 -..... 
UllPlATTED 
SEE SHW 7 
OWNER I D£VELOPER 
tjf'1 
ENGEBRITSON LAND SURVEYS, INC. 
mt s. SWAG sma:r 
ease. lfJNIO B::s7fl5 
PHOH£ (208) i!:!f9-'50Jt F"AX (20IJ) :J8.J-tm2 
PRl!PARAllOH DAJr: AUGUST 00, 2006 
C: \aS\Pro}e<to \26il100'1\<fwg• \pot \t!nal\2601COIFPJ.dwg 






SummerWlnd at Orchard Hills 
SUBlJMSION PHAsE I 
Sl7U4 TW MTHIN A PORTION OF THE $O{ffH 1/2 OF SCEllON 32 
TOWNSHIP .I/ NOi/TH, RANGE .I/ lM':ST, BOISE MERIDIAN. 
I ' 
~l~y;,,~ - - -
C4M't:W COUNTY, liW-tO 
2()()6 BASIS OF BEAAING 
c 1/4 COl?HOt 
S!:ctfa.J .J2 
c.P.k F'. INSlll. 
H4. 95f1127>1 HW:J8'21J•r; SJi).11.:/l!' 
~ BOEHNER ROAD - - - -~.45'- - - - """\ ,,... ~81' 
C,p <l: F'. 1-'ISTR. _ 
No.. 20014710J _ _ _ -. - ··-- -
' ···- - - -~....:--=~---: ==--=---::. -:, ., '"'.2 . J!l.J.00' ___ ••· -1}'=------ ~T" 
- --- - - --- - -- --- 'N 89·.30'211" if --- - - --- - -
--- - - - ---usf:tr- - --- - - --- - - - ---
" ' 0 -·- - - ~ 1;; .i ~ 
f{ :8,._1~ ~ 
I 8 '' ~1:2 '11 i;j 
' > ,, ,', ' I ~ <.i- -,, ---....,, l._ \ I" ,: · ~ '-("" · r1··- ........ ~, ~i'Y--~;,. .... ~ , l~\'.5. !c:?-1 ~ ........... 
• ~ \ I .- ' 
' / ..,"v ' <, .t-. "'"'"' '\ 
1 I v /:i '-•<[ '\ I ( . /' .... IP 
I I \ , I 0111·~ ', '9J ~ 
I '--1 L ._ J I I \ '1'! 
"' I 1~ 170 "' \ -~ I I I --,.-- !RR/CATION \ <"-\, 
I I NOT A PART I £Mi<J.iCNT T \ "'1 
r E D I '~ OC£R Fl.A \ ;Q\ 
!\llOCKll 
@ I~ L14' / S~1~ . '"O£ \ ~ ~, 
I I LJNPLAT \ ~ ~- ~IJIJE:CJ.JiAL) ,\'<l,'., I \ ''i~ \ t'.~ 
\ 'G 1~· \ ' "'\.. 
' \ ,,,,., ' 
' \ . ~'>-o 
@ 
V.SBJ&;f CO'JMON LOT 




........................ "" /' 
......... _,..,,. __ 
LEGEND 
-- - - -- 'W8Dl'ffSION flOUNOIJIY LINf: 
LOT 1.JN£/7?1GllTS-U-!YAY UJI[ 








OSEJJE:Nr LJ>J£ (SU: /JOIFS' OH 5H£rr 1) 
EX!S7WC RICHT-OF-WAY UNE 
E.zz;:R>'.2;;'.':;:::J NO'/-DICl.USl't£ l;fLJJ~.PJPf:LJN£ E:ASEJ,IEJIT 




\"il FTXJ)Jt) BRASS CAf' 
• • 
0 
- -..·--~ 0 ~· K/ .... , 0 ~~'!AS" w ~--SS>' ~ --'IS. 
1
1
,,-l,,1 · ,, ':\ 
\ , -,p \ 
\ " \ \ ,,,,,_ \-::_, I '~ ,.,. ~I NOr A PART \ ~ '(· 
. IJ N p L A r r E D ~ 1-~~--' \ 
·<TI..~. '• 
\ .;fit. . \,.1) 
\ 
SET 5/<!" STEEL Pill Wjl;AP "l/11£ Pf.S tJ79J" 
SET 1/2" STro. Pill W/CIP ">IR£ P<.S 879J" 
FCXJNO ~//!· STrrl. PIH AS SHOW 
FOUND t /2" SIEU FfN AS SHOllN 
f'l!)UN[) !•l,/:I" fRCH Ff/'f: AS S/()#'11 






EASDJJ:Nl COl.OJON LOT 
Sff NOJE' 1 OH SHffJ' 1 
1.~CUfSqFt , ... , .... 
1Cd155fl)6t:f "'JOO ;roo 
~P:::U l' J : 
SC.Al$: I INCH··;. ioo R:£r 
NOTF 
OWNER I DEVELOPER 










Cd'.& r. MTR. 
'32 M>. :>513304 . ENGEBRftSDN LAND SURVEYS, INC. sa:: 9&T ;:s 
<.O 
(V) 
·~ ~ USTICK ROAD 
SU SH££T J 
=1 S. SUllA.C .S"/1/aT 
~ IDAllO 83700 
Plil:tlf (208) ~-1JtJJ2 FAX (208) Je.J-CKJJ}2 
Pfl!:PMA TIO'I OA !['; ~uwsr 00, 2008 
C: \US\Projooti \2110f 004 \""91' '\plot \fi1Ki\260100#'P4.dlfg 
Ul...J2 . 2fi0100f SilaT 4 OF~ 
..... _, ____ ,_. ----------------------------------------------------------
SummerWinr/ at Orchard Hills I 
SUBDIVISION PHASE I 
S/TlJATED 1#7H/NA !>ORTION OF THESOl.ITH t,,:2 Dr SECTION 32 
TO'MVSHIP-1 Nq'!~. RANGE.' '1 Wl!ST. BO/SE~ 
'-"""'((.RY CQ(/NlY, JlJAHO 
aw 
r )I' T/~ COl!Nffi BAS1S OF BEARING '·" sccnm 32 u tW·u>z>• E ~u· ~ 
~
C.P.& F. INS1R. C !/4 CC4lN£R Sl:Crn»I JZ 
~·- 2001+71W - ~~C.l' ..k F: INSTR. No. ~1!1279 t';> BOEHNER ROAD - - - -26.S4,81' - - -' ' ,..... -~ . -, 
- - - -- ii 159"3$'29 ... l 31~.46,... __ .. _ - - .:.; - -- - - -- - - - - -- - - -- - -~ .,.. -yt--
31 ~- ------.-.......... ---- ----,..,.,.,..--- --- . 1635.QO 32-:)9-f!:~· 
.JSJ.00' /U5,o! l --"'lAM'.... _ ! 7±~ ~ ___ ~ 
-- -= ----i";f'-------rl' - +""--':.>.....--- ----~---=----- ---, " g @ ~?fJ: ~ n .-".?!:~·Ii • --. /'~~- ---------, .. t:~-ro1.o.z• ..,.... /' ~ ........ -----.... '.. ', . 1k-:f~ER 
\.tJ ~~ <~T COMIJON LOT fe~~ --;\ifa,® // ---~<9~11' CJll !!l 7 7.2_ ------- / ~ <;.~9' "'-. '"' '-.., COP.& F. INS·1R. 
'.le:: l!!ll Sff NO'lf: t ON ~...1&J~9l'°f :i'l / -,, ---------- / 4'. ~ / ', "'-- ',~ ~J2151!.J 
;j -------;:-,.- H 1 '7~' ,,/ ----------- / l<":J ~~<fl/ "-, '" 
{I) -- ·01· E'"-2\5. --/ ~ 70' ll!OC ./ '( ,¢' ', 
~ N~ - 1RRICA11Q.J ~ ,/ /' ', 
~ ___... _..::..--- OiSDJ(Nt ,;" <:.. "' 
:::.; ------ (DWI FU.T / ,t ~· 
(31 HIQ1 UNf. CAJ/Af) / \, ,!J, 




..... ._ __ _ 
® 
U.SlJIENT ~ LOT 






£ASDJ£N T C<Ul.KlN UJT r I/II 
Sff NOr£ I W S>IE£r f / .f/ 
'·"'f;,"f: 1:. Fl <i: 00• lllD( I <<}' , 11;9 
-- ~. -- . / .. 'I() I 
- / J§ / / I ,g; 
f8Loa< 11 
® 
£ASDJE:NT ~ LOT 
SEf: NOtt: 2 ON SHar f 
'4dfJJ ~Ft 
14.?lk. 
I I I ~tV I 
/ *!J 
/ _'Jrq: 
'1>' I l!f / 
~ I ~J 
·o:\.. I I 
W.;;. I 0, I 
~d>..~ f ·.~/ 
~ . ~ ~ I • 
-!>../'~ ", J I 
I 't?~ ~ . ', I !? ~, '"'<, I ul 
I -~,> ' I I '·~"'.~. \ I ~;. 
1 
'\J, \ I . -'I' 
ll'! < I I 
\{ ~, \..., f _ .... a: 
~·· -..., GI 







', o,;_,. , ,.,-i I 
'~<" ~ '""'O!'/ ... __ ._ ... ~ 
NOT., PJ\RT 
UllPLATTCD 








SU90i>fS!O'I BOl.JND!,JfY UNI: 
LOT .~TS-OF-WAY lfli£ 
DiSD/1€NT WIE (SEE t/OT'l:S ON SNIIT 1) 
EJtf$1/HG RJCHT~OF-W" YUN€ 
FOUND BRASS CAP 
SET 5/'S* SIER PIN W/CAP "!JR£ PlS 879:I" 
SET t/2• srm PW W,A:'.<P "IJJ?£ Pl,,S IJ7U' 
fOtJNi) 5/8" SIITL PIN AS SHO'MI 
FOl./lltl 1/2" STEEl PIN A> ;;HOWN 
fOU/11) 1-t/2• ~ PIP£ "S SHOllN 
CALCUU. TffJ. POSl110N OM. Y 




8 : l UNtCW u.ND COAIP/rJIY, L.t..C. 
----to!l•~u.~~~·11'-!=t---~~~-+~~-
stt SHEtT 4 
NOTE 
5E£ SHEET 2 OF 8 FOO 
LJNE: ,AND CVR\£ TAfll..ES. 
(2D8) !>.'Sll-M77 
2251 S. SUW.C ST1?EET 
SOis<. IDAHO BJ;to/f 
ffl0/1€ (2fJB) B5!Hio.I2 FAX (200) 38J-'00fi2 
PIWWIATI<:.# lM!E': lllJ(;l.IST Oli, ~ 
C: \£1.S\P>v}oct~\UOI004 \~\;'Joi \tlnol\l.l'JQIOO<FPll.<il>g 
+1+-J1 2110t()()4 ma:r .s « o 
·---··---~· 
0 \ ®' 
~21' 
- >J ag.·.i .. :>*.59 ... l' 564.21 
~@ 
l:Asal£NT cowum LOT 
SC£' NO TE .J OH SHJ:eT 1 
«.D,.!iUSqft .. .,...,. 
SummsrWind at Orchard Hiiis · ·] 
SUBOMSION PHASE I . LEGEND . . · 
stnUlEO MTH/NAPQl?TJONOF THESO/.IJH 1!,20FSEC7JON32 -- - - - ~~ UNE: , 
TOWNSHIP./ ~'!Wt-~ 4 WEST, BOIS£~ U)T LM/llJCHTS-~-WAY LM 
<.O"W l'VfV COUNTY, ICJAHO . . 
20()$ - - - - - IW!DtENT UN£ (SEE NOTES ON Sfl£ET 1) 
-- - - -- . DIJSTV«; R!'GllT-<T-l'l\IY /JNE 







SU ~/II· ST&t P'.H W~ "lhlC P1S l!N.S" 
SET 1/Z" SJm PIN WMP "lllllf' PlS lJlQJ'" 
FCtJHO $,11!"' S1ITL hi AS SHO'lf/# 
roLJl.JO 1/2' Sfrn. PIN AS -
roLJl.JO t- f/2" K?CJJ PIPE" AS SHOl<N 
CAJ.CiJU.1[]) POSJ11DJJ c.iu 




r-- ---------.. !2.!ll!.... - - - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - ~61).78' s 8';1·~·59• w 1JQ7.71' ,., ~ § 
0 I· 8 <n 
Cl:. ,.., I~ .Jil"' l ' 
I.!.! ~ llil I 
115 H I~ v N p L " r r c 0 ... I 
NOi A PART 
UNPLATT£1J 
(FUWRE PHAS/2 n) 
~ ~ "' llOT A PNIT ~1 I 
~ I"' !f> ! -~ ;,, ~I I SC COfH.ICR ~ SECTION 32 ::;,;; § Bl I C.P . .t F. INS1FI. 
~
tr:~ I"" . . J-0.JQ~l , I N4. 1142721~ 
- - -- - - - - - --·- - -.- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - ::-:-:-:::::_-~ <"'1UV<F 
. -Jc - - -_-___ _!27-<.lli!' ll . - --- - - - --- - --- - --- - -
9'°4J"59- wr 1 :i -- - - -- - -· -- - - - -- - - -- - - ---0-- - - ' 
POINT :, -..,:::: ~ ~ --;.~;;K~~~~;-;;~= ~:: "/' ~ ~ - S ,,.,.,,,_ -.- _, M~~ • M~,.·- -- - ~ 
~::,.~![CJ:' 9f,:J:m. ~;~ ~11<. 60.78' 
tic. 9316007 
NOTE 
S& SHErT 2 w e FOR OWNER I DEVELOPER 
-UM:~~1oso <. 1flOO E:AGi.E: OO\€; sum:: a--- -~---· 
O.G!£. !{)AHO &l<516 
(203) 9J<J-Mn 
ENGEBRITSON LAND SJJRVEYS, INC. 
Zl!JI s: .SUMAC smar 
~ llJNl(J &J7!l6 
PllON£ (206} Bilt}-/IOJ2 rAX (20tl) J!!J-otl92c 
f>REPAM 'rlCN QA,.._, A!WS1' (IQ. !)00/i 
C> \£LS\P<o)';;U.\!1$CUJ()4 \<i""J' \plat\&<'11\2SIJIClW1'7Aw<, 





SEF SHEET 4 
---'. ... ~--~~~~. 




SEE' SNaT 4 
~r""' ® 










t:;.SD£NT COMMON LOT 







I. - "' 
I fil~ w8
I~"' 
$umff181Wlm:I at On;hard Hill$ 
Sl.IBlJMSION PHASE I N 
S/TlJ4lEO M.THIN A PQRJJON CV:: mt: sdwH 112 ()F .sGCT!ON 32 
TOWNSHIP I/ No/(lJ,f r.,.,~ 4 WEST, BOISE M'li'RIDt4N, 
wvvrvwCOl/NTY, AWIO 






SU: l/Olf: l CW SHU:T 1 







D.Sl:lIDIT C(j/jJ{)N LOT 
















fX..tl..E: 1 tHCH - 100.m·r 
I/OT A ~.\RT 
VNPLilTTt:O 








S.-WSK:IN ~ /Jf£ 
LOT ~r.s-OF-'114A.Y I.Hf: 
EASDIOIT LINE: (SfI NOrt:S OP( SHtIT I) 
EYJ!i;TWG llJGHr-OF- lifA Y l.IN£ 
f'OLJNO MASS CAP 
ss;r s;i.!!• srm PIN wjl:AP "llll£ PtS am· 
scr t/2' STlll. - wjl::.<P 'li1RE: PLS n7'!1J" 
n:x.JH0 ~,/.<' STE£1. PIN AS SH<PM'/ 
FOUND 1/2" ST£/!L PIH AS SHOYN 
FOUND t-t/2'. IRON PIPf: AS SHOill<J 
CAL<::tlLJ< 7FIJ POSHION OHL Y 
11'1 
NOTE 
S££ SHEE:T 2 OF 8 FOR 
LJN£ AND CUR'.£ TllB!.ES. 
OWNER I DEVELOPER 
WIJOH LINO f!OIJPANY. LL.C. 
ENGEBR!TSON LAND SURVEYS, INC. 
=r s: suw.c smrrr 
east:. JO.A}ll) IJ7()(1 
Pll<XI£ (200) IJ!i(J-IJl)J2 fJ.X (208) J!JJ-Qflll2 
l'Rfl'ARA OOll lM m AWJST !l9. 2tXJIJ 
~ \Fl.S\PrtJ)>cU.\.uclOCU\-,i. \Pia! \lfnal\,.ml~ 
4U-J2 UOIOCU Sff£r IJ OF 9 
en 
(V) 
CERTIFICATE OF OWNER 
KtJOW AU MtN BY 1H£SC PRESENTS: THAT Tli£ WNDERSJGNCT> IS THE: O'""l'R Of' 7H£ R£'L 
Pf/Of'£RTY H£REAFTE:R 0£SCRIBED. 
A TRACT OF LAND 5!1UATW ;!!THIN )Hf$ 1/t OF S£CflOIJ J2, TO'MISlllP 4 NORTH, !?;.HG£ 4 ll(ST, 
BC»S£ M_,ERIDIAfl. CANYON CCVNTY, «J).HO. D€SCIHOCO AS rruoWS: 
CCJM!IENCtNG U A FOIJNO BRASS CAP IJONUl.IENTINf; THE: EAST 1/< CORN& Of' s.>IO S£C)')C;I J2 
A"O TH!' CW.TtR UN£ INrr:RS<CnON OF TlJCXER RQ,;D »ID IJCO!NtR ROAD: THDiC£ 1'!:SIDl!.Y 
ALONG TH[ CDJTfJl UN£ OF SAID BOEHNER lm'D N!D )11£ N0Rm£11LY LIM: OF 5'W S 1/'2 OF 
SEC7lON J2 
S 89'-Jl;'-29" WA DISTMICE OF 5.309.26 FffT ro A FOUllJJ BRASS CM' IJOVUIJf'>l"l1NG THt W 1/< 
C'.)RNER OF 5,J,.10 S£CT70N 32 AND TH£ crNn-.:r.r U.NC INTr:RSECnON OF VAH st..'l'Xl: /ltoAD NW SAtO 
BOE/mm ROAD; n-lf:NC£ SOUTHERt y ALONG THE l>BlFRt y UN£ OF SAID SECTIOIJ 32 ;>J/) 7Hf 
OONTFR LINE OF SAID VAN Si.'"'"' ROAD $ oo·-J2'-29• w ~ O/STA'CI: OF i= . .u fEE:T ro A 
Ft.J{)HO 8fMSS CAP l.JONVVCNnNG T'r-{£ SW CORN£R CF SAID sr:.cnON J2 MJ() m.r PCJNT OF' 
BEGINNING, 
rurucc NOR1HCRL y Al.ONG THE:. )tE'Sn:RL y UN£ CF S.J,/D S£cnON 32 AND TH£ Cf),ftf:R LMlt Cl:' 
SAKJ VAN SL'(){£ ROAD N DD'-J2'-zg• £ A Dl5Tl.NC£ or 000.DD.fEET TO A FWNO srm Pill; 
iHENCt:: U:ll \!ING SA.JD WE"STrn'LY Uf.JE AND S-A!O C;£N if.R LINC: .'J sir--f.J"-.:'H)" ~ A DIST.A.NC£ ()F' 
ro35.00 FEET TO A FOUND STEfL PIN; 
/HENCE N oo·-1s'-01· w A DISTANCE OF ~IJ.St FffT TO A PCINT ON me CB<n:R LJNf: or 1H£ 
IJORA 0.NAL· 
rHtNC£ NORTHW£STE:RL Y ALONG 1Hf.' C£~TER UN£ OF SAID MORA CAN,.1.L THE: FOUOV#JG 1-4 
COURSES: 
.~6.71 FUT ALONG TH£ ARC OF A CUR\IE TO 1Hf.: RIGHt $.AJD CURVC: HAlllNG A RADIUS Of' J.2.1J7 
J££T A CENTRAL ANGLE: OF 6J'-S&'-Jo", A LCNC CHrnD BVJWIC s 7D'-59'-41;• II' NI{) A 
CHORD O/$TANCE OF J-1. BJ FffT TO A POINT: 
N 78"-J2'-55" W A 0/$7/.Nc.£ OF 28.95 FUT TO A POINT; 
lJ 71"-J'.4'-J5" WA D!STANC£ OF 2:S.2S FEET TO A POINT; 
51.J-< F[[T ALONG 11-1£ ARC OF A CJJRVf; TD TH[ liiGHT. SAii) CIJ.9V£ H!.¥/UG A RNJIUS CF 100.00 
fTf:f A a:NTRN.. ANGLE OF z9·-2oi·-~-4", A LONG CHORD OCARING N .5<1-52'-1.f" W AfJD ,.t. 
GH!Y?D DJSTANCF OF 50. 78 FEET JU .A POINT; 
II 42'-09'-SJ" WA DISTANCE OF 68.76 FEET 'TD A PO!NT; 
!17.JI FF:ET ALONG THE: ARC OF A CJJR\10 TO 7H£ LEFT. SAID CIJR'of: HAW!G A RMJ/i.!S OF 200.00 
FEET A CE:NTRAL ANCLE: OF 2?'-52"-.tl"'. ); tciNG CHORO 8£.Al?fNC N tJ.6."-06'-1J· W ANO ~ CHORD 
£11SIANC£ OF 98.36 FffT YO A POINT; 
II 70'-02'-JJ" W A DISTANCE OF 74.52 FEET 70 A POiNT: 
L10.3t F££T AfJJNC THE: ARC OF A Cl.JR\£ TO ]}1£ LEFT. SAJO CUR\'£ HAWIG A RADIUS OF' 175.00 
FEET A Cf:NTR/.L ANCl.£ OF 2s·c·17'~1r. A LONG CHORD 8£ARING N. 8J'-tt'-:zr• w /\HO" CHORD 
OISTANct OF 79.61 FUT TO A POINT; 
SummerWind at Orchard Hills 
SUBO!Vis!ON PHASE I . 
$/TU4 T£IJ W!THIN A PORTION OF 77fE SOUTH 112 OF S£CT!ON 32 
TOWNSHIP 4 NORTH, RANGE 4 WEST, BOISE MERID/Mf, 
C4IV}VN cot.INTY, lOAHO 
2008 
OWNERS CERT/AGATE CONTINUED 
'JI!kWJ,-TR:!:2~T Ofo 8;,'f!c:~-,.,w. A LONG CHORD BE/.Jll/IG s .55'-19'-o:> .. ANO.,\ aiOR!l 
!14.42 Ff.1£1 ALGWG tH£ ARC or A CUR\-£ ro 1'NE l?JCHT, SAfO CLJ{(V'£ HA\4NG A RAt>fUS a: 114.M 
FEET A CEllITlllL ANGLE: if <S'-JS'-35", J. Let;t; CHORD 8£Af?/NG N 62'-25'-52" WA~ ,I. CHMD 
DISTANa; OF 9!.SS FEF:T TO Jl PO<NT; 
H :!4"-~1'-52" W >. DIST,<HC£ OF 71.91 m;T TO,\ POINT; 
H 41'-07'-W W J. ri<STANC!:·OF ~4.0D FUT TO A POINT; 
N .W-W-2J".11' >. OISTAl/Cli: OF 1.J2~1 FEET TD>. PDINT; . 
THEN<:;£ LJ:.A\'fNG THE CENTER UH£ OF SNO iiCRA CAN)J. s oo·-1u' ~cir ..... A DISTANCE OF f.J.41.0-f 
FEET TO A S£T STffL P>N; 
THENCE S 89'-.fJ'-S!J" WA OIST.ANC£ OF BJ!,5'4. FEIT TO ..it ~1' 571.'.£.<..A'f.I; 
T1fEHCl[ S OO._t.5'-!i2 .. EA D/STANC£ OF 710.00 llP fc:> ~ ~l:l 3~ PIH CW tHE SOUTHERLY 
I.JN£ OF $).)0 SE:cnON J2 /.NO TH£ C£NTE:ll !JN< "" usnoc """"'1; 
THl'.llC£ 1\ESJl'lll.Y ALONG SMJ SOUTHEM. Y UNI:....., sA;D CfNlfiJ<,,,.,., S IW-tt'--0/j" W A 
OiS TANCE Of' ~0.78 FEIT TO °" SE:T STEEL Pm; 
~ LEAWNG SJJD SOUTHERLY UN£ ..IND S"1D CEM'Eil WJf.N cefo.t!!/-3z• £ Jl DISTANCE. OF 
J50.00 F£CT ro ..I SH Sl<D. PIN: 
l!iWar s a9'-4.J'-s9• w A DIST;J;C£ OF t:S07,71 l'CET ~ .. -~ = PIN: 
1Hf:lla!: S W-16'-01• E' A DISTANC1' OF JS0.00 F<ff 11? ;< ~ 5:lElL Piii OH S..VO 
SOOlf!ERLY UNf: OF SECnON J2 /.NO THE C£JITER UN£ .;,f S..llJ usnCK ROAO; 
7Hf'HC£: l!ES!Elll Y J.LOOG SAIO SCXJTh'EJ?I, Y LJN£ JJllJ S)J(J ClNltR UM: S "9·~j.'-~9· W A 
DISTMICE: Of 1395.07 FUT Ill THC" F'l:ANT OF ef:GINNINC. 
THE' ABOVE DESCRllifii rn;.cr OF LAND CONTAINS 146.79 ACRf.5 WORE OR USS. 
IT IS THE JN ID-11700 OF THE UNOEJISIGNF:D 70. Af./O THtY OD HERESY INO.UD£ SMl LAUD IN 
THIS PV>T MD TO IXOICATE TO THI: PUBUC THE PUOC/C 5TR£ET AS SHOW ON THIS ~T. TH£ 
0.SE.J.lf:NTS INDICAltD ON SAIO PLAT AR£ NOT OffJICATED ro me PUBLIC BUT THE: RIGHT ro US£ 
S<JD &.Sf'J.IVITS JS H£R£BY P£RP£TUAf1.Y R£5£R\£D FDR PUBLJC AND PillvA1f: U11LJ11£S. IJlfJ F'OR 
S1JCH OTHER USE:S AS D£SIGH ... T£D HEREON. AND NO STRUCIURES OTH<R THAN FOR SUCfl lJTIUTY 
P<IRPOSCS ,<RE: ro oc E.Rf:CTl;D i.11l/IN THE: wrrs OF S"1D O.SVJDITS. 
;~i:;;~f:l;r51.:cJ.c"·rfi't1J:~°j_ 2~0vt:'Yl ~AR1"ori"1't~ID CURVC H>.l!l/G A RNJIUS CF 75.00 ~tfsh{,~'tf r:t°lu.~-;:.ttf,i·J;~Ni:.-~w~ ~ijf~YJi~. THAT THE. IN{)/\'IOON. 
lffT A Cf.N/RAL ANGLE Of' 6T-ss'-.39", A LCWG CH<JRD D£Af?ING N 52·-n·-21· w ANO ~ CHORD 
£~STANC£ or 8.3.BD F££T TO A PaNT; 
N 28'-2~'-.+4'" WA DISTANCE 0/! 174,85 F'EET 7n A POIN'f; L222-1 tO SUW£RWtND. UC 
N J4"-IB:-JS" W ..I DISTANCE: o.~ 79.6< FITT TO ; POINT: BY: UN/OH LANO COIJPANY, UC, SDI.£ WEMBER 
L222-2 KJ SUWJERW.HIJ. t.LC 
tlJ.68 FE:£T ALONG TH£ ARC Of A Ct.JR\!'£' TO !H£ LEFT, SAJO CUR\!£ H.A.vtNG A ~ a: 100.QQ __.---;;;:r _,,,... _,,,,,,,,, 
FEET A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 47'-!56'-s2•, A LONG CHORO 8.£,i,R!NG N 58"-Hf-.. 2 ... W ».JD A CHORD .r ~ B~=~· UC. sa£ lEWD! 
ROOrnr~:..wn;oozm AGi:NT [I/STANCE OF 8t.26 FEH TO A POINT: N 82'-15'-08" w A DISTANC£ OF JJ5.59 FffT TO A POINT ON TH£ CENTER LJNE OF SA<:! vm 
o~ YK£ ROAD AND TH£ i.BJERL Y I.JN£ OF SAID SECTION 32; 
1!i[NCf: fiORTH£RL Y AlCNG SI.JO Cf:f'ITER UNC AND TH£ ll£$T£RLY UN£ Cf' SAID SEC!lON J:J 
N oo·-J2'-29" E A DISTAllC£ OF 3B<.D5 FEET TO A POINT ON THE' Cf;NTf.:R UM': OF THE: OlIR 
flA T HIGH UN£: C..-.N-"L: 
1HENC£ NORTH£AS1ERL Y ./\LONG THE: CCNTffi UN[ Of' SAID DITR F1.AT HIGH UN£ CANAL 1!1£ 
FOU.OlllNG 10 CWRSE.S' 
f-,t 86"-SJ'-Uf" €. A DISTANCE Of· TOB.9.) FEET TO A' POfNT; 
S 74'-47'-49"' €A DISTANCE: OF 118.71 fC[T TO .A POJNT; 
i10.57 FffT ALONG TH£ ,t,RC OF A CURI/'€: ro THC LEFT. S.'.ID CURVE HAVJHG ~ RADIUS OF 57.'T!'J 
Ft.r;r ,4; CltffRAl AN<;l.£ OF 109'-42'-fO", A LONl.J CHORD BEARING N sa·-21 ·-oo" E ANO A 
CHffiO J)ISTANCE OF 94-. .U FF:CT TO A POJNT; 
j>j (}.4.'-29'-59"' W .A. OIST.ANC£ Of' 54.50 Fr£T TO A PCTNT; 
N 75·-:ss-sr w A DISTANCE OF' «.JS f-UT TO A POINT: 
N 1+'-tB'-50" WA D/STANC£ OF 5'1.?fl FEET ro A PO/II~ 
N 02"-JC'-2-3"' £ A OtSrANCE. or 108..51 FUT ro A POJNT; 
N J8'-J7'-IJ" f A OIST,i.J;Cf OF 76.71 FE£T TO A POINT; 
N 1a·-21'-19"' £ .... DJ$l.'.NCE OF .;z. J9 FEET TO A POINT; 
S 87-21'-24" £ t'i DJSTANCE Of" 8.52 F££T to A POINT; 
T.'JENC£ l.EA~NG SAID CENTER LIN£ N 00·~32·-n• £ A VISTANC£ OF :205.Sl FITT TO A FOUND 
K£RR'I' ANGn05; AU1HOf?IZ£0 AGDIT 
NOTARY ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
STA It Cf' IDAllO) SS 
CWNTY OF A!JA) · 
ON mis :z!!!oAY OF d...., .... ...__ 2006, ~Mt:. ));(UNO€~. 
A NOTARY PUll<.IC IN ANO FOR SAIO STAlt. PiRSO•,,LlY APl'£<R£D 1(£Rl?Y ANGELOS, 
Kl/Om</. M IDE;NJJFl€D TO Me 7U 91!: A SOL! MOIBER Cf' 1HE: L222-1 ifJ SfNl.iE.Rll!NO, 
LLC .. B'r. UNION l.»ID COl.IPNIY, LLC., mn EX£CU1f:D Jli[ JNST1TUUENT CF SAID 
UJ.11'/ffJ U,IJJJIJTY Ca!PANY, ANO ACKN0"'1.£1X)[J) ro !./£ lttA r SUCH uwra> UABIUTr 
COIJPAHY CXf"CtJTtD 1HE SAi.if:. 
IN \llt';ESS >HER£0F, I H,4>£' H£1?£UNTO 5£T WY HANO I.NO Amxro IJY 
Of'ACW. 5£Ai 717£ DM IV!() l'l;',l,R IN THIS C£R71FlCA 1t: FlRST 1180\!r il!fllm:N, 
!!~~~;;~ 
COUNTY RECORDERS C£R11F!CATE • 
~~*1"')ss 
INS~THUMf!£11_. ___ ~ 
Al.£{) FOii RECOlliJ AT 11;€ RGOUl?ST lf 




OWNER I DEVELOPER 
~rgl8~ 1J15A~;OR1H£RL Y UN£ OI' SAID_ S}/.3 _Cf_§J'£T!Clli 32 ANO mi:; C£NTU!"-'-=LJN"-£"-'OF'------- RESIOimi AJ fIDTSF,lIJA=.--------------------
TN£NC£ CAST£f?LY ALONG SAID NORTHERL'( UN£ AND SAID CENT£R LJN£ N M·-~·-29• £A .. \_'l11t..\'"' .J * 
O.'STANC£ OF 3136,~6 FEIT ro A FOUND Sita Pill; ~~.i,O 
n<£NC£ L£ ... V1NG SAit) NOR.n-1£J?LY UNF: MD SAID Cf:rJJEl? UN< s l)(J'-23'-JJ* ( ... DlSTAN<:i: OF ~i'Jro ~'Ii 
JD.00 FEET Ill A POINT ON THE CENTffi UN£ OF s;JO l.IQRA CJ\NAI,; MY ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
T!i£NC£ SOUTHWES1ERL Y ALONG 1HE CENTF:R UN£ OF SAID l.IORA Cl.II~ TH£ FOLJ.<JMHO t1 Sr.<.TE CF IDAHO) 
0'.1UR$£'S1 COON'FY ()F ADA) SS 
7,~13 F££T ALOflG TH£ ARC or: A ~u~~ ro mE LEFT, SJ.JD CUR\£ HA~NG/' ~CF t.25-00 Oil IHJS 7 '.!!: DAY Of' d,, ........ .._ 21J/J6, =·I&. Tl-It~. 
b;ff,,,~C£~TR;~8~'#1:r~ ~ r:wr: 7. A LONG CHORD 80Ji1NG s Ol -21-0,, w •NO A CHOf/O A NOTARY PU8UCJN 1,116 FOR SAJD STA1£. PERSOH~LLY JPP£11Rf1) RO&RT LJ\RISOl'I, 
s 4J'-2S'- 42~- w A DISTANCE OF 152.87 FEET TO A POINT: KNO'<W ~ ID£N71Fl£ll ro ME ro 8E ... SOI£ llSiB<J',. Of' 7H( L22J-2 IO stJUJ.IEll'lilHIJ, 
b!Y COl.tlilSSJON £XP1/1ES tJ tl«.; Z: oe 7 
S 48'-05'-22" WA DIST-"!Ct OF 95 85 ff£T TO A POINT: L.l .. C., BY. UNION LAND CO>.U'ANY, t.L.C., 1HAT EX£CUTED TH£ INSTfll.l;,iENJn ()F WO 
ll.04 FEET ALONG THE ARC OF A cUR\10 TO 1H£ L£Fr, SAID CURVE liAVWG A RAOIVS OF 1MDO !.JJ.lrrED LJABJUTY COIJP;J;Y. ANO ).(Xll()Yd.£[)(;EJ) TO IJE' ll-IAT SUCH Uloll LJABIUTY fE 
Ff.ET A Cl}JTR,1,L, ANCU Of" 29'-25'-JZ"'. A LONG CHORD 9£.ARJNG S ,:r3•-22'-.JS'" WAND A. COMPAH'f .EX(CU1El} THE SAAIE. 
~''(;.~J~f::O-~~ ': C:~/:/ci"~r~9~,~°''/!~T TO ;. POINT; 1 ';t~ ~~Sf:rt/rr: "1:sr~~r:Ji. . ENGEBRITSON LAND SURVEYS. INC. 
~'~·;: "fiJ;!<'(!'f,,gz: ;J~g°t._~.':J1i-':,, ~cwn: d:!:o 5ti°mC::"f ~~~~-~~,.~~ = S 1:}sf. W:t/ Jr:/I' 
DISTMCf: Cf' 108.15 FEET TO A POINT; ;t•/J '// u k . " • t / '' 
69,18 Ft£T N..ONG TH£ MC OF A CURV£ TO THE RIGHT. SAID CVR\'£ HJ\WiG·A RNJJUS CF 177.Z! . UJ~ /?_ PHONE (200, ~-/Jru2 FAX ,200, JSJ-oetl.2 
FtH .... CENTRAL >.NG!.£ w 22·-21'-Jo", ... LCNG CHCl?O fJt.AAINt; s w~s.1·-ro· 'II J.ND A '1ICW NOTARY PU&JC FOii ~ ' PR£PNll.TION DATE; Al)!.;;UST (Jg, 2®6 
DISTANCE or 58.74 FEET 70 A POINT: ~AT BOISE; IDAHQ. C: \£tS\Pro}oi:!it\2ro!OO.\dw<;a\p/at\1"'ol\2M100#'Pltd"1l' 




--------------------~------- SC ~A iAimriiifilil!l 
CERTIFICATE OF SURVEYOR 
I, JJICH.v:l. R. mc;Q)f11TSCH, DO llS<EBY CEJITIFY THAT I ,i.i; A R£'GtSTf:RtD W<lJ 
SURvt.'rOR, UClNS£0 BY TH€ STATE OF IOAA'O. ANO nl_., T n-11$ PL~ T ,1.5 D_l:!"S.CRl8£D 
IN THE CER1lFJC.i. TE U:- O~f:R W.A.S OflOftJ FROU J.N AC1V.A.L FIUD ~lrf.'Y 1'A0£ 
ex; Tl-I f: CROIJND UNDER ilY l)','<fCT SUP€RV1SION mo 1HAT THIS PU. T AcaJIV<laY 
R£PR.€'S[NTS TH£ PaNTS TH(;Fl.ECW AND JS JU CONFORftll'rf IM'TH rue STA TE' CF tOAHO 
CODE REI.Ji nNc: TO PU TS .<ND V"'CA. llCNS: 
1f1 
CERTIFICATE OF THE CANYON COUNTY SURVEYOR 
THIS IS ro Cf:l!TIFY THAT THE: VNOCP.SIG->.£0 HAS CHCCKED 7H! FOR£(.;t:Xrl(; PU, r 
AND DETE:R!J/N£0 Ir/AT IT COKPU(S 'lr!TH 1H£ U.ll'S Of' 1H£ STATE: CF IDAHO 
~ RELA TIN<; TO Pi.A TS ANO V.A.CA no.vs. 
~.~// ~ 14flf7 
--~;~ ... 
-t>i ¥tp 'Jl:. /61~ P.tf/U "ill• r"/ 
SummerWind at OrchaJ"d Hills 
SUBDIVISION PH4$£ I 
S/Tl/ATED WITHIN A PORTION OF THE SOUTH 112 OF SECTlON S2 
TOWNSHIP .f M?ff!':/t.fr.!NGE .f WEST, BOIS£ MERIDIAN. 
WWTVN COUlfTY. /Q4H0 
2006 
APPROVAL OF GOLDEN GATE HIGHWAY DISTRICT NQ. 3 
Ga..DDI CA.TE HtCHWAY DJSTtffCT No. 3 DOCS HCR£BY ACCE.F T 'THIS PLAT, JiND 0£0/CATEl) 
PLJ8UC STRC£1S.. HJGHMl.4YS >JD RK'iHTS-c:F-WAY' AS J.R£ OCP>C1EO ON TH!.S.PU..T. IN 
'\q:t;!/OJ,NCf,. llfJ!i 11£ PRO\!SC><S OF IOMIO CODE: 50-1Jl2 CH TH< :;zL'!?OAY OF 
~2006. 
DAWOLJNCaii.-ii'.ifiiiiAH OF- l>lf: OOMD 
GCWVI <HITE: HIGHWAY OIST111C r NO. J 
CERTIFICATE OF THE CANYON COUN7Y TREASURER 
rn1s IS ro CERTIFY 71-IAT 7HE° UNO£RSIQl£D, PER THE: 11£0UIR0/011S OF I.e. 
30-fJOB. OOf'.S H£f1£8Y CiRUFY 1HAT ANY !.NO .<U. CURR£NT A>JD/OR 
DWNQUE/IT COUNTY PR<X'£RTY TA><ES FOR IHI! PROPfRTY HAYE BE!;N PAID Ill 
~ 7H1S. Ci:RMCA l10N TS VALJO F'CW Tiff: ND<T THIRTY (JO) DAYS ONt Y. 
'lint; I di.l:ff1 fuq.~ 
C<N>t:W COUNTY SURO! 
~ 
DAlf: 




F1l..£D FOlr R£CORD AT 11<£ fl£00£5T OF 







CERTIFICATE OF CANYON COUNTY PLANNING ANO -Aca?W AN: AffRO 1HIS _A DAY OF M · 2<4. 
ZONING COMMISSION _ __ _ ~· -z52: 
,,;w,Tio ANO Af'i>ROIW THIS .fi!'o,i.y or~ 2oo.t 7 AJ/l ~ 2P' J..fJJ{l1-- -------------------------~---1 
,, DATE' ~ a.rt"\ 
CHAIRMEN \.A~~ ~~~ 
C1£Jlj( 
OWNER I DEVELOPER 
VII/ON UNO CiJllP)JIY, LLC. 
1059 <. l!IOt< £AGL£ D!!rV£: sum: s · 
E:AC'.£, tOAAO l<J81~ · 
(208) 9.Jll-4'77 
rsENGEBR/TSON LAND SURVEYS. · INC. 22'1 S: SlJIJAC STRCET ease, l(MHO ~7"" fflOOE: (208) 859...(.0J2 fAf (208) .JIJJ-~2 
PR£P,i.l!AllOll OJ.rt: AU~ST 09, 2005 
c.· \ru\P«>Joct.\26Cfoo4\d"').l \ol•t\111ro1\2so1004Fl'8.""9 




CLTA Guarantee Face Page 
(Revised 12!75/95) 
First An1erican Title Insurance 
Company 
SUBJECT TO THE EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE, THE LIMITS OF LIABILITY AND 
THE CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS OF THIS GUARANTEE, 
First American Title Insurance Company 
a corporation, herein called the Company 
GUARANTEES 
the Assured named in Schedule A against actual monetary loss or damage not exceeding the liability 
amount stated in Schedule A, which the Assured shall sustain by reason of any incorrectness in the 




SUBJECT TO THE LIMITATIONS CONTAINED HEREIN1 THE EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE1 THE 
LIMITS OF LIABILITY AND OTHER PROVISIONS OF THE CONDffiONS AND STIPULATIONS HERETO 
ANNEXED AND MADE A PART OF THIS GUARANTEE1 
First American Title Insurance Company, 
a California corporation 1 herein called the Company1 
GUARANTEES 
the Assured named in Schedule A against loss not exceeding the liability amount stated in Schedule A 
which the Assured shall sustain by reason of any incorrectness in the assurance which the company 
hereby gives that, according to the public records1 as of Date of Guarantee shown in Schedule A: 
1. The title to the herein described estate or interest is vested in the vestee named in Schedule A. 
2. Except for the matters shown in Schedule B1 there are no defects1 liens1 encumbrances or other 
matters affecting title to the estate or interest in the land shown in Schedule A1 which matters are 
not necessarily shown in the order of their priority. 
3. a) The current interest holders claiming some right1 title or interest by reason of the matters 
shown in Part II of Schedule B are as shown therein. The vestee named in Schedule A and 
parties claiming to have some right1 title or interest by reason of the matters shown in Part II of 
Schedule B may be necessary parties defendant in an action1 the nature of which is referred to in 
Schedule A. 
b) Tue current interest holders claiming some right1 title or interest by reason of the matters shown 
in Part I of Schedule B may also be necessary parties defendant in an action1 the nature of 
which is referred to in Schedule A. However1 no assurance is given hereby as to those current 
interest holders. 
4. The return addresses for mailing after recording 1 if any, as shown in each and every document 
referred to in Part II of Schedule B by specific recording information1 and as shown on the docu-
ment(s) vesting title as shown in Schedule A are as shown in Schedule C. 
THIS LITIGATION GUARANTEE IS FURNISHED SOLELY FOR THE PURPOSE OF FACILITATING THE 
FILING OF THE ACTION REFERRED TO IN SCHEDULE A. IT SHALL NOT BE USED OR RELIED UPON 
FOR ANY OTHER PURPOSE. 




1. Name of Assured: 







David Krueck, attorney at law and Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc., dba Knife River, an Oregon 
corporation 
2. Date of Guarantee: 
March 31, 2008 at 7:30 AM 
3. This Litigation Guarantee is furnished solely for the purpose of facilitating the filing of an action to 
To Foreclose Lien Instrument No. 2007071409 
4. The estate or interest in the land hereinafter described or referred to covered by this Guarantee is: 
Fee Simple 
5. Title to said estate or interest at the date hereof is vested in: 
L222-3 ID Summerwind, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, as to Lot 15, Block 1 and 
L222-l ID Summerwind, LLC an Idaho limited liability company as to the remainder 
6. The land referred to in this Guarantee is described as follows: 
Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 
30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39 and 40, Block 1 and Lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 
and 15, Block 2 and Lot 1, Block 3 of SummerWind At Orchard Hills Subdivision Phase I, 
according to the Plat filed in Book 39 of Plats, page 21, records of Canyon County, Idaho 








Date of Guarantee: 
March 31, 2008 at 
7:30:00 AM 




l. General taxes for the year 2007, which are a lien, of which the first half is delinquent and the 
second half is due and payable on or before June 20, 2008 and not delinquent until after said 
date. See tax sheets attached 
2. General taxes which may be assessed and extended on any subsequent roll for the tax year 2007 
with respect to new improvements and the first occupancy thereof during 2007, which may not be 
included on the regular assessment roll and which are a lien not yet due or payable. 
3. General taxes for the year 2008, which are a lien, payable on or before December 20 of said year 
and not delinquent until after said date. 
4. Liens and assessments of the Wilder Irrigation District, and the rights and powers of said 
district as by law provided. No search made. 
5. Liens and assessments of SummerWind at Orchard Hills Homeowners Association, Inc. 
6. Reservations in United States Patent or State Deeds. 
7. Grant of Easement and Joint Agreement dated November 17, 1981 by and between the Estate 
of Ronald E. Willcuts and Carolyn J. Willcuts and H. David Christensen and Sandra J. 
Christensen, recorded November 20, 1981 as Instrument No. 934213, records of Canyon 
County, Idaho. 
Affects a !O foot strip approximately 1100 feet in length along part of the West boundary of Lot 
17, Block 1 
8. Easement Agreement by and between John A. Williamson, Evelynn M. Williamson and 
Williamson Orchards, Inc., and the EB Trust recorded April 27, 1999 as Instrument No. 
9916186, records of Canyon County, Idaho . 
. Affects lots lying within the West Half of the Southwest Quarter of Section 32 








Date of Guarantee: 




9. AH matters, covenants, conditions, restrictions, easements and any rights, interests or claims 
which may exist by reason thereof, disclosed by the recorded plat of SummerWind at Oi·chard 
Hills Subdivision Phase 1, in Book 39, Page 21, but deleting any covenant, condition or 
restriction indicating a preference, limitation or discrimination based on race, color, religion, 
sex, handicap, familial status, or national origin to the extent such covenants, conditions or 
restrictions violate 42 USC 3604(c). 
10. Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions recorded May 24, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007036186, 
but deleting any covenant, condition or restriction indicating a preference, limitation or 
discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status, or national origin to 
the extent such covenants, conditions or restrictions violate 42 USC 3604( c). See copy attached. 
11. Notice recorded May 15, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007033123 from Southwest District Health, 
that Sanitary restrictions as required by Idaho Code, Title 50, Chapter 13, are in force, for 
Lots 1, 15, 17, 18, and 39, Block 1; Lot 15, Block2; and Lot 1, Block3. See copy attached 
Sanitary restrictions as required by Idaho Code, Title 50, chapter 13 have been satisfied for 
Lots 17 and 18, Block 1. See copy attached. 
12. Power Line Easement as granted to IDAHO POWER COMPANY, a corporation, by instrument 
recorded august 21, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007057762, records of Canyon County, 
Idaho .. .including the right from time to time to cut, trim and remove trees, brush, overhanging 
branches and other obstructions which may injure or interfere with the Grantee's use, occupation 
or enjoyment of this easement and the operation, maintenance and repair of Grantee's electrical 
system. 
Affects Lots 17 and 18, Block 1 
13. A Mortgage to secure an indebtedness of $2,350,000.00 as shown below, and any other 
obligation secured thereby. 
Dated: November 29, 2005 
Mortgagor: Status Corporation 
Mortgagee: Bruce C. Bartlett and Dixie Bartlett, Barbara E. Brown and Robert C. 
Brown, Thomas M. Bartlett, Stephen W. Bartlett and Paula L. Bartlett and Doug Bartlett and 
Deanna Bartlett 
Recorded: November 30, 2005 as Instrument No. 200580102, records of Canyon County, 
Idaho. 
Affects the entire Plat and other lands 
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14. A Mortgage to secure an indebtedness of $4,000,000.00 as shown below, and any other 
obligation secured thereby. 
Dated: December 22, 2006 
Mortgagor: L222-1 ID Summerwind, LLC 
Mortgagee: Integrated Financial Associates, Inc. a Nevada corporation 
Recorded: December 22, 2006 as Instrument No. 2006100908, records of Canyon County, 
Idaho. 
Affects said premises and other lands 
An Assignment of the beneficial interest under said Mortgage which names 
As Assignees Dana McDaniel Kanne Sep. Property Tr U/A/D 4/27/1999 as to 
100000/4000000ths 
Henry B. Soloway 1991 Irrevocable Trust as to 100000/4000000ths 
Henry B. Soloway 2006 Revocable family Trust as to 100000/4000000ths 
John R. Gibbs Trust as to 50000/4000000ths 
Karin B. Soloway Trust DTD 4/25/96 as to 50000/4000000ths 
King Futt's Fun Funds, LLC as to 200000/4000000ths 
Milton Bozanic as to 100000/4000000ths 
Steven E. Clayton as to 200000/4000000ths 
Recorded: March 8, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007016269 records of Canyon County, Idaho. 
An Assignment of the beneficial interest under said Mortgage which names 
As Assignee: Ruth D. Mille Living Trust as to 100000/4000000ths 
Recorded March 8, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007016270 records of Canyon County, Idaho. 
An Assignment of the beneficial interest under said Mortgage which names 
As Assignee: Jon A. Griffin Sr. & Judy A. Griffin Revocable Trust as to 50000/4000000ths 
Monroe Family Trust as to 25000/4000000ths 
Recorded March 8, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007016271 records of Canyon County, Idaho. 
An Assignment of the beneficial interest under said Mortgage which names 
As Assignee: Nevada Trust Company C/F Daryl Alterwitz, IRA as to 31000/4000000ths 
Recorded March 8, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007016272 records of Canyon County, Idaho. 
An Assignment of the beneficial interest under said Mortgage which names 
As Assignee: Annette Parker Trust as to 75000/4000000ths 
Recorded 
JA Kretsch Financial Retirement Plan as to 30000/4000000ths 
Jason Parker as to 24000/4000000ths 
Karli Parker as to 24000/4000000ths 
Rene C. Blanchard Trust DTD 2/14/73 as to 100000/4000000ths 
March 8, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007016273 records of Canyon County, Idaho. 
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An Assignment of the beneficial interest under said Mortgage which names 
As Assignee: Caryl J. Guth Trust as to 10000/4000000ths 
David G. Stibor D.D.S. Ltd. DBPP as to 100000/4000000ths 
Dennis Kyle as to 150000/4000000ths 
DVS Family Limited Parnership as to 200000/4000000ths 
Libman Family Trust as to 100000/4000000ths 
H-937683a 
The Cathy A. Kammeyer Living Trust dtd 9/25/91 as to 50000/4000000ths 
Recorded March 8, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007016274 records of Canyon County, Idaho. 
An Assignment of the beneficial interest under said Mortgage which names 
As Assignee: Dale Wynn Living Trust as to 100000/4000000ths 
Lyau, LLC as to 100000/4000000ths 
Recorded 
Idaho. 
Pinnacle Holding Enterprises, LLC as to 250000/4000000ths 
Robert R. Belliveau Trust as to 850000/4000000ths 
March 16, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007018395 records of Canyon County, 
An Assignment of the beneficial interest under said Mortgage which names 
As Assignee: Ruth Oshins Revocable Family Trust as to 25000/4000000ths 
Recorded March 27, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007021352 records of Canyon County, 
Idaho. 
Note: We note Satisfaction of Mortgage executed only by Integrated Financial Associates, Inc., a 
Nevada corporation, recorded June 12, 2007 and October 10, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007040903 
and 2007067815. Affects only a 610000/4000000ths interest 
15. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness of $9,500,000.00, and any other amounts as therein 
provided, payable under the terms, conditions, provisions and stipulations thereof. 
Dated: May 18, 2007 
Grantor: L222-1 ID Summerwind, LLC 
Trustee: Land America Transnation Title & Escrow 
Beneficiary: Integrated Financial Associates, Inc. 
Recorded: July 13, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007048603, records of Canyon County, 
Idaho. 
Affects Lots 1-14; 16 and 18, Block 1 
An Assignment of the beneficial interest under said Mortgage which names 
As Assignee: JA Kretsch Financial retirement Plan as to 41000/9500000ths 
Stanley Paher Trust as to 80000/9500000ths 
Recorded September 28, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007065529 records of Canyon County, 
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An Assignment of the beneficial interest under said Mortgage which names 
As Assignee: Annette Parker Trust as to 74062.5/9500000ths 
Caryl J. Guth Trust as to 98750/9500000ths 
Dale Wynn Living Trust as to 98750/9500000ths 
Dana McDaniel Kanne Sep. Property Tr U/A/D/ 4/27/99 as to 165000/9500000ths 
David G. Stibor D.D.S. Ltd. DBPP as to 98750/9500000ths 
Dennis Kyle as to 150000/9500000 ths 
DYS Family Limited Partnership as to 197500/9500000ths 
Henry B. Soloway 1991 Irrevocable Trust as to 98750/9500000ths 
Henry B. Soloway 2006 Revocable family Trust as to 98750/9500000ths 
JA Kretsch Financial Retirement Plan as to 29625/9500000ths 
Jason Parker as to 29625/9500000ths 
John R. Gibbs Trust as to 49375/9500000ths 
Jon A. Griffin Sr. & Judy A. Griffin revocable Trust as to 49375/9500000ths 
Kadi Parker as to 23700/9500000ths 
Kit & Karen Graski, JTWRS as to 100000/9500000 
Libman Family Trust as to 98750/9500000 
Lyau, LLC as to 98750/9500000ths 
Milton Bozanic as to 98750/9500000ths 
Monroe Family Trust as to 24687.5/9500000ths 
Nevada Trust Company C/F Daryl Alterwitz, IRA as to 30612.5/9500000ths 
Patrick Flanagan trust as to 98750/9500000ths 
Pinnacle Holding Enterprises, LLC as to 246875/9500000ths 
Rene C. Blanchard Trust DTD 2/14/73 as to 98750/9500000ths 
Richard & Helen Carol Ellis, JTWRS as to 100000/9500000ths 
Robert R. Belliveau Trust as to 839375/9500000ths 




The Cathy A. Kammeyer Living Trust dtd 9/25/91 as to 50000/9500000ths 
The Ruth d. Miilie Living Trust as to 98750/9500000ths 
September 28, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007065544 records of Canyon County, 
An Assignment of the beneficial interest under said Mortgage which names 
As Assignee: Anthony C. & Linda a. Pusateri Family Trust as to 90000/9500000ths 
Anthony Delia Trust as to 25000/9500000ths 
Arthur Snyder as to l35000/9500000ths 
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Beatrice S. Bernstein Rev. Fam. Tr.FBO Carol B. Oshins as to 
75000/9500000ths 
Blanche M. Craig as to 75000/9500000ths 
Cardwell Charitable Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
Chad & Tamara Vellinga Family Trust as to 27500/9500000ths 
Dana McDaniel Kanne Sep. Property Tr U/A/D 4/27/99 as to 35000/9500000ths 
Deborah Friedman as to 20000/9500000ths 
Deborah Stout Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
DeEtte Carter Revocable Trust as to 500000/9500000ths 
Di Biase 1979 Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
Duke Marketing, Inc. as to 145000/9500000ths 
Edward H. Oshins Revocable family Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
Eve Jeanos as to 20000/9500000ths 
Frank R. Nolimal & Robin f. Nolimal Family Trust as to 25000/9500000ths 
Golden Legacy, LLC as to 25000/9500000ths 
Heather A. Ralston Trust as to 25000/9500000ths 
Jacquelyn A. McDaniel as to 10000/9500000ths 
James and Reba Cardwell family Trust as to 200000/9500000ths 
Janet B. Glover as to 125611.71/9500000ths 
Janie Friedman Trust as to 30000/9500000ths 
Jay A. and Louise A. Stead as to S0000/9500000ths 
Joan Neiman Revocable Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
John David Kruger Family Trust as to 267000/9500000ths 
Judith Trotter or Bob Charles Trotter as to 50000/9500000ths 
Karin B. Soloway Trust DTD 4/25/96 as to 50000/9500000ths 
Kathryn Bryant Living Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
Laguna Consultants, LLC Profit Sharing Plan as to 25000/9500000ths 
Larry Carter Trust as to 665000/9500000ths 
Larry Carter, Lori Carter, David Carter as to 50000/9500000ths 
Libman Family Trust as to 105000/9500000ths 
Lyan, LLC as to 1250/9500000ths 
Marguerite E. Luce Living Trust as to 34000/9500000ths 
Marilene B. Nevins Living Trust as to 30000/9500000ths 
Mark Heese as to 100000/9500000ths 
Marshall Shields IRA as to 30000/9500000ths 
Meena P. Vohra as to 100000/9500000ths 
Michael and Geri Rumbolz Living Trust 2002 as to 50000/9500000ths 
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Milton Bozanic as to 100000/9500000ths 
Mustapha Assi Rev. Living Trust 6/23/03 as to 493397.55/9500000ths 
Philip & Adele Engel Family Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
Pravin P. Bakrania and Veena P. Bakrania Living Trust as to 
100000/9500000ths 
Recorded: 
Prism Management Pension Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
Ralston Family Trust as to 25000/9500000ths 
Ray W. Millisor Trust DTD 1/15/92 as to 199389/9500000ths 
Richard A. Oshins 1995 Revocable Trust as to 100000/9500000ths 
Ronald J. Fadel M.D. IRA as to 100000/9500000ths 
Ruth Oshins Revocable Family Trust as to 100000/9500000ths 
Schwartz Family Trust as to 100000/9500000ths 
Sharon George (Friedman) as to 20000/9500000ths 
SS Trust as to 100000/9500000ths 
The Cherry Trust as to 15000/9500000ths 
The LeMaire Family Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
Toni Lynn Pusateri as to 25000/9500000ths 
Victora C. Pickard-Brown Trust as to 200000/9500000ths 
Women's Care OB/GYN Ltd. As to 100000/9500000ths 
October 2, 2007 Instrument No. 2007066077 records of Canyon County, Idaho. 
16. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness of $9,500,000.00, and any other amounts as therein 
provided, payable under the terms, conditions, provisions and stipulations thereof. 
Dated: May 18, 2007 





Land America Transnation Title & Escrow 
Integrated Financial Associates, Inc. 
July 13, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007048604, records of Canyon County, 
Affects Lots 15 and 17, Block 1 
An Assignment of the beneficial interest under said Mortgage which names 
As Assignee: JA Kretsch Financial retirement Plan as to 41000/9500000ths 
Stanley Paher Trust as to 80000/9500000ths 
Recorded September 28, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007065528 records of Canyon County, 
As Assignee: Annette Parker Trust as to 7 4062.5/9500000ths 
Caryl J. Guth Trust as to 98750/9500000ths 
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Dale Wynn Living Trust as to 98750/9500000ths 
Dana McDaniel Kanne Sep. Property Tr U/A/D/ 4/27/99 as to 165000/9500000ths 
David G. Stibor D.D.S. Ltd. DBPP as to 98750/9500000ths 
Dennis Kyle as to 150000/9500000 ths 
DYS Family Limited Partnership as to 197500/9500000ths 
Henry B. Soloway 1991 Irrevocable Trust as to 98750/9500000ths 
Henry B. Soloway 2006 Revocable family Trust as to 98750/9500000ths 
JA Kretsch Financial Retirement Plan as to 29625/9500000ths 
Jason Parker as to 29625/9500000ths 
John R. Gibbs Trust as to 49375/9500000ths 
Jon A. Griffin Sr. & Judy A. Griffin revocable Trust as to 49375/9500000ths 
Karli Parker as to 23700/9500000ths 
Kit & Karen Graski, JTWRS as to 100000/9500000 
Libman Family Trust as to 98750/9500000 
Lyan, LLC as to 98750/9500000ths 
Milton Bozanic as to 98750/9500000ths 
Monroe Family Trust as to 24687.5/9500000ths 
Nevada Trust Company C/F Daryl Alterwitz, IRA as to 30612.5/9500000ths 
Patrick Flanagan trust as to 98750/9500000ths 
Pinnacle Holding Enterprises, LLC as to 246875/9500000ths 
Rene C. Blanchard Trust DTD 2/14/73 as to 98750/9500000ths 
Richard & Helen Carol Ellis, JTWRS as to 100000/9500000ths 
Robert R. Belliveau Trust as to 839375/9500000ths 




The Cathy A. Kammeyer Living Trust dtd 9/25/91 as to 50000/9500000ths 
The Ruth d. Miilie Living Trust as to 98750/9500000ths 
September 28, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007065543 records of Canyon County, 
An Assignment of the beneficial interest under said Mortgage which names 
As Assignee: Anthony C. & Linda a. Pusateri Family Trust as to 90000/9500000ths 
Anthony Delia Trust as to 25000/9500000ths 
Arthur Snyder as to 135000/9500000ths 
Beatrice S. Bernstein Rev. Fam. Tr.FBO Carol B. Oshins as to 
75000/9500000ths 
Blanche M. Craig as to 75000/9500000ths 
Cardwell Charitable Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
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Chad & Tamara Vellinga Family Trust as to 27500/9500000ths 
Dana McDaniel Kanne Sep. Property Tr U/A/D 4/27/99 as to 35000/9500000ths 
Deborah Friedman as to 20000/9500000ths 
Deborah Stout Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
DeEtte Carter Revocable Trust as to 500000/9500000ths 
Di Biase 1979 Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
Duke Marketing, Inc. as to 145000/9500000ths 
Edward H. Oshins Revocable family Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
Eve Jeanos as to 20000/9500000ths 
Frank R. Nolimal & Robin f. Nolimal Family Trust as to 25000/9500000ths 
Golden Legacy, LLC as to 25000/9500000ths 
Heather A. Ralston Trust as to 25000/9500000ths 
Jacquelyn A. McDaniel as to 10000/9500000ths 
James and Reba Cardwell family Trust as to 200000/9500000ths 
Janet B. Glover as to 125611.71/9500000ths 
Janie Friedman Trust as to 30000/9500000ths 
Jay A. and Louise A. Stead as to 50000/9500000ths 
Joan Neiman Revocable Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
John David Kruger Family Trust as to 267000/9500000ths 
Judith Trotter or Bob Charles Trotter as to 50000/9500000ths 
Karin B. Soloway Trust DTD 4/25/96 as to 50000/9500000ths 
Kathryn Bryant Living Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
Laguna Consultants, LLC Profit Sharing Plan as to 25000/9500000ths 
Larry Carter Trust as to 665000/9500000ths 
Larry Carter, Lori Carter, David Carter as to 50000/9500000ths 
Libman Family Trust as to 105000/9500000ths 
Lyan, LLC as to 1250/9500000ths 
Marguerite E. Luce Living Trust as to 34000/9500000ths 
Marilene B. Nevins Living Trust as to 30000/9500000ths 
Mark Heese as to 100000/9500000ths 
Marshall Shields lRA as to 30000/9500000ths 
Meena P. Vohra as to 100000/9500000ths 
Michael and Geri RumbolzLiving Trust 2002 as to 50000/9500000ths 
Milton Bozanic as to 100000/9500000ths 
Mustapha Assi Rev. Living Trust 6/23/03 as to 493397.55/9500000ths 
Philip & Adele Engel Family Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
Pravin P. Bakrania and Veena P. Bakrania Living Trust as to 
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Prism Management Pension Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
Ralston Family Trust as to 25000/9500000ths 
Ray W. Millisor Trust DTD 1/15/92 as to 199389/9500000ths 
Richard A. Oshins 1995 Revocable Trust as to 100000/9500000ths 
Ronald J. Fadel M.D. IRA as to 100000/9500000ths 
Ruth Oshins Revocable Family Trust as to 100000/9500000ths 
Schwartz Family Trust as to 100000/9500000ths 
Sharon George (Friedman) as to 20000/9500000ths 
SS Trust as to 100000/9500000ths 
The Cherry Trust as to 15000/9500000ths 
The LeMaire Family Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
Toni Lynn Pusateri as to 25000/9500000ths 
Victora C. Pickard-Brown Trust as to 200000/9500000ths 
Women's Care OB/GYN Ltd. As to 100000/9500000ths 
October 2, 2007 Instrument No. 2007066076 records of Canyon 
17. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness of $9,500,000.00, and any other amounts as therein 
provided, payable under the terms, conditions, provisions and stipulations thereof. 
Dated: May 18, 2007 





Land America Transnation Title & Escrow 
Integrated Financial Associates, Inc. 
July 13, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007048605, records of Canyon County, 
Affects Lots 19-40, Block 1 
An Assignment of the beneficial interest under said Mortgage which names 
As Assignee: JA Kretsch Financial retirement Plan as to 41000/9500000ths 
Stanley Paher Trust as to 80000/9500000ths 
Recorded September 28, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007065527 records of Canyon County, 
Idaho. 
An Assignment of the beneficial interest under said Mortgage which names 
As Assignee: Annette Parker Trust as to 74062.S/9500000ths 
Caryl J. Guth Trust as to 98750/9500000ths 
Dale Wynn Living Trust as to 98750/9500000ths 
Dana McDaniel Kanne Sep. Property Tr U/A/D/ 4/27/99 as to 165000/9500000ths 
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David G. Stibor D.D.S. Ltd. DBPP as to 98750/9500000ths 
Dennis Kyle as to 150000/9500000 ths 
DYS Family Limited Partnership as to 197500/9500000ths 
Henry B. Soloway 1991 Irrevocable Trust as to 98750/9500000ths 
Henry B. Soloway 2006 Revocable family Trust as to 98750/9500000ths 
JA Kretsch Financial Retirement Plan as to 29625/9500000ths 
Jason Parker as to 29625/9500000ths 
John R. Gibbs Trust as to 49375/9500000ths 
Jon A. Griffin Sr. & Judy A. Griffin revocable Trust as to 49375/9500000ths 
Karli Parker as to 23700/9500000ths 
Kit & Karen Graski, JTWRS as to 100000/9500000 
Libman Family Trust as to 98750/9500000 
Lyan, LLC as to 98750/9500000ths 
Milton Bozanic as to 98750/9500000ths 
Monroe Family Trust as to 24687.5/9500000ths 
Nevada Trust Company C/F Daryl Alterwitz, IRA as to 30612.5/9500000ths 
Patrick Flanagan trust as to 98750/9500000ths 
Pinnacle Holding Enterprises, LLC as to 246875/9500000ths 
Rene C. Blanchard Trust DTD 2/14/73 as to 98750/9500000ths 
Richard & Helen Carol Ellis, JTWRS as to 100000/9500000ths 
Robert R. Belliveau Trust as to 839375/9500000ths 




The Cathy A. Kammeyer Living Trust dtd 9/25/91 as to 50000/9500000ths 
The Ruth d. Miilie Living Trust as to 98750/9500000ths 
September 28, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007065542 records of Canyon County, 
An Assignment of the beneficial interest under said Mortgage which names 
As Assignee: Anthony C. & Linda a. Pusateri Family Trust as to 90000/9500000ths 
Anthony Delia Trust as to 25000/9500000ths 
Arthur Snyder as to 135000/9500000ths 
Beatrice S. Bernstein Rev. Fam. Tr.FBO Carol B. Oshins as to 
75000/9500000ths 
Blanche M. Craig as to 75000/9500000ths 
Cardwell Charitable Trust as to S0000/9500000ths 
Chad & Tamara Vellinga Family Trust as to 27500/9500000ths 
Dana McDaniel Kanne Sep. Property Tr U/AID 4/27/99 as to 35000/9500000ths 
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Deborah Friedman as to 20000/9500000ths 
Deborah Stout Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
DeEtte Carter Revocable Trust as to 500000/9500000ths 
Di Biase 1979 Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
Duke Marketing, Inc. as to 145000/9500000ths 
H-937683a 
Edward H. Oshins Revocable family Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
Eve J ea nos as to 20000/9500000ths 
Frank R. Nolimal & Robin f. Nolimal Family Trust as to 25000/9500000ths 
Golden Legacy, LLC as to 25000/9500000ths 
Heather A. Ralston Trust as to 25000/9500000ths 
Jacquelyn A. McDaniel as to 10000/9500000ths 
James and Reba Cardwell family Trust as to 200000/9500000ths 
Janet B. Glover as to 125611.71/9500000ths 
Janie Friedman Trust as to 30000/9500000ths 
Jay A. and Louise A. Stead as to 50000/9500000ths 
Joan Neiman Revocable Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
John David Kruger Family Trust as to 267000/9500000ths 
Judith Trotter or Bob Charles Trotter as to 50000/9500000ths 
Karin B. Soloway Trust DTD 4/25/96 as to 50000/9500000ths 
Kathryn Bryant Living Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
Laguna Consultants, LLC Profit Sharing Plan as to 25000/9500000ths 
Larry Carter Trust as to 665000/9500000ths 
Larry Carter, Lori Carter, David Carter as to 50000/9500000ths 
Libman Family Trust as to 105000/9500000ths 
Lyau, LLC as to 1250/9500000ths 
Marguerite E. Luce Living Trust as to 34000/9500000ths 
Marilene B. Nevins Living Trust as to 30000/9500000ths 
Mark Heese as to 100000/9500000ths 
Marshall Shields IRA as to 30000/9500000ths 
Meena P. Vohra as to 100000/9500000ths 
Michael and Geri Rumbolz Living Trust 2002 as to 50000/9500000ths 
Milton Bozanic as to 100000/9500000ths 
Mustapha Assi Rev. Living Trust 6/23/03 as to 493397.55/9500000ths 
Philip & Adele Engel Family Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
Pravin P. Bakrania and Veena P. Bakrania Living Trust as to 
100000/9500000ths 
Prism Management Pension Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
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Ralston Family Trust as to 25000/9500000ths 
H-937683a 
Ray W. Millisor Trust DTD 1/15/92 as to 199389/9500000ths 
Richard A. Oshins 1995 Revocable Trust as to 100000/9500000ths 
Ronald J. Fadel M.D. IRA as to 100000/9500000ths 
Ruth Oshins Revocable Family Trust as to 100000/9500000ths 
Schwartz Family Trust as to 100000/9500000ths 
Sharon George (Friedman) as to 20000/9500000ths 
SS Trust as to 100000/9500000ths 
The Cherry Trust as to 15000/9500000ths 
The LeMaire Family Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
Toni Lynn Pusateri as to 25000/9500000ths 
Victora C. Pickard-Brown Trust as to 200000/9500000ths 
Women's Care OB/GYN Ltd. As to 100000/9500000ths 
October 2, 2007 Instrument No. 2007066075 records of Canyon 
18. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness of $9,500,000.00, and any other amounts as therein 
provided, payable under the terms, conditions, provisions and stipulations thereof. 
Dated: May 18, 2007 
Grantor: L222-1 ID Summerwind, LLC 
Trustee: Land America Transnation Title & Escrow 
Beneficiary: Integrated Financial Associates, Inc. 
Recorded: July 13, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007048606, records of Canyon County, 
Idaho. 
Affects Lots 2-8, 10-15, Block 2 and Lot 1, Block 3 and other lands 
An Assignment of the beneficial interest under said Mortgage which names 
As Assignee: JA Kretsch Financial retirement Plan as to 41000/9500000ths 
Stanley Paher Trust as to 80000/9500000ths 
Recorded September 28, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007065526 records of Canyon County, 
Idaho. 
An Assignment of the beneficial interest under said Mortgage which names 
As Assignee: Annette Parker Trust as to 74062.5/9500000ths 
Caryl J. Guth Trust as to 98750/9500000ths 
Dale Wynn Living Trust as to 98750/9500000ths 
Dana McDaniel Kanne Sep. Property Tr U/A/D/ 4/27/99 as to 165000/9500000ths 
David G. Stibor D.D.S. Ltd. DBPP as to 98750/9500000ths 
Dennis Kyle as to 150000/9500000 tbs 
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DYS Family Limited Partnership as to 197500/9500000ths 
Henry B. Soloway 1991 Irrevocable Trust as to 98750/9500000ths 
Henry B. Soloway 2006 Revocable family Trust as to 98750/9500000ths 
JA Kretsch Financial Retirement Plan as to 29625/9500000ths 
Jason Parker as to 29625/9500000ths 
John R. Gibbs Trust as to 49375/9500000ths 
Jon A. Griffin Sr. & Judy A. Griffin revocable Trust as to 49375/9500000ths 
Karli Parker as to 23700/9500000ths 
Kit & Karen Graski, JTWRS as to 100000/9500000 
Libman Family Trust as to 98750/9500000 
Lyan, LLC as to 98.750/9500000ths 
Milton Bozanic as to 98750/9500000ths 
Monroe Family Trust as to 24687.5/9500000ths 
Nevada Trust Company C/F Daryl Alterwitz, IRA as to 30612.5/9500000ths 
Patrick Flanagan trust as to 98750/9500000ths 
Pinnacle Holding Enterprises, LLC as to 246875/9500000ths 
Rene C. Blanchard Trust DTD 2/14/73 as to 98750/9500000ths 
Richard & Helen Carol Ellis, JTWRS as to 100000/9500000ths 
Robert R. Belliveau Trust as to 839375/9500000ths 




The Cathy A. Kammeyer Living Trust <ltd 9/25/91 as to 50000/9500000ths 
The Ruth d. Miilie Living Trust as to 98750/9500000ths 
September 28, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007065541 records of Canyon County, 
An Assignment of the beneficial interest under said Mortgage which names 
As Assignee: Anthony C. & Linda a. Pusateri Family Trust as to 90000/9500000ths 
Anthony Delia Trust as to 25000/9500000ths 
Arthur Snyder as to 135000/9500000ths 
Beatrice S. Bernstein Rev. Fam. Tr.FBO Carol B. Oshins as to 
75000/9500000ths 
Blanche M. Craig as to 75000/9500000ths 
Cardwell Charitable Trust as to S0000/9500000ths 
Chad & Tamara Vellinga Family Trust as to 27500/9500000ths 
Dana McDaniel Kanne Sep. Property Tr U/A/D 4/27/99 as to 35000/9500000ths 
Deborah Friedman as to 20000/9500000ths 
Deborah Stout Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
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DeEtte Carter Revocable Trust as to 500000/9500000ths 
Di Biase 1979 Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
Duke Marketing, Inc. as to 145000/9500000ths 
H-937683a 
Edward H. Oshins Revocable family Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
Eve Jeanos as to 20000/9500000ths 
Frank R. Nolimal & Robin f. Nolimal Family Trust as to 25000/9500000ths 
Golden Legacy, LLC as to 25000/9500000ths 
Heather A. Ralston Trust as to 25000/9500000ths 
Jacquelyn A. McDaniel as to 10000/9500000ths 
James and Reba Cardwell family Trust as to 200000/9500000ths 
Janet B. Glover as to 125611.71/9500000ths 
Janie Friedman Trust as to 30000/9500000ths 
Jay A. and Louise A. Stead as to 50000/9500000ths 
Joan Neiman Revocable Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
John David Kruger Family Trust as to 267000/9500000ths 
Judith Trotter or Bob Charles Trotter as to 50000/9500000ths 
Karin B. Soloway Trust DTD 4/25/96 as to 50000/9500000ths 
Kathryn Bryant Living Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
Laguna Consultants, LLC Profit Sharing Plan as to 25000/9500000ths 
Larry Carter Trust as to 665000/9500000ths 
Larry Carter, Lori Carter, David Carter as to 50000/9500000ths 
Libman Family Trust as to 105000/9500000ths 
Lyan, LLC as to 1250/9500000ths 
Marguerite E. Luce Living Trust as to 34000/9500000ths 
Marilene B. Nevins Living Trust as to 30000/9500000ths 
Mark Heese as to 100000/9500000ths 
Marshall Shields IRA as to 30000/9500000ths 
Meena P. Vohra as to 100000/9500000ths 
Michael and Geri Rumbolz Living Trust 2002 as to 50000/9500000ths 
Milton Bozanic as to 100000/9500000ths 
Mustapha Assi Rev. Living Trust 6/23/03 as to 493397.55/9500000ths 
Philip & Adele Engel Family Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
Pravin P. Bakrania and Veena P. Bakrania Living Trust as to 
100000/9500000ths 
Prism Management Pension Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
Ralston Family Trust as to 25000/9500000ths 
Ray W. Millisor Trust DTD 1/15/92 as to 199389/9500000ths 
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H-937683a 
Richard A. Oshins 1995 Revocable Trust as to 100000/9500000ths 
Ronald J. Fadel M.D. IRA as to 100000/9500000ths 
Recorded: 
Ruth Oshins Revocable Family Trust as to 100000/9500000ths 
Schwartz Family Trust as to I00000/9500000ths 
Sharon George (Friedman) as to 20000/9500000ths 
SS Trust as to 100000/9500000ths 
The Cherry Trust as to 15000/9500000ths 
The LeMaire Family Trust as to 50000/9500000ths 
Toni Lynn Pusateri as to 25000/9500000ths 
Victora C. Pickard-Brown Trust as to 200000/9500000ths 
Women's Care OB/GYN Ltd. As to 100000/9500000ths 
October 2, 2007 Instrument No. 2007066074 records of Canyon 
19. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness of $3,629,000.00, and any other amounts as therein 
provided, payable under the terms, conditions, provisions and stipulations thereof. 
Dated: July 13, 2007 
Grantor: L222-1 ID Summerwind, LLC 
Trustee: Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc. 
Beneficiary: Geneva Equities LLC 
Recorded: July 17, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007049346, records of Canyon County, 
Idaho. 
Affects Lots 1-14, 16 and 18, Block 1 
20. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness of $3,629,000.00, and any other amounts as therein 
provided, payable under the terms, conditions, provisions and stipulations thereof. 
Dated: July 13, 2007 





Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc. 
Geneva Equities LLC 
July 17, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007049349, records of Canyon County, 
Affects Lots 2-8, 10-15, Block 2 and Lot 1, Block 3 and other lands 
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21. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness of $3,629,000.00, and any other amounts as therein 
provided, payable under the terms, conditions, provisions and stipulations thereof. 
Dated: July 13, 2007 
Grantor: L222-1 ID Summerwind, LLC 
Trustee: Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc. 
Beneficiary: Geneva Equities LLC 
Recorded: July 17, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007049350, records of Canyon County, 
Idaho. 
Affects Lots 19-40, Block 1 
22. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness of $3,629,000.00, and any other amounts as therein 
provided, payable under the terms, conditions, provisions and stipulations thereof. 
Dated: July 13, 2007 





Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc. 
Geneva Equities LLC 
July 17, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007049351, records of Canyon County, 
Affects Lots 15 and 17, Block 1 
23. Claim of Lien against Union Land Company LLC, L222-1 ID Summenvind, LLC and L222-2 ID 
Summerwind LLC in favor of Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. dba Knife River, in the original amount 
of $217,862.32, recorded October 25, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007071409, records of Canyon 
County, Idaho. 
Affects entire Plat EXCEPT Lots 1 and 9, Block 2 
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24. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness of $1,483,616.00, and any other amounts as therein 
provided, payable under the terms, conditions, provisions and stipulations thereof. 
Dated: October 24, 2007 
Grantor: L222-1 ID Summerwind, LLC 
Trustee: Transnation Title and Escrow, Inc. 
Beneficiary: REXIUS 
Recorded: October 30, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007072105, records of Canyon County, 
Idaho. 
Lots 1, 16-18, 39 and 40, Block 1; Lot 15, Block 2 and other lands 
An Agreement to modify the terms and provisions of said Deed of Trust as therein provided 
Executed by: Rexius and Summerwind LLC 
Recorded: February 19, 2008 as Instrument No. 2008008741, records of Canyon County, 
Idaho 
25. Claim of Lien against SummerWind LLC in favor of Paradise excavation & Construction, Inc., 
in the original amount of$15,100.00, recorded November 27, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007077408, 
records of Canyon County, Idaho. 
Affects the entire Plat 
26. Claim of Lien against L222-1 Summenvind LLC in favor of PMA Inc., in the original amount of 
$51,667.06, recorded December 10, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007079792, records of Canyon 
County, Idaho. 
Affects Lots 39 and 40, Block 1 
27. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness of $73,121.26, and any other amounts as therein 
Dated: December 13, 2007 
Grantor: L222-3 ID Summerwind, LLC 
Trustee: Transnation Title and Escrow, Inc. 
Beneficiary: Riverside Inc. 
Recorded: December 14, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007080906, records of Canyon 
County, Idaho. 
Affects Lot 15, Block 1 
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28. Claim of Lien against Union Land Company, LLC etal in favor of Extreme Line Construction, 
Inc., in the original amount of $298,392.40, recorded December 19, 2007 as Instrument No. 
2007081815, records of Canyon County, Idaho. 
Affects entire Plat and other lands 
29. Claim of Lien against L222-1 ID Summerwind, LLC and L222-2 ID Summerwind LLC in favor 
of David A. Hunemiller, Inc., in the original amount of$30,943.75, recorded December 21, 2007 
as Instrument No. 2007082261, records of Canyon County, Idaho. 
Affects all of Summerwind Phases I and II 
30. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness of $20,850.00, and any other amounts as therein 
provided, payable under the terms, conditions, provisions and stipulations thereof. 
Dated: December 14, 2008 





Transnation Title and Escrow, Inc. 
Traditional Sprinklers and Landscaping 
December 27, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007083044, records of Canyon 
Affects all of said premises and other lands 
31. Claim of Lien against L222-2 ID Summerwind LLC in favor of SPF Water Engineering, LLC, 
in the original amount of $18,735.44, recorded January 11, 2008 as Instrument No. 2008001980, 
records of Canyon County, Idaho. 
Affects said premises and other lands 
32. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness of $21,766.21, and any other amounts as therein 
provided, payable under the terms, conditions, provisions and stipulations thereof. 
Dated: January 4, 2008 





Transnation Title and Escrow, Inc. 
Conger Management Group 
January 11, 2008 as Instrument No. 2008002079, records of Canyon County, 
Affects all of said premises and other lands except Lot 15, Block 2 
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33. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness of $6,135.00, and any other amounts as therein 
provided, payable under the terms, conditions, provisions and stipulations thereof. 
Dated: .January 16, 2008 





Transnation Title and Escrow, Inc. 
Dennis Phipps Well Drilling Inc. 
January 22, 2008 as Instrument No. 2008003913, records of Canyon County, 
Affects Lots 1, 16, 17, 18, 39 and 40Block1 and Lot 15, Block 2 of said premises and other 
lands 
34. Claim of Lien against L222-1 ID Summerwind LLC and L222-2 ID Summerwind LLC in favor 
of Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc., in the original amount of $1,657,497.00, recorded February 
21, 2008 as Instrument No. 2008009073, records of Canyon County, Idaho. 
Affects Lots 1, 16, 17, 18, 39 and 40 Block 1 and Lot 15, Block 2 of said premises and other 
lands 
35. Claim of Lien against L222-l ID Summerwind, LLC in favor of Stanley Consultants, Inc., in 
the original amount of $26,185.25, recorded February 22, 2008 as Instrument No. 2008009213, 
records of Canyon County, Idaho. 
Affects Lot 40 Block 1 
36. Claim of Lien against L222-3 ID Summerwind LLC in favor of Materials Testing & Inspection, 
in the original amount of $3,969.02, recorded February 26, 2008 as Instrument No. 2008010009, 
records of Canyon County, Idaho. 
Affects all of SummerWind Phases I and II 
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Exception No./Recording Information/Mailing Address, (per County Records): 
L222-1 ID Summerwind, LLC 
10515 20th St. SE 
Suite 100 
Everett, Washington 98205 
L222-1 ID Summerwind LLC 
1059 East Iron Eagle Drive 
Suite 155 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
Kerry Angelos 
1059 East Iron Eagle Drive 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
Union Land Company, LLC 
1059 East Iron Eagle Drive 
Suite 155 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
L222-3 ID Summerwind LLC 
1059 E. Iron Eagle Dr. 
Suite 155 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
Rexius 
1275 Bailey Hill Rd. 
Eugene, Oregon 97402 
Paradise Excavation & Construction, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1047 
Middleton Idaho 83644 




First American Title Insurance Company 
LITIGATION GUARANTEE 
SCHEDULEC 
Order Number: Date of Guarantee: 
200711761 March 31, 2008 at 7:30 AM 
PMA, Inc. dba Patrick McKeegan Architects 
C!O Eric Nelson 
Givens Pursley LLP 
601 W. Bannock St. 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Riverside Inc. 
P.O. Box 720 
Parma, Idaho 83660 
Extreme Line Construction, Inc. 
8145 E. Colter Bay Dr. 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
David A. Hunemiller, Inc. 
17749 Northside Blvd. 
Boise, Idaho 83687 
David A. Hunemiller, Inc. 
C!O Richard B. Eismann, attorney at law 
3016 Caldwell Blvd. 
Nampa, Idaho 83651-6416 
Traditional Sprinklers and Landscaping 
8964 Craydon Place 
Boise, Idaho 83704-3114 
SPF Water Engineering, LLC 
600 E. River Park Lane Suite #105 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
Conger Management Group 
405 S.8th St., Suite 290 
Boise. Idaho 83702 
Dennis Phipps Well Drilling, Inc. 
12440 Karcher Rd. 
Nampa, Idaho 83651 




First American Title Insurance Company 
Order Number: 
200711761 




Date of Guarantee: 
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Gleaves Swearingen Potter & Scott L.L.P. 
975 Oak Street Suite 800 
Eugene, Oregon 97401 
Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
225 Iowa Ave 
Muscatine, Iowa 52761 
Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
CIO Ct Corporation System 
1111 W. Jefferson Suite 530 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
CIO Eric B. Nelson 
Givens Pursley LLP 
601 W. Bannock 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Materials Testing & Inspection 
2791 S. Victory Viewway 
Boise, Idaho 83709 




Michael 0. Roe, ISB No. 4490 
Rebecca A. Rainey, ISB No. 7525 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
l 01 South Capitol Boulevard, 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 




Attorneys for Defendant Integrated Financial Associates, Inc. 
and Ce1iain Other Named Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON. 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC., d/b/a KNIFE 
RIVER, an Oregon corporation doing business 
as Knife River, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
L222-l ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; L222-2 ID 
SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; L222-3 ID 
SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; UNION LAND 
COMPANY, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; REXIUS FOREST BY-
PRODUCTS, INC. d/b/a REXIUS, an Oregon 
corporation doing business as Rexius; 
PARA.DISE EXCAVATION & 
CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho 
Case No. CV08-4251C 
DEFENDANT INTEGRATED 
FINANCIAL ASSOCIATES, INC.'S 
AND CERTAIN OTHER NAMED 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO 
COMPLAINT 
DEFENDANT INTEGRATED FINANCIAL 
ASSOCIATES, INC.'S AND CERTAIN OTHER NAMED 




corporation; PMA, INC., an Idaho corporation; 
RIVERSIDE, INC., an Idaho corporation; 
STANLEY CONSULTANTS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; CONGER MANAGEMENT 
GROUP, INC., an Idaho corporation; DENNIS 
PHIPPS WELL DRILLING, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; TRADITIONAL SPRINKLERS 
AND LANDSCAPING, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; EXTREME LINE LOGISTICS, 
INC. d/b/a EXTREME LINE 
CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation doing business as Extreme Line 
Construction, Inc.; DAVID A. 
HUNEMILLER, INC., an Idaho corporation; 
SPF WATER ENGINEERING, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; MATERIALS 
TESTING & INSPECTION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; GENEY A EQUITIES, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company; DANA 
McDANIEL KANNE SEP. PROPERTY TR. 
U/A/D 4/27/1999; HENRY B. SOLOWAY 
1991 IRREVOCABLE TRUST; HENRY B. 
SOLOWAY 2006 REVOCABLE FAMILY 
TRUST; JOHN R. GIBBS TRUST; KARIN B. 
SOLOWAY TRUST DTD 4/25/96; KING 
FUTT'S FUN FUNDS, LLC; MILTON 
BOZANIC; STEVEN E. CLAYTON; RUTH 
D. MILLE LIVING TRUST; JON A 
GRIFFIN SR. AND JUDY A. GRIFFIN 
REVOCABLE TRUST; MONROE FAMILY 
TRUST; NEV ADA TRUST COMP ANY C/F 
DARYLALTERWITZ, IRA; ANNETTE 
PARKER TRUST; JA KRETSCH 
FINANCIAL RETIREMENT PLAN; JASON 
PARKER; KARLI PARKER; RENE C. 
BLANCHARD TRUST DTD 2/14/73; 
CARYL J. GUTH TRUST; DAVID G. 
STIBOR D.D.S. LTD. DBPP; DENNIS 
KYLE; DVS FAMILY LIMITED 
PARTNERSHIP; LIBMAN FAMILY 
TRUST; THE CATHY A. KAMMEYER 
LIVING TRUST DTD 9/25/91; DALE 
WYNN LIVING TRUST; LY AN, LLC; 
PINNACLE HOLDING ENTERPRISES, 
LLC; ROBERT R. BELLIVEAU TRUST; 
DEFENDANT INTEGRATED FINANCIAL 
ASSOCIATES, INC.'S AND CERTAIN OTHER NAMED 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO COMPLAINT - 2 
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RUTH OSHINS REVOCABLE FAMILY 
TRUST; INTEGRATED FINANCIAL 
ASSOCIATES, INC.; STANLEY PARER 
TRUST; ANNETTE PARKER TRUST; KIT 
& KAREN GRASKI, JTWRS; PATRICK 
FLANAGAN TRUST; RICHARD & HELEN 
CAROL ELLIS, JTWRS; ROBERT R. 
BELLIVEAU TRUST; STERLING TRUST 
CO. CUST. FBO PA TRICK MICHAEL 
FLANAGAN, IRA; ANTHONY C. & LINDA 
A. PUSATERI FAMILY TR UST; 
ANTHONY DELIA TRUST; ARTHUR 
SNYDER; BEATRICE S. BERNSTEIN REV. 
FAM. TR. FBO CAROL B. OSHINS; 
BLANCHE M. CRAIG; CARDWELL 
CHARITABLE TRUST; CHAD & TAMARA 
VELLINGA FAMILY TRUST; DEBORAH 
FRIEDMAN; DEBORAH STOUT TRUST; 
DeETTE CARTER REVOCABLE TRUST; 
DI BIASE 1979 TRUST; DUKE 
MARKETING, INC.; EDWARD H. OSHINS 
REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST; EVE 
JEANOS; FRANK R. NOLIMAL & ROBIN 
F. NOLIMAL FAMILY TRUST; GOLDEN 
LEGACY, LLC; HEATHER A. RALSTON 
TRUST; JACQUELYN A. MCDANIEL; 
JAMES AND REBA CARDWELL FAMILY 
TRUST; JANET B. GLOVER; JANIE 
FRIEDMAN TRUST; JAY A. STEAD; 
LOUISE A. STEAD; JOAN NEIMAN 
REVOCABLE TRUST; JOHN DA YID 
KRUGER FAMILY TRUST; JUDITH 
TROTTER OR BOB CHARLES TROTTER; 
KATHRYN BRYANT LIVING TRUST; 
LAGUNA CONSULTANTS, LLC PROFIT 
SHARING PLAN; LARRY CARTER 
TRUST; LARRY CARTER; LORI CARTER; 
DAVID CARTER; MARGUERITE E. LUCE 
LIVING TRUST; MARILENE B. NEVINS 
LIVING TRUST; MARK HEESE; 
MARSHALL SHIELDS IRA; MEENA P. 
VOHRA; MICHAEL AND GERI RUMBOLZ 
LIVING TRUST 2002; MUSTAPHA ASSI 
REV. LIVING TRUST 6/23/03; PHILIP & 
ADELE ENGEL FAMILY TRUST; PRA VIN 
DEFENDANT INTEGRATED FINANCIAL 
ASSOCIATES, INC.'S AND CERTAIN OTHER NAMED 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO COMPLAINT - 3 
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P. BAKRANIA AND VEEN A P. 
BAKRANIA LIVING TRUST; PRISM 
MANAGEMENT PENSION TRUST; 
RALSTON FAMILY TRUST; RAY W. 
MILLISOR TRUST DTD 1115/92; RICHARD 
A. OSHINS 1995 REVOCABLE TRUST; 
RONALD J. FADEL M.D. IRA; RUTH 
OSHINS REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST; 
SCHWARTZ FAMILY TRUST; SHARON 
GEORGE (FRIEDMAN); SS TRUST; THE 
CHERRY TRUST; THE LeMAIRE FAMILY 
TRUST; TONI LYNN PUSATERI; 
VICTORIA C. PICKARD-BROWN TRUST; 
WOMEN'S CARE OB/GYN LTD.; and ALL 
PERSONS IN POSSESSION OR CLAIMING 
ANY RIGHT TO POSSESSION, 
Defendants. 
COMES NOW Defendant Integrated Financial Associates, Inc., and its assignees 
as named in paragraph 15 of the Complaint (collectively "IF A"), by and through their attorneys 
of record, and hereby answers Plaintiff Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc.' s d/b/a Knife River ("Knife 
River") Complaint as follows: 
GENERAL DENIAL 
IF A denies each and every allegation contained in Knife River's Complaint unless 
expressly and specifically admitted herein. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
1. IF A is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set fo1ih in paragraph 1 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
DEFENDANT INTEGRATED FINANCIAL 
ASSOCIATES, INC.'S AND CERTAIN OTHER NAMED 
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2. IF A is without knowledge or infonnation sufficient to form a belief as to 
the trnth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 2 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
3. IFA is without knowledge or information sufficient to fonn a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 3 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
4. IF A is without knowledge or info1mation sufficient to fonn a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 4 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
5. IFA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 
the trnth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 5 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
6. IF A is without knowledge or information sufficient to fonn a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 6 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
7. IF A is without knowledge or infonnation sufficient to fonn a belief as to 
the trnth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 7 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
8. IF A is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 
the trnth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 8 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same .. 
DEFENDANT INTEGRATED FINANCIAL 
ASSOCIATES, INC.'S AND CERTAIN OTHER NAMED 
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9. IF A is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 9 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
10. Answering paragraph 10 of Knife River's Complaint, IFA states, upon 
infonnation and beliet~ that the claim of lien caused to be recorded by Rexius Forest By-
Products, Inc. as Instrument No. 2008009073 in the records of Canyon County is invalid and of 
no force or effect. IF A is without knowledge or infonnation sufficient to form a belief as to the 
remaining allegations set forth in paragraph 10 of Knife River's Complaint and on that basis 
denies the same. 
11. IF A is without knowledge or info1mation sufficient to fonn a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 11 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
12. IF A is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 12 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
13. IF A is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 13 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
14. IF A is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 14 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
15. IFA denies that the deeds of trust recorded on July 13, 2007, as Instrument 
Nos. 2007048601 and 2007048602 in the records of Canyon County were recorded against any 
DEFENDANT INTEGRATED FINANCIAL 
ASSOCIATES, INC.'S AND CERTAIN OTHER NAMED 
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of the property described in paragraph 8 of the Complaint. IPA admits the remaining allegations 
contained in paragraph 15 of the Complaint. 
16. Answering paragraph 16 of the Complaint, IF A admits that the 
assignments of interest recorded as Instrument Nos. 2007016269, 2007016270, 2007016271, 
2007016272, 200716273, 200716274, 2007018395, 2007021352, 2007065529, 2007065544, 
2007065528,2007065543,20079065527,2007065542,2007065526,2007065541, 2007066077, 
2007066076, 2007066075, 2007066074 in the records of Canyon County assigned fractional 
interests in the property described in paragraph 8 of the Complaint to the Assignees, as that term 
is defined in paragraph 16 of the Complaint. IF A further answers paragraph 16 by stating that 
the assignments listed therein speak for themselves. To the extent that any remaining allegations 
in paragraph 16 are inconsistent with the foregoing, IF A specifically denies the same. 
17. IF A is without knowledge or infonnation sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 17 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
18. IF A is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 18 of K11ife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
19. IF A is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 19 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
20. IF A is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 20 of K11ife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
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21. IF A is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 21 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
22. Answering paragraph 22 of the Complaint, IFA admits only that Exhibit A 
speaks for itself. 
23. IFA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 23 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
24. Answering paragraph 24 of the Complaint, IFA admits only that Exhibit B 
speaks for itself. IF A is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 24 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore denies 
the same. 
25. IF A is without knowledge or information sufficient to fonn a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 25 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
26. IF A is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 26 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
COUNT ONE 
Lien Foreclosure Claim Against L222-1, L222-2, L222-3, 
Union Land, Hunemiller, SPF, MTI, Extreme Line, Paradise Excavation, 
PMA, Stanley, Integrated Financial, Assignees, Geneva, Traditional, 
Rexius, Conger, Dennis Phipps, Riverside 
27. IF A hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 26 above, as if 
fully set forth herein. 
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28. IF A is without knowledge or infonnation sufficient to fom1 a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set fo1ih in paragraph 28 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
29. IPA is without knowledge or infonnation sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set fo1th in paragraph 29 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
30. IF A is without knowledge or infom1ation sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 30 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
31. IF A is without knowledge or infonnation sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 31 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
32. IF A is without knowledge or infonnation sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set fo1ih in paragraph 32 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
3 3. IF A is without know ledge or information sufficient to fo1m a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 33 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
34. IF A is without knowledge or infonnation sufficient to fo1m a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 34 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
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3 5. IF A is without know ledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 36 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
36. In answering paragraph 36 of the Complaint, IF A specifically denies that 
its interest in the property described in paragraph 8 of the Complaint is inferior or subordinate to 
Knife River's. IFA is without knowledge or infonnation sufficient to form a belief as to the truth 
of the additional allegations set forth in paragraph 36 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
3 7. IF A denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 3 7 of Knife River's 
Complaint. 
38. IFA denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 38 of Knife River's 
Complaint. 
COUNT TWO 
Breach of Contract Claim Against Extreme Line 
3 9. IF A hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-3 8 above, as though 
fully set forth herein. 
40. IF A is without knowledge or infonnation sufficient to fonn a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 40 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
41. IFA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 41 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
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42. IF A is without knowledge or information sufficient to f01m a belief as to 
the trnth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 42 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
43. IFA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 43 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
44. IF A is without knowledge or information sufficient to fom1 a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 44 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
COUNT THREE 
Unjust Enrichment Claim Against Extreme Line 
45. IF A hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-44 above, as if fully 
set forth herein. 
46. IF A is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 46 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
47. IF A is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 47 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
48. IF A is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 48 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
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49. IF A is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 49 of Knife River's Complaint and therefore 
denies the same. 
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 
50. IF A hereby incorporates paragraphs 1-49 above, as if fully set forth 
herein. 
51. IF A denies the allegations set forth 111 paragraph 51 of Knife River's 
Complaint. 
52. IF A denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 52 of Knife River's 
Complaint. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
With respect to Knife River's Prayer for Relief, to the extent that any answer is 
required, IFA denies the allegations contained therein, denies that Knife River has stated any 
valid cause of action, and denies that Knife River is entitled to any of the relief requested therein. 
FIRST DEFENSE 
53. Knife River's Complaint, and each and every allegation thereof, fails to 
state a claim against IF A upon which relief can be granted and should be dismissed pursuant to 
Rule 12(b)(6) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
54. Knife River has failed to plead a cause of action against IF A which 
entitles Knife River to a money judgment against IF A. 
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55. Knife River is not entitled to foreclose its lien because IFA's interest 
under the mortgage and/or deeds of trust recorded in the official records of Canyon County 
against the property is superior to Knife River' interest in the property. 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
56. Knife River's claim of lien fails to comply with requirements of Idaho 
Code, Title 45, regarding mechanic's liens. 
FIFTH DEFENSE 
57. The amount set forth in Knife River's alleged claim of lien is in excess of 
the reasonable value of the materials or labor purportedly provided. 
SIXTH DEFENSE 
58. The services alleged to have been provided to the property by Knife River 
do not give rise to a mechanic's lien under Idaho Code Section 45-501, et seq. 
SEVENTH DEFENSE 
59. IFA's lien is equitably subrogated to the lien of any pnor lender or 
creditor whose note or debt was satisfied by the proceeds from the borrower's loan. 
EIGHTH DEFENSE 
60. IF A may have, and reserves the right, to assert claims against the borrower 
under the mortgage and/or deeds of trust, for breach of the borrower's loan documents. 
RULE 11 STATEMENT 
IFA has considered and believes that it may have additional defenses, but does not 
have enough information at this time to assert additional defenses under Rule 11 of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure. IF A does not intend to waive any such defenses and specifically 
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asse1is its intention to amend this answer if, pending research and afier discovery, facts come to 
light giving rise to such additional defenses. 
WHEREFORE, IF A prays for judgment as follows: 
1. That the claim of lien alleged by Knife River be declared junior and 
subordinate to IF A's interest in the subject prope1iy; 
2. That Knife River's prayer for a money judgment against IFA be denied; 
3. That "Knife River's prayer for decree of foreclosure be denied; 
4. That IFA be awarded its reasonable attorney's fees and costs necessarily 
incmTed in defending this action. 
For such other and fmiher relief as the court deems just and proper. 
DA TED this ~~l day of July, 2008. 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
By ~" tJ,r T?' ., 
ff)")/ Michael 0. Roe - 0 f the~ Attorneys for Defendant Integrated Financial Associates, Inc. and 
Certain Other Named Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 'Ljp~ day of July, 2008, I caused a true and 
con-ect copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT INTEGRATED FINANCIAL ASSOCIATES, 
INC.'S AND CERTAIN OTHER NAMED DEFENDANTS' ANSvVER TO COMPLAINT 
to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
David T. Krueck 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN, P.A. 
225 N. 9th St., Suite 800 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Fax (208) 331-1529 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
David E. Wishney 
300 W. Myrtle St., Suite 200 
P.O. Box 837 
Boise, ID 83701-0837 
Facsimile (208) 342-5749 
Attorneys for Defendants L222-I ID 
Summerwind, LLC, L222-2 ID Summerwind, 
LLC, L222-3 ID Summerwind, LLC, and Union 
Land Company, LLC 
Donald W. Lojek 
LOJEK LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
1199 Main St. 
P.O. Box 1712 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile (208) 343-5200 
Attorneys for Defendant PMA, Inc. 
Richard B. Eismann 
EISMAl\1N LAW OFFICES 
3016 Caldwell Blvd. 
Nampa, ID 83651-6416 
Facsimile (208) 466-4498 
Attorneys for Defendant Riverside, Inc. 
~U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
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Samuel A. Diddle 
EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW MCKLVEEN 
&JONES 
300 N. 6th St., 2nd Floor 
P.O. Box 1368 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile (208) 344-8542 
Attorneys for Defendant Conger Afanagement 
Group, Inc. 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
Martin C. Hendrickson 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
600 W. Bannock 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile (208) 388-1300 
Attorneys for Defendant Stanley Consultants, 
Inc. 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
L / MiChael 0. Roe c= r 
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David E. Wishney, LS.B. #1993 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 
300 W. Myrtle, Suite 200 
P.O. Box 837 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 336-5955 
Facsimile: (208) 342-5749 
Attorney for Defendants L222-1 ID Sumrnerv ..dnd, 
LLC, L222-12ID Sumrnerwind, LLC; L222-3 ID 
Summerwind, LLC; Union Land Company, LLC 
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L222-l ID SUMNIERWIND, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company; L222-2 ID ) 
SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; L222-3 ID SlJ.MM::ERWIND, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
UNION LAND COMP ANY, LLC, an Idaho ) 




CASE NO. CV08-4251 C 
ANSWEROFL222-l ID 
SUMMERWIND,LLC and 
UNION LAi'\ID COMPANY, LLC 
COMES NOW, L 222-1 ID Summernrind, LLC, ("Summerwind"), and Union Land 
Company, LLC,. ("Union Land"), by and through their counsel of record, who in response 
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to the Plaintiff's Complaint, admits, denies, and alleges as follows: 
1. Sununerwind and Union Land deny each and every allegation contained in 
paragraphs 1 through 46 of the Plaintiff's Complaint not herein specifically admitted. 
2. Sumn1erwind and Union Land admit the allegations contained in paragraphs 
1 through 8, 10 through 17, 19, 20, 22, 23, 28, 34 through 36, and 38, set forth in Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
3. That, in response to the allegations contained iJ1 paragraph 9 of the Plaintif'r s 
Complaint, Summerwind and Union Land admit that Union Land is an Idaho limited liability 
company, but deny that Union Land claims any interest in the property except as a member 
of Summerwind. 
4. That, in response to the allegations contained in paragraph 27 of the Plaintiff's 
Complaint, Summerwind and Union Land admit that Plaintiff recorded a claim of lien on 
October 25, 2007, but deny that such act was done "'pursuant to Idaho law". 
5. That, in response to the allegations contained inparagraph29 of the Plaintif~s 
Complaint, Summerwind and Union Land admit that Plaintif~s Claim of Lien was recorded 
within 90 days of the date upon which Plaintiff completed work on portions of the Property 
comprising the golf course (Lots 1, 16-18, 39 and 40, Block 1 are hereinafter referred to as 
"Golf Course Lots"), but deny that the same was recorded within 90 days of the completion 
of work on all other portions of the property (hereinafter "Residential Lots"). 
6. That, in response to the allegations contained in paragraph 31 of the Plaintiff's 
ANSWER OF L222-1 ID SUMlWER\VIND, LLC AND UNIONLAf'H) COMPANY, 
LLC-Page2 
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Complaint, Summerwind and Union Land admit that Plaintiff is entitled to a judgment 
enforcing its claim of lien against the Golf Course Lots, but specifically deny that Plaintiff 
has an enforceable Hen claim against any of the Residential Lots. 
7. TI1at, as a consequence of the Plaintiffs initiation of this action, Summen:vind 
and Union Land will incur accruing legal fees and costs. That, pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-
120 and 12-121, Summerwind and Union Land are entitled to recover reasonable attorneys 
fees incurred in the defense hereof. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
8. Th.at, Count Three of Plaintiffs Complaint fails to state a cause of action for 
which relief may be granted against Sumrnerwind or Union Land. 
9. That, Plaintiff's claims against the Residential Lots are barred, in whole or pan, by 
reason of Plaintiff's failure to comply with the provisions of Chapter 4, Title 45, Idaho Code in one 
or more material respects. 
10. That, Plaintiff's claims against the Residential Lots are barred, jn whole or party, by 
the doctrine of payment. 
11. That, Plaintiffs claims against Residential Lots are barred, in who le or party, because 
the amounts claimed due and owing by Plaintiff are due under a separate contract :from the one under 
which the Plaintiff constructed improvements to the Golf Course Lots. 
12. That, Plaintiff's claims against the Residential Lots are barred, in whole or part, by 
the doctrine of waiver. 
13. That, Plaintiff's claims against the Residential Lo ts are barred, in whole or part, by 
ANSWER OF L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC AND UNION LAND COMPAi'N, 
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the doctrine of release_ 
14. That, Plaintiffs claims against the Residential Lots are barred, in whole or part, by 
the doctrine of estoppel. 
15. That, Plaintiff's claims against the Residential Lots are barred, in whole or part, by 
the doctrine oflaches. 
WHEREFOR, Summenvind and Union Land pray for the entry of judgment as 
follows: 
A. That with respect to the Residential Lots, the Plaintiff's Complaint be dismissed 
\vi th prejudice, and the Plaintiff take nothing thereby; 
prennses. 
B. For reasonable attorneys fees incurred in the defense hereof; 
C. For costs; and 
D. For such other and further relief as to the Court appears just and equitable in the 
Dated this 1_ day of July, 2008. 
' 
@--<~' 
David E. Wisbllei~ 
Attorney for Summerwind and 
Union Land Company 
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CERTIFICATE OFSERVlCE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _f[_ day of July, 2001', I caused a trne and con-ect copy 
of the foregoing Answer of Status Homes, Inc. to be served by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to the follm..ving: 
o U.S.Mail 
o U.S. Mail 
David T. Krueck 
Trout, Jones, GledJlill, Fuhnnan 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
D Hand Delivered 0 Overnight Mafl 
Michael 0. Roe 
/ 
~csimile No. (208) 331-1529 
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields, Chtd. 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
D Hand Delivered D Overnight Mail ~ile No. (208) 385-5384 
~~·' 
David E. Wishney ~
Attorney for Summerwind and Union 
Land Company 
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Richard B. Eismann - ISB #557 
Eismann Law Offices 
3016 Caldwell Boulevard 
Nampa, Idaho 83651-6416 
Telephone: (208) 467-3100 
Facsimile: (208) 466-4498 
RBE/vn/1 
Attorneys for Defendant, 
Riverside, Inc., an Idaho corporation 
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COMES NOW the defendant, Riverside, Inc., an Idaho corporation ("Riverside" herein), and 
alleges as follows: 
ANS\VER TO COMPLAINT 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE: 
1. Riverside admits paragraph 21 of the complaint. 
2. Riverside is without knowledge or information sufficient to fonn a belief as to the truth 
of the allegations set forth in and therefore denies paragraphs 1 through 20 and paragraphs 22 
through 26 of such complaint. 
COUNT ONE----FIRST DEFENSE: 
Count one of such complaint fails to state a claim against Riverside upon which relief can be 
granted. 
COUNT ONE----SECOND DEFENSE: 
1. Riverside answers each allegation incorporated into this count from any other part of 
such complaint with the same answer made by Riverside to such allegation in such other part of 
such complaint from which such allegation is incorporated. 
2. Riverside is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth 
of the allegations set forth in and therefore denies the allegations set forth in paragraphs 27 
through 35 and paragraphs 37 and 38 of such complaint. 
3. Riverside denies each and every other allegation contained m count one of such 
complaint which is not hereinabove expressly admitted. 
COUNT TWO----FIRST DEFENSE: 
Count two of such complaint fails to state a claim against Riverside upon which relief can be 
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COUNT TWO----SECOND DEFENSE: 
1. Riverside answers each allegation incorporated into this count from any other count or 
any other part of such complaint with the same answer made by Riverside to such allegation in 
such other count or such other part of such complaint from which such allegation is incorporated. 
2. Riverside is without knowledge or information sufficient to fonn a belief as to the truth 
of the allegations set forth in and therefore denies the allegations set forth in paragraphs 39 
through 44 of such complaint. 
3. Riverside denies each and every other allegation contained m count two of such 
complaint which is not hereinabove expressly admitted. 
COUNT THREE----FIRST DEFENSE: 
1. Riverside answers each allegation incorporated into this count from any other count or 
any other part of such complaint with the same answer made by Riverside to such allegation in 
such other count or such other part of such complaint from which such allegation is incorporated. 
2. Riverside is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth 
of the allegations set forth in and therefore denies the allegations set forth in paragraphs 45 
through 49 of such complaint. 
3. Riverside denies each and every other allegation contained m count three of such 
complaint which is not hereinabove expressly admitted. 
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS: 
1. Riverside answers each allegation incorporated into this count from any other count or 
any other part of such complaint with the same answer made by Riverside to such allegation in 
such other count or such other part of such complaint from which such allegation is incorporated. 
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2. Riverside is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth 
of the allegations set forth in and therefore denies the allegations set forth in paragraphs 51 and 
52 of such complaint. 
3. Riverside denies each and every other allegation contained m this count of such 
complaint which is not hereinabove expressly admitted. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES----ALL COUNTS: 
1. The plaintiff is not entitled to foreclose its lien because Riverside's interest under the 
deeds of trust recorded in the official records of Canyon County against the property is superior 
to the plaintiff's interest in the property. 
2. The plaintiff's claim of lien fails to comply with the requirement of Title 45 of the Idaho 
Code regarding mechanic's liens. 
3. The amount set forth in the plaintiff's alleged claim of lien is in excess of the reasonable 
value of the materials or labor purportedly provided. 
4. The services alleged to have been provided to the prope1iy by the plaintiff do not give 
rise to a mechanic's lien under Idaho Code Section 45-501, et seq. 
5. Riverside's lien is equitably subrogated to the lien of any prior lender or creditor whose 
note or debt was satisfied by the proceeds from the borrower's loan. 
6. Riverside may have, and reserves the right, to assert claims against the borrower under 
the mortgage and/or deeds of trust for breach of the borrower's loan documents. 
7. Riverside has considered and believes that it may have additional defenses but does not 
have enough information at this time to asse1i additional defenses under Rule 11 of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure. Riverside does not intend to waive any such defenses and specifically 
gives notice that Riverside intends to amend this answer if facts come to light through research 
and after discovery that give rise to such additional defenses. 
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-µ/HEREFORE, Riverside demands judgment as follows: 
1. That on the count one of such complaint, the plaintiff recover nothing from Riverside and 
that the count one of such complaint be dismissed. 
2. That on the count two of such complaint, the plaintiff recover nothing from Riverside and 
that the count two of such complaint be dismissed. 
3. That on the count three of such complaint, the plaintiff recover nothing from Riverside 
and that the count three of such complaint be dismissed. 
4. That on the count four of such complaint, the plaintiff recover nothing from Riverside 
and that the count four of such complaint be dismissed. 
5. That Riverside recover costs expended herein including reasonable attorney's fees. 
6. That such other and further relief be granted to Riverside as may be just. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL: A jury trial in this action is hereby demanded by Riverside, 
and Riverside will not stipulate to a six person jury or to a jury consisting of any other number of 
persons less than twelve. 
SERVICE BY DELIVERY: The undersigned hereby certifies that a true copy hereof was this 
date delivered to: David T. Krueck of the law film Trout+ Jones+ Gledlhill +Fuhrman, P.A., 
225 North 9th St., Ste. 800, Boise, ID 83702. 
SERVICE BY MAIL: The undersigned hereby certifies that a true copy hereof was this date 
mailed to: Michael 0. Roe/Rebecca A. Rainey of the law firm of Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, 
Rock & Fields, Chtd., P.O. Box 829, Boise, ID 83701-0829; David E. Wishney, Attorney at 
Law, P.O. Box 837, Boise, ID 83701-0837; Donald W. Lojek, Lojek Law Offices, P.O. Box 
1712, Boise, ID 83701-1712; Samuel A. Diddle of the law fi1m of Eberle, Berlin, Kading, 
Turnbow, McKlveen and Jones, P.O. Box 1368, Boise, ID 83701-1368; and Thomas E. 
Dvorak/Martin C. Hendrickson of the law finn of Given Pursley LLP, P.O. Box 2720, Boise, 
ID 83701-2720. 
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~ichard B. Eismann, 
Counsel for Riverside 
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DAVID T. KRUECK, ISB No. 6246 
TROUT+ JONES+ GLEDHILL+ FUHRMAN, P.A. 
225 North 9th Street, Suite 800 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Telephone: (208) 331-1170 
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529 
Email: dkrueck(a),idalaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE) 
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L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho) 
limited liability company; L222-2 ID) 
SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited) 
liability company; L222-3 ID) 
SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited) 
liability company; UNION LAND) 
COMPANY, LLC, an Idaho limited liability) 
company; REXIUS FOREST BY-) 
PRODUCTS, INC. d/b/a REXIUS, an Oregon) 
corporation doing business as Rexius;) 
PARADISE EXCAVATION & ) 
CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho) 
corporation; PMA, INC., an Idaho corporation;) 
RJVERSIDE, INC., an Idaho corporation;) 
STANLEY CONSULTANTS, INC., an Idaho) 
corporation; CONGER MANAGEMENT) 
GROUP, INC., an Idaho corporation;) 
DENNIS PHIPPS WELL DRILLING, INC.,) 
an Idaho corporation; TRADITIONAL) 
SPRJNKLERS AND LANDSCAPING, INC.,) 
an Idaho corporation; EXTREME LINE) 
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ORDER FOR DEFAULT 
LOGISITICS, INC. d/b/a EXTREME LINE) 
CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho) 
corporation doing business as Extreme Line) 
Constrnction, Inc.; DAVID A.) 
HUNEMILLER, INC., an Idaho corporation;) 
SPF WATER ENGINEERING, LLC, an Idaho) 
limited liability company; MATERIALS) 
TESTING & INSPECTION, INC., an Idaho) 
corporation; INTEGRATED FINANCIAL) 
ASSOCIATES, INC., a Nevada corporation;) 
GENEVA EQUITIES, LLC, an Idaho limited) 
liability company; DANA McDANIEL) 
Ki\1'<1NE SEP. PROPERTY TR U/A/D) 
4/27/1999; HENRY B. SOLOWAY 1991) 
IRREVOCABLE TRUST; HENRY B.) 
SOLOWAY 2006 REVOCABLE F AlvHL Y) 
TRUST; JOHN R. GIBBS TRUST; KARIN B.) 
SOLOWAY TRUST DTD 4125196; KING) 
FUTT'S FUN FUNDS, LLC; MILTON) 
BOZANIC; STEVEN E. CLAYTON; RUTH) 
D. MILLE LIVING TRUST; JON A.) 
GRIFFIN SR. AND JUDY A. GRIFFIN) 
REVOCABLE TRUST; MONROE FAMILY) 
TRUST; NEV ADA TRUST COMPANY C/F) 
DARYL ALTERWITZ, IRA; ANNETTE) 
PARKER TRUST; JA KRETSCH) 
FINANCIAL RETIREMENT PLAN; JASON) 
PARKER; KARLI PARKER; RENE C.) 
BLANCHARD TRUST DTD 2/14/73;) 
CARYL J. GUTH TRUST; DAVID G.) 
STIBOR D.D.S. LTD. DBPP; DENNIS) 
KYLE; DYS FAMILY LIMITED) 
PARTNERSHIP; LIBMAN FAMILY) 
TRUST; THE CATHY A. KAMMEYER) 
LIVING TRUST DTD 9/25/91; DALE) 
vVYNN LIVING TRUST; LY AN, LLC;) 
PINNACLE HOLDING ENTERPRISES,) 
LLC; ROBERT R. BELLIVEAU TRUST;) 
RUTH OSHINS REVOCABLE FAMILY) 
TRUST; JA KRETSCH FINANCIAL) 
RETIREMENT PLAN; STANLEY PAHER) 
TRUST; ANNETTE PARKER TRUST; KIT) 
& KAREN GRASKI, JTWRS; PATRICK) 
FLANAGAN TRUST; RICHARD & HELEN) 
CAROL ELLIS, JTWRS; ROBERT R.) 
BELLIVEAU TRUST; STERLING TRUST) 
CO. CUST FBO PATRICK MICHAEL) 
FLANAGAN, IRA; ANTHONY C. & LINDA) 
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A. PUSATERl FAMILY TRUST;) 
ANTHONY DELIA TRUST; ARTHUR) 
SNYDER; BEATRJCE S. BERNSTEIN REV.) 
FAM. TR. FBO CAROL B. OSHINS;) 
BLANCHE M. CRAIG; CARDWELL) 
CHARITABLE TRUST; CHAD & TAMARA) 
VELLINGA FAMILY TRUST; DEBORAH) 
FRIEDMAN; DEBORAH STOUT TRUST;) 
DeETTE CARTER REVOCABLE TRUST;) 
DI BIASE · 1979 TRUST; DUKE) 
MARKETING, INC.; EDWARD H. OSHINS) 
REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST; EVE) 
JEANOS; FRA.NK R. NOLIMAL & ROBIN) 
F. NOLIMAL FAMILY TRUST; GOLDEN) 
LEGACY, LLC; HEATHER A. RALSTON) 
TRUST; JACQUELYN A. McDANIEL;) 
JAMES AND REBA CARDWELL FAMILY) 
TRUST; JANET B. GLOVER; JANIE) 
FRIEDMAN TRUST; JAY A. AND LOUISE) 
A. STEAD; JOAN NEIMAN REVOCABLE) 
TRUST; JOHN DAVID KRUGER FAMILY) 
TRUST; JUDITH TROTTER OR BOB) 
CHARLES TROTTER; KATHRYN) 
BRYANT LIVING TRUST; LAGUNA) 
CONSULTANTS, LLC PROFIT SHARING) 
PLAN; LARRY CARTER TRUST; LARRY) 
CARTER, LORI CARTER, DAVID) 
CARTER; MARGUERITE E. LUCE LIVING) 
TRUST; MARlLENE B. NEVINS LIVING) 
TRUST; MARK HEESE; MARSHALL) 
SHIELDS IRA; MEENA P. VOHRA;) 
MICHAEL AND GERI RUMBOLZ LIVING) 
TRUST 2002; MUST APHA ASSI REV.) 
LIVING TRUST 6/23/03; PHILIP & ADELE) 
ENGEL FAMILY TRUST; PRAVIN P.) 
BAKRANIA AND VEENA P. BAKRANIA) 
LIVING TRUST; PRISM MANAGEMENT) 
PENSION TRUST; RALSTON FAMILY) 
TRUST; RAY W. MILLISOR TRUST DTD) 
1/15/92; RICHARD A. OSHINS 1995) 
REVOCABLE TRUST; RONALD J. FADEL) 
M.D. IRA; RUTH OSHINS REVOCABLE) 
FAMILY TRUST; SCHWARTZ FAMILY) 
TRUST; SHARON GEORGE (FRIEDMAN);) 
SS TRUST; THE CHERRY TRUST; THE) 
LeMAIRE FAMILY TRUST; TONI LYNN) 
PUSATERl; VICTORA C. PICKARD-) 
BROWN TRUST; WOMEN'S CARE) 
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OB/GYN LTD.; and ALL PERSONS IN) 
POSSESSION OR CLAIMING ANY RIGHT) 
TO POSSESSION, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
IN THIS ACTION, Defendants Paradise Excavation & Construction, Inc., Dennis Phipps 
Well Drilling, Inc., Traditional Sprinklers and Landscaping, Inc., David A. Hunemiller, Inc.; SPF 
Water Engineering, LLC; and Materials Testing & Inspection, Inc., having regularly been served 
with process and not having appeared within the time limited therefore by law, and the Plaintiffs 
having shown by affidavit that said Defendants are not in the military service of the United 
States of America, and that said Defendants have not appeared herein, either in person or by 
counsel; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the default of Defendants Paradise Excavation & 
Construction, Inc., Dennis Phipps Well Drilling, Inc., Traditional Sprinklers and Landscaping, 
Inc., David A. Hunemiller, Inc.; SPF Water Engineering, LLC; and Materials Testing & 
Inspection, Inc. be entered herein. 
DATED This & ~008. 
ONORABLE JUNEALC:KERRiCK 
District Court Judge 
DEFAULT 
In this action, Defendants Paradise Excavation & Construction, Inc., Dennis Phipps Well 
Drilling, Inc., Traditional Sprinklers and Landscaping, Inc., David A. Hunemiller, Inc.; SPF 
Water Engineering, LLC; and Materials Testing & Inspection, Inc., having been duly and 
regularly served with process, and the time allowed by law for answering having expired, the 
default of Defendants Paradise Excavation & Construction, Inc., Dennis Phipps Well Drilling, 
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Inc., Traditional Sprinklers and Landscaping, Inc., David A. Hunemiller, Inc.; SPF Water 
Engineering, LLC; and Materials Testing & Inspection, Inc., in the premises is hereby duly 
entered according to law. 
WITNESS MY HAND and the seal of this Court This \,, day of July, 2008. 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
By: 
Deputy Clerk 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of July, 2008, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document was mailed, postage prepaid to: 
David T. Krueck 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN, P.A. 
PO Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Samuel A. Diddle 
Eberle Berlin Kading Turnbow & McKlveen, Chtd. 
PO Box 1368 
Boise, ID 83701-1368 
Attorney for Conger Management Group, Inc. 
David E. Wishney 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 837 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for L222-1 ID Summerwind, LLC; L222-2 ID 
Summerwind, LLC; L222-3 ID Summerwind, LLC; and 
Union Land Company, LLC 
Richard B. Eismann 
EISMANN LAW OFFICES 
3016 Caldwell Blvd. 
Nampa, ID 83651-6416 
Attorney for Riverside, Inc. 

























. ' ' 
Donald W. Lojek 
LOJEK LAW OFFICES 
PO Box 1712 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for PMA, Inc. 
Michael 0. Roe 
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS, 
CHTD. 
PO Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for Integrated Financial Associates, Inc. and 
Certain Other Named Defendants 
Martin C. Hendrickson 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
PO Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701 









Facsimile 3 88-1300 
CLERK OF THE COURT 
By: .,~A 
Deputyc~r 
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Thomas E. Dvorak, ISB No. 5043 
Martin C. Hend1ickson, ISB No. 5876 
G. Andrew Page, ISB No. 7815 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
600 W. Bam1ock 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200 
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300 
S:\CLIENTS\779511 \Pleading Caption.doc 
Attorneys for Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
JUL 1 7 2008 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE 
RIVER, an Oregon corporation doing business 
as Knife River, 
Plaintiff 
v. 
L222-l ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; L222-2 ID 
SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; L222-3 ID 
SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; UNION LAND 
COMP ANY, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; REXIUS FOREST BY-
PRODUCTS, INC. d/b/a REXIUS, an Oregon 
corporation doing business as Rexius; 
PARADISE EXCAVATION & 
CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; PMA, INC., an Idaho corporation; 
RIVERSIDE, INC., an Idaho corporation; 
STANLEY CONSULTANTS, fr'1"C., an Idaho 
corporation; CONGER MANAGEMENT 
GROUP, INC., an Idaho corporation; DENNIS 
PHIPPS WELL DRILLING, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; TRADITIONAL SPRINKLERS 
AND LANDSCAPING, INC., an Idaho 
! CASE NO.: CV-08-4251C 
: ANSWER, COUNTERCLAIM AND 
: CROSSCLAIM OF STANLEY 
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corporation; EXTREME LINE LOGISTICS, 
INC., d/b/a EXTREME LINE 
CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho corporation; 
doing business as Extreme Line Construction, 
Inc.; DAVID A. IDJNEMILLER, INC., an 
Idaho corporation; SPF vV ATER 
ENGTh'EERING, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; MATERIALS TESTING & 
INSPECTION, INC., an Idaho corporation; 
INTEGRATED FINANCIAL ASSOCIATES, 
INC., a Nevada corporation; GENEVA 
EQUITIES, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; DAL"'\J"A McDANIEL KANNE SEP. 
PROPERTY TR U/AID 4/27/1999; HENRY 
B. SOLOWAY 1991 IRREVOCABLE 
TRUST; HENRY B. SOLOWAY 2006 
REVOCABLE F AlvUL Y TRUST; JOHN R. 
GIBBS TRUST; KARIN B. SOLOWAY 
TRUST DTD 4/25/96; KING PUTT'S FUN 
FUNDS, LLC; MILTON BOZANIC; 
STEVEN E. CLAYTON; RUTH D. MILLE 
LIVING TRUST; JON A. GRIFFIN SR. AND 
JUDY A. GRIFFIN REVOCABLE TRUST; 
MONROE FAMILY TRUST; NEV ADA 
TRUST COMPANY~ C/F DARYL 
ALTER WITZ, IRA; ANNETTE PARKER 
TRUST; J A KRETSCH FINANCIAL 
RETIREMENT PLAN; JASON PARKER; 
KARLIPARKER; RENE C. BLANCHARD 
TRUST DTD 2/14/73; CARYL J. GUTH 
TRUST; DAVID G. STIBOR D.D.S. LTD. 
DBPP; DENNIS KYLE; DVS FAL\1ILY 
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP; LIBMAN 
FAMILY TRUST; THE CATHY A. 
KAMMEYER LIVING TRUST DTD 9/25/91; 
DALE WYNN LIVING TRUST; LYAN, 
LLC; PINNACLE HOLDING 
ENTERPRISES, LLC; ROBERT R. 
BELLIVEAU TRUST; RUTH OSHINS 
REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST; JA 
KRETSCH FINANCIAL RETIREMENT 
PLAN; STANLEYPAHER TRUST; 
ANNETTE PARKER TRUST; KIT & 
KAREN GRASKI, JTWRS; PA TRICK 
FLANAGAL"f TRUST; RICHARD & HELEN 
CAROL ELLIS, JTWRS; ROBERT R. 
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BELLNEAU TRUST; STERLING TRUST 
CO. CUST FBO PATRICK MICHAEL 
FLANAGAN, IRA; ANTHONY" C. & LINDA 
A. PUSATERI F AL\1IL Y TRUST; ANTHONY : 
DELLA TRUST; ARTHUR SNYDER; [ 
BEATRICE S. BERNSTEIN REV. FAM. TR : 
FBO CAROL B. OSHINS; BLANCHE M. : 
CRAIG; CARD\VELL CHARITABLE [ 
TRLJST; CHAD & T AJVIARA VELLINGA ' 
FAMILY TRUST; DEBORAH FRIEDMAN; 
DEBORAH STOUT TRUST; DeETTE 
CARTER REVOCABLE TRUST; DI BIASE 
1979 TRUST; DUKEMARIZETING, INC.; 
EDWARD H. OSHINS REVOCABLE 
FAMILY TRUST; EVE JEAN OS; FRANK R. , 
NOLIMAL & ROBIN F. NOLIMAL FAMILY : 
TRUST; GOLDEN LEGACY, LLC; i 
HEATHER A. RALSTON TRUST; ! 
JACQUELYN A. McDANIEL; JAMES AND : 
REBA CARDWELL FAMILY TRUST; , 
JANET B. GLOVER; JANIE FRIEDMAN 
TRUST; JAY A. AND LOUISE A. STEAD; 
JOAN NEIMAN REVOCABLE TRUST; 
JOHN DAVID KRUGER F At\1IL Y TRUST; 
JUDITH TROTTER OR BOB CHARLES 
TROTTER; KATHRYN BRYANT LIVING 
TRUST; LAGUNA CONSULTANTS, LLC 
PROFIT SHARING PLAN; LARRY 
CARTER TRUST; LARRY CARTER, LORI 
CARTER, DAVID CARTER; MARGUERITE ! 
E. LUCE LNING TRUST; MARILENE B. : 
NEVINS LIVING TRUST; MARK HEESE; [ 
MARSHALL SHEILDS IRA; MEENA P. i 
VOHRA; MICHAEL AND GERI RUMBOLZ : 
LIVING TRUST 2002; MUSTAPHA ASSI ! 
REV. LIVING TRUST 6/23/03; PHILLIP & : 
ADELE ENGEL FAMILY TRUST; PRA VIN ! 
P. BAKRANIA AND VEEN AP. BAKRANIA : 
LNING TRUST; PRISM MA"i\JAGEMENT : 
PENSION TRUST; RALSTON FAMILY ! 
TRUST; RAY W. MILLISOR TRUST DTD : 
1/15/92; RICHARD A. OSHINS 1995 ! 
REVOCABLE TRUST; RONALD J. FADEL [ 
M.D. IRA; RUTH OSHINS REVOCABLE i 
FAMILY TRUST; SCHWARTZ FAMILY . 
TRUST; SHARON GEORGE (FRIEDMAN); 
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SS TRUST; THE CHERRY TRUST; THE 
LeMAIRE F At\1IL Y TRUST; TONI LYNN 
PUSATERI; VICTORA C. PICKARD-
BROWN TRUST; WOMEN'S CARE 
OB/GYN LTD.; and ALL PERSONS IN 
POSSESSION OR CLAIMING Al\TY RIGHT 
TO POSSESSION, 
Defendants. 




HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE 
RlVER, an Oregon corporation doing business 
as Knife River, 
Counterdefendant 




L222-l ID SUMMER WIND, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; L222-2 ID 
SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; L222-3 ID 
SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; UNION LAND 
COMP ANY, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; REXIUS FOREST BY-
PRODUCTS, INC. d/b/a REXIUS, an Oregon 
corporation doing business as Rexius; 
PARADISE EXCAVATION & 
CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; PMA, INC., an Idaho corporation; 
RNERSIDE, INC., an Idaho corporation; 
STANLEY CONSULTANTS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; CONGER MANAGEMENT 
GROUP, INC., an Idaho corporation; DENNIS 
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PHIPPS WELL DRILLING, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; TRADITIONAL SPRINKLERS 
AND LANDSCAPING, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; EXTREME LINE LOGISTICS, 
INC., d/b/a EXTREME LINE 
CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho corporation \ 
doing business as Extreme Line Constrnction, : 
Inc.; DAVID A. HlJN'EMILLER, INC., an j 
Idaho corporation; SPF WATER 
ENGINEERING, LLC, an Idaho limited , 
liability company; MATERIALS TESTING & 
INSPECTION, INC., an Idaho corporation; 
INTEGRATED FINANCIAL AS SOCIA TES, 
INC., a Nevada corporation; GENEVA 
EQUITIES, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; DANA McDANIEL KANNE SEP. 
PROPERTY TR U/A/D 4/27/1999; HE:N'RY 
B. SOLOWAY 1991 IRREVOCABLE 
TRUST; HENRY B. SOLOWAY 2006 
REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST; JOHN R. 
GIBBS TRUST; KARIN B. SOLOWAY 
TRUST DTD 4125196; KlNG PUTT'S FUN 
FUNDS, LLC; MILTON BOZANIC; 
STEVEN E. CLAYTON; RUTH D. MILLE 
LIVING TRUST; JON A. GRIFFIN SR. AND 
WDY A. GRIFFIN REVOCABLE TRUST; 
MONROE FAMILY TRUST; NEV ADA 
TRUST COMPANY C/F DARYL 
ALTER WITZ, IRA; ANNETTE PAR.KER 
TRUST; JA KRETSCH FINANCIAL 
RETIREMENT PLAN; JASON PAR.KER; 
KARLI PARKER; RENE C. BLANCHARD 
TRUST DTD 2/14/73; CARYL J. GUTH 
TRUST; DAVID G. STIBOR D.D.S. LTD. 
DBPP; DENNIS KYLE; DYS FAL\1ILY 
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP; LIBMAN 
FAMILY TRUST; THE CATHY A. 
KAMMEYER LIVING TRUST DTD 912519 l; 
DALE WYNN LIVING TRUST; LY AN, 
LLC; PINNACLE HOLDING 
ENTERPRISES, LLC; ROBERT R. 
BELLIVEAU TRUST; RUTH OSHINS 
REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST; JA 
KRETSCH FINANCIAL RETIREMENT 
PLAN; STANLEY PARER TRUST; 
ANl'rETTE PAR.KER KIT & 
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KAREN GRASKI, JTWRS; PATRICK 
FLANAGAN TRUST; RICHARD & HELEN 
CAROL ELLIS, JTWRS; ROBERT R. 
BELLIVEAU TRUST; STERLING TRUST 
CO. CUST FBO PATRICK MICHAEL 
FLAl"JAGAN, IRA; ANTHONY C. & LINDA , 
A. PUSATERI FAMILY TRUST; ANTHONY : 
DELLA TRUST; ARTHUR SNYDER; ! 
BEATRICE S. BERNSTEIN REV. FAj\1. TR. : 
FBO CAROL B. OSHINS; BLANCHE M. 
CRAIG; CARDWELL CHARITABLE 
TRUST; CHAD & TAMARA VELLINGA 
FAl\1ILY TRUST; DEBORAH FRIEDMAN; 
DEBORAH STOUT TRUST; DeETTE 
CARTER REVOCABLE TRUST; DI BIASE 
1979 TRUST; DUKE MARKETING, INC.; 
EDWARD H. OSHINS REVOCABLE 
FAMILY TRUST; EVE JEAN OS; FRAl~1( R. , 
NOLIMAL & ROBIN F. NOLIMAL FAMILY : 
TRUST; GOLDEN LEGACY, LLC; i 
HEATHER A. RALSTON TRUST; : 
JACQUELYN A. McDANIEL; JAMES AND j 
REBA CARDWELL FAMILY TRUST; j 
JANET B. GLOVER; JANIE FRIEDMAN ; 
TRUST; JAY A. AND LOUISE A. STEAD; ! 
JOAN NEIMAN REVOCABLE TRUST; : 
JOHN DAVID KRUGER FAMILY TRUST; , 
JUDITH TROTTER OR BOB CHARLES 
TROTTER; KATHRYN BRYANT LIVING 
TRUST; LAGUNA CONSULTANTS, LLC 
PROFIT SHARING PLAN; LARRY 
CARTER TRUST; LARRY CARTER, LORI 
CARTER, DAVID CARTER; MARGUERITE i 
E. LUCE LIVING TRUST; MARILENE B. ; 
NEVINS LIVING TRUST; MARK HEESE; : 
MARSHALL SHEILDS IRA; MEENA P. 
VOHRA; MICHAEL AND GERI RUMBOLZ 
LIVING TRUST 2002; MUSTAPHA ASSI 
REV. LIVING TRUST 6/23/03; PHILLIP & 
ADELE ENGEL FAMILY TRUST; PRA VIN 
P. BAKRANIA AI\TD VEENA P. BAKRANIA ; 
LIVING TRUST; PRISM MANAGEMENT : 
PENSION TRUST; RALSTON F Al\1IL Y j 
TRUST; RAY W. MILLISOR TRUST DTD : 
1/15/92; RICHARD A. OSHINS 1995 i 
REVOCABLE RONALDJ.FADEL : 
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M.D. IRA; RUTH OSHINS REVOCABLE 
FAMILY TRUST; SCHWARTZ FAi\1ILY 
TRUST; SHARON GEORGE (FRIEDMAN); 
SS TRUST; THE CHERRY TRUST; THE 
LeMAIRE F At\1IL Y TRUST; TONI LYNN 
PUSATERJ; VICTORA C. PICKARD-
BROWN TRUST; WOMEN'S CARE 
OB/GYN LTD.; and ALL PERSONS IN 
POSSESSION OR CLAifVIING AJ"JY RIGHT 
TO POSSESSION, 
Cross defendants 
COME NOW, Defendant/Counterclaimant/Crossclaimant STAi"JLEY CONSULTANTS, 
INC. ("Stanley"), by and through its attorneys of record, Givens Pursley LLP, in response to the 
Complaint filed by HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE RIVER, an Oregon corporation 
doing business as Knife River, (hereinafter "Knife River"), and pleads, admits, denies and 
alleges as follows: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
1. Knife River's Complaint fails to state a cause of action against Stanley upon 
which relief can be granted. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
2. Each and every allegation not specifically admitted herein is hereby denied. 
THIRD DEFENSE 
3. In response to Paragraphs 1, 3 through 9 inclusive, 11 through 22 inclusive, and 
26, the allegations of these paragraphs are admitted. 
4. In response to Paragraph 2, 23, 24, 25, 28 through 32 inclusive, 34 through 38 
inclusive, 40 through 44 inclusive, 46 through 49 inclusive, 51 and 52, Stanley is without 
knowledge of the truth or falsity of the allegations contained therein and therefore denies the 
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same. 
5. In response to Paragraph 10, Stanley admits that the Defendant is a corporation 
duly organized under the laws of the State of Oregon, recorded its claim of lien and is identified 
as Beneficiary on a deed of trust recorded as Instrnment No. 2007072105. Stanley is without 
knowledge of the truth or falsity of the other allegations contained elsewhere therein and 
therefore denies the same. 
6. In response to Paragraph 33, Stanley admits that the Plaintiff recorded its claim of 
lien. Stanley is without knowledge of the trnth or falsity of the other allegations contained 
elsewhere therein and therefore denies the same. 
COUNTERCLAIM 
9. Stanley is an Iowa corporation, qualified and doing business in Idaho. 
10. Stanley realleges and incorporates, by reference herein, Paragraphs 1 through 6 
inclusive of the Complaint. 
COMMON ALLEGATIONS 
11. On or about June 18, 2007, Stanley entered into a contract ("Contract") with 
L22 l-l ID Summerwind, LLC ("Summerwind") for Stanley to perfom1 professional engineering 
services in the improvement of certain real property described on the attached Exhibit A 
("Property"). 
12. Stanley has perf01med all its obligations pursuant to the Contract. 
13. Pursuant to the Contract, Summerwind requested that work be perfonned or 
materials be provided by Stanley, which Stanley did provide and for which Stanley has not been 
paid. 
14. Sununerwind has failed and refused to pay the amount still owing to Stanley in 
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the amount of Twenty Thousand Four Hundred Eighty Eight and 81/lOOths Dollars 
($20,488.81), together with accrning interest and costs. 
15. As a consequence of said failure to pay, Stanley recorded a Claim of Lien on 
February 22, 2008, in the real property records of Canyon County, Idaho, as Instrnment No. 
2008009213, a trne and correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit B ("Claim of Lien"). 
16. Stanley began furnishing labor, services or material for the property on or about 
June 18, 2007 and claims such date as priority for its lien. 




18. The foregoing paragraphs are hereby incorporated by this reference and restated 
as if set forth in full. 
19. At the insistence and request of Sumrne1wind, Stanley provided certain labor, 
services and materials on the Property for the benefit and enrichment of Summe1wind. 
20. Stanley began to fornish and did, in fact, furnish, deliver and supply materials, 
services and labor used in the design and constrnction of improvements upon the Property. 
21. Said mate1ials, services and labor commenced upon June 18, 2007, and said 
materials, services and labor were last done or last provided within ninety (90) days of filing the 
Claim of Lien. 
22. Such materials, services and labor were incurred at the request of Sumrne1wind 
and the reasonable value thereof is the sum of Twenty Thousand Four Hundred Eighty Eight and 
81/lOOths Dollars ($20,488.81), as of March 1, 2008 which is the outstanding balance due after 
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deducting all just credits, payments and offsets, together with interest on said amount at the legal 
rate of eighteen percent (18%) per annum, until paid in full. 
23. Stanley caused to be drawn and recorded the Claim of Lien and true and correct 
copies of said lien were mailed within tv1enty-four (24) hours of the recording of said lien 
pursuant to Idaho Code Section 45-507, but Summenvind still failed and refused to pay the 
amounts due to Stanley. 
24. Stanley claims an interest in and to the Property pursuant to the Claim of Lien, 
and any right, title, claim or interest of any Defendant, CounterDefendant or CrossDefendant is 
junior and subservient to the interest of Stanley in the Property. 
25. No suit or action has been initiated to foreclose upon the subject real property or 
to collect the sums due and owing to Stanley, and Stanley has no speedy or adequate remedy at 
law. 
26. Stanley requests that the Court decree and declare the priority and amounts due 
Stanley and other liening subcontractors in accordance with Idaho Code Sections 45-511 and 45-
512. 
27. Stanley is entitled to a judgment of this Comi decreeing and declaring the usual 
order of judicial foreclosure of Stanley's lien against said Property and that the proceeds be 
applied and paid in the order of priority between Stanley and other liening subcontractors as is 
equitable and just and required by law. 
COUNT2 
Account Stated 
28. The foregoing paragraphs are hereby incorporated by this reference and restated 
as if set forth in full. 
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29. The above-referenced account became an account stated as of February 1, 2008, 




30. The foregoing paragraphs are hereby incorporated by this reference and restated 
as if set forth in full. 
31. Stanley provided materials, labor and services to Summerwind, who requested 
Stanley's material, labor and services. 
32. Stanley is entitled to judgment against Summerwind in amount equal to the 
reasonable value of materials, labor and services provided to Surnmenvind in an amount to be 
proven at trial. 
COUNT4 
Unjust Enrichment 
33. The foregoing paragraphs are hereby incorporated by this reference and restated 
as if set forth in full. 
34. Based on the foregoing allegations, Stanley is entitled to recover the reasonable 
value of materials, labor and services provided to Summerwind in an amount to be proven at 
trial, together with interest thereon at the maximum legal rate from the date thereof, as a result of 
Summerwind' s unjust enrichment by the actions of Stanley. 
COUNTS 
Breach of Contract 
35. The foregoing paragraphs are hereby incorporated by this reference and restated 
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as if set forth in full. 
36. Stanley provided material, labor and services to Summerwind, who requested 
Stanley's material, labor and services pursuant to the Contract. 
3 7. That Summerwind has not paid for said material, labor and services and has 
breached the Contract with Stanley. 
38. As a proximate cause of Summerwind's breach of the Contract described above, 
Stanley has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial. 
ATTORL~EYS' FEES 
39. Stanley has been required to obtain the services of Givens Pursley LLP to represent 
it in this matter to prepare and record the Claim of Lien and the Contract. Pursuant to Idaho 
Code Sections 12-120, 12-121, and 45-513, Stanley is entitled to reasonable attorneys' fees 
incurred in the present action in the sum of $3,500 if this matter is uncontested and in a further 
amount as may be awarded by this Court if this matter is contested, together with such costs as 
may be awarded by the Court pursuant to Rule 54( e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Stanley prays for judgment against the CounterDefendants and Cross 
Defendants as follows: 
1. That Stanley be granted judgment against Surnmerwind in an amount to be proven 
at trial together with interest thereon at rate of eighteen percent (18%) per annum to and through 
the date of judgment and thereafter at the highest legal rate until paid in full. 
2. For Stanley's attorneys' fees in the sum of $3,500 if this matter is uncontested and 
in a further amount as may be awarded by the Court if the matter is contested. 
3. For Stanley's costs and disbursements incurred herein, including the cost of a title 
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report and litigation guarantee. 
4. That the CounterDefendants and CrossDefendants, and each of them, be required 
to set forth herein by proper pleading the nature of their claims in and to the Property or any part 
thereof. 
5. That Stanley's interest in and to the Property be declared senior and superior and 
that any claim, right, title or interest of CounterDefendants and/or CrossDefendants herein be 
declared junior and subservient to the interests of Stanley in the Property and that this Court set 
forth the respective priority and amounts due to any other lien claimant. 
6. That this Court order the sale of the subject real property according to law and the 
practice of this Court and that the proceeds of said sale be applied in payments of amounts due 
and owing to Stanley as set forth above and for Stanley's attorney fees and costs incurred in this 
action. 
7. That in the event the proceeds from the sale of said real property be insufficient to 
satisfy the amounts due to Stanley herein (together with the costs of the sale and the proper 
charges), that Stanley either have judgment against Summerwind for such deficiency, together 
with interest thereon at the highest legal rate until paid in full, or that the Court decree and 
declare the amount of said deficiency between the amount owing to Stanley and the reasonable 
value of the Property as part of said judgment of foreclosure. 
8. For such other and further relief as this Court may deem proper in the premises. 
DATED this /Le-<f'- day ofJuly 2008. 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
~~ 
G. Andrew Page~ 
Attorneys for Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
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EXHIBIT A 
Legal Description of Property 
FEBRUARY 4~ 2008 
LOT 40, BLOCK 1, Sl)1vfivIERWIND AT ORCHARD HILLS SUBDIVISION PHASE 
I, A.S RECORDED IN BOOK 39 OF PLATS AT PAGE 21, LOCATED SECTION 
32, TOWNSIUP 4 NORTH, RANGE 4 \VEST, BOISE MERIDIAN, CAN-YON 
COUNTY, IDAHO. 
MICHAEL E. i\lARKS; PLS NO. 4998 
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EXHIBIT B 
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. ' 
RECORD NG REQUESYED AND 
'/{HEN RECORU;:o RFfliR.o'l TO: 
ERIC B. NT'LSON 
G!Vt3NS PURSLEY Lf,P 
601 W.BAJ\KOCK ST. 
BOISE, Il)/1HO &3702 
CLAIM OF LIEN 
TO: Union Limd Company, Inc.; L222-l ID Summerwind, LLC 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE the undersigned Claimant has and claims a lien for the 
performance of labor, services and/or 1he delivery of materials for the improvement of the 
real property more particularly described as follows: 
The land and improvements thereto described on the attached Exhibit A. 
1. Claimm1t~J'famc: The name of the Claimant is Stanley Consult&'1ts, hlc., 
hcreinbefore and bereinafrer referre.d to as "Claimant". 
2. Statement of Claimant's Demand: Cfaimant hereby demands the SWll of 
$26,185.25, which is the mnotmt due to Claimant after deducting ail just credits and 
offsets, and including late fees, filing fees, attorney foes, mailing charges and interest 011 
the unpaid balance up to and including this date. 
3. Names oC9_Yrcners: The names of the ovvners or reputed owners of said real 
property are: Union Land Company, Inc. and/or L222~I ID Summerwind, LLC. 
4. Natn~~ of Employers: The name of the person by whom Claimant was employed 
or to whom it fom.ished the labor, services and materials on or to said real property to is 
Kevin Harris of UrJon Land Company, Inc., and L222-l ID Summenvind, LLC. 
5. ComDletion: The furnishing of labor/services/materials was perfom1ed within the 
last ninety (90) days . 
6. Mailing~ The Claimant will deliver a copy of this. Claim of Lien via certified U.S. 
mail to the Owners no later than five (5) business <lays after recording. 
Dated: February 19, 2008 
CLAilv1 0 F LIEN 
20501-01 
(Exhibit B continued on next page) 
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State ofidaho 





Steven Arnold, beir1g first sworn, deposes and slates that he is Project Principal of the 
Claimant herein; that he has read the foregoing Claim of Lien and knows the contcnrs thereof and 
that the same is lrne and fu1iher, the affiant believes the same to be just, and that all jnst credits 
and offsets have been fully allowed therein. 
CIDRTlFICATE OF VERIFICATION 
State ofidaho 




I, tho undersigned Notal'y Public in and for said SL'!fe, do hereby certify that on this /_2: 
day of February 2008, personally appeared before me Skwen Arnold, known or identified lo me 
to be the person whose name is subscribed on the within insinim.ent and wbo, being by me first 
duly swom, declared that he signed the foregoing instrument, and the s\iitements therein 
contained aro true. 
Notary Public for Ida. ho, . / 
Residing at 4:fer- /' a..J.'<K ,,-y:7 · 
My Commission expires .. C7 ;;;- c7 ::Y- /B 
.State ofldaho ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Zoo'[}~ 
On this Cl_ day of February 2&&7, before me, a Nota1y Public in and for said State, 
personally appeiu-ed Steven Arnold, known or identified to me to be the Project Principal of 
Stanley Consultants, Inc., the corporation that exeouted the Jnstrument or the person who 
executed tiie instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowte.dged to me that such 
corporation execmed the same. 
CLAllv1 OF LIE 
28$07-0J 
~~;{~~ 
Notary Public for Idaho · 
Residing at /¥crt'/in 77 
f\'1y Commission expires cY £--&'('.. I a 
(Exhibit B continued on next page) 
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EXHIBIT A 
Legal Description of property to be charged ·with lien 
DESCRIPTION l''OR 
UNION LAND LIEN PARCEL 
AT SmnmerWind at Orchard IHHs Subdivision Phase H 
FEBRUARY 4, 2008 
LOT 40, BLOCK I, SUiv1MERWIND AT ORCHARD HILLS SUBDIVISION PHASE 
I, AS RECORDED lN BOOK 39 OF PLATS AT PAGE 21, LOCATED IN SECTION 
32, TO\VNSIIlP 4 NORTH, RANGE 4 WEST, BOISE MERIDIAN, CANYON 
COlJNTY, IDAHO. 
MICHAEL E. J'vfARKS, PLS NO. 4998 
CLAlM OF LIEN 
2i)507-01 
End of Exhibit B to Answer, Counterclaim and Crossclaim of Stanley 
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L222-2 10 Surnrne1wind. LLC 
1059 East Iron Eagfo Orive 
Suite 155 
E2.gfe, ID 83616 
EXHIBIT C 
Stanfoy Consulta11ts, lnc. 
225 Iowa Avenue 
Mqscafine IA 52161 
Project; 20507 01 00 L222-'.~ IDISummer·,,,1iHd Cfub House 
AUentJon: Kevin Hccris 
For: Surrnm1rwind Club House 
Outstanding Invoices 
8a!anc<:i 
Number Oa.te Jn voiced Due 
0096834 7130!07 1.190.00 1,-100 {)0 
0098763 9/24!07 8,848.00 8,648.00 
0'\00394 10129/07 4,406.50 4,406.50 
0103058 'lf2/08 3,937 5{) 3,937.50 
0'1C4057 1124!08 91714 917 14 
St<1tement Totals 19,099.14 19,099.14 
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i 1 2GOH 
Project No: 20507 01.GO 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the t(p,~ay of July, 2008, I served a trne and 
correct copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following attorneys of 
record, by the method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
David T. Krueck 
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A. 
P 0 Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: 331-1529 
David \Vishney 
P 0 Box 837 




P 0 Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: 385-5384 
Donald Lojek 
Lojek Law Offices Chtd 
P 0 Box 1712 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: 343-5200 
Richard B. Eismann 
Eismann Law Offices 
3016 Caldwell Boulevard 




P 0 Box 1368 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: 344-8542 
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Richard B. Eismann - ISB #557 
Eismann Law Offices 
3016 Caldwell Boulevard 
Nampa, Idaho 83651-6416 
Telephone: (208) 467-3100 
Facsimile: (208) 466-4498 
RBE/vn!l by s/4 
Attorneys for Defendant/Crossdefendant, 
Riverside, Inc., an Idaho corporation 
JUL 2 2 2008 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
M ADAMSON, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
) 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC., d/b/a/ ) 
KNIFE RIVER, an Oregon corporation ) 




-vs- ) Case No. CV08-4251 *C 
) 
L-222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; L-222-2 ) 
ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company; L-222-3 ID ) 
SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; UNION LAND ) 
COMPANY, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; REXIUS FOREST ) 
BY-PRODUCTS, INC. d/b/a/ REXIUS, ) 
an Oregon corporation doing business ) 
as Rexius; PARADISE EXCAVATION ) 
& CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation; PMA, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation; RIVERSIDE, INC., an Idaho ) 
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L-222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company; L-222-2 
ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; L-222-3 ID 
SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; UNION LAND 
COMP ANY, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; REXIUS FOREST 
BY-PRODUCTS, INC. d/b/a/ REXIUS, 
an Oregon corporation doing business 
as Rexius; PARADISE EXCAVATION 
& CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; PMA, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; RIVERSIDE, INC., an Idaho 


























RIVERSIDE, INC.'S Al'l"SWER DISCLAIMER 
TO CROSSCLAIM BY STANLEY CONSULTA..NTS, INC. 
COMES NOW crossdefendant Riverside, Inc. and answers the crossclaim filed herein by 
Stanley Consultants, Inc. and disclaims all right, title or interest of whatsoever character or 
extent, in or to any or all of that real property described in said crossclaim which real property 
is situated in Canyon County, Idaho, and described as follows: 
LOT 40, BLOCK 1, SUMMERWIND AT ORCHARD HILLS SUBDNISION 
PHASE I, AS RECORDED IN BOOK 39 OF PLATS AT PAGE 21, LOCATED IN 
SECTION 32 TOWNSHIP 4 NORTH, RANGE 4 WEST, BOISE MERIDIAN, 
CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO. 
WHEREFORE, this crossdefendant demands judgment as follows: 
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1. That nothing be recovered on such crossclaim from this crossdefendant. 
2. That such other relief be granted to this crossdefendant as may be just. 
SERVICE BY MAIL: The undersigned hereby ce1iifies that a true copy hereof was this date 
mailed to: 
David T. Krueck 
Trout+ Jones+ Gledhill+ Fuhrman, P.A. 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701-1097 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Michael 0. Roe 
Rebecca A. Rainey 
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701-0829 
Attorneys for Integrated Financial and Other 
Named Defendants 
Donald W. Lojek 
Lojek Law Offices 
P.O. Box 1712 
Boise, ID 83701-1712 
Attorney for Defendant PMA, Inc. 
DATED: JUL 2 2 2008 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
Martin C. Hendrickson 
Givens Pursley LLP 
P .0. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701-2720 
Attorneys for Stanley Consultants 
David E. Wishney 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 837 
Boise, ID 83701-0837 
Attorney for Defendants Summerwind 
and Union Land Company 
Samuel A. Diddle 
Eberle, Berlin, Kading, Turnbow, 
McKlveen and Jones 
P.O. Box 1368 
Boise, ID 83701-1368 
Attorneys for Defendant Conger 
Mgmt. Group, Inc. 
SIGNED: ,,&~ 8&~ 
Richard B. Eismann 
Counsel for Riverside, Inc., defendant/crossdefendant 
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RON R. SHEPHERD 
HAMILTON, MICHAELSON & HILTY, LLP 
Attorneys at Law 
1303 12th Avenue Road 
PO Box 65 
Nampa, ID 83653-0065 
(208) 467-4479 Telephone 
(208) 467-3058 Facsimile 
ISB No. 6593 
qJ;b'L D 
~~-L.:A.M._ P.M. 
2 l1 2008 
COUNTY CLERK 
Attorneys for Defendants Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE 
RIVER, an Oregon corporation doing business 
as Knife River, 
Plaintiff 
vs. 
L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; L222-2 ID 
SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; L222-3 ID 
SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; UNION LAND COMPANY, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; 
REXIUS FOREST BY-PRODUCTS, INC. 
d/b/a REXIUS, an Oregon corporation doing 
business as Rexius; PARADISE 
EXCAVATION & CONSTRUCTION, INC., 
an Idaho corporation; PMA, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; RIVERSIDE, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; STANLEY CONSULT ANTS, 
INC., an Idaho corporation; CONGER 
MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; DENNIS PHIPPS WELL 
DRILLING, INC., an Idaho corporation; 
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. TRADITIONAL SPRINKLERS AND ) 
LANDSCAPING, INC., an Idaho corporation; ) 
EXTREME LINE LOGISTICS, INC. d/b/a ) 
EXTREME LINE CONSTRUCTION, INC., an ) 
Idaho corporation doing business as Extreme ) 
Line Construction, Inc.; DA YID A. ) 
HUNEMILLER, INC., an Idaho corporation; ) 
SPF WATER ENGINEERING, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company; MATERIALS ) 
TESTING & INSPECTION, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation; INTEGRATED FINANCIAL ) 
ASSOCIATES, INC., a Nevada corporation; ) 
GENEY A EQUITIES, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; DANA McDANIEL ) 
KANNE SEP. PROPERTY TR U/A/D ) 
4/27/1999;HENRYB. SOLOWAY 1991 ) 
IRREVOCABLE TRUST; HENRY B. ) 
SOLOWAY 2006 REVOCABLE FAMILY ) 
TRUST; JOHN R. GIBBS TRUST; KARIN B. ) 
SOLOWAY TRUST DTD 4/25/96; KING ) 
FUTT'S FUN FUNDS, LLC; MIL TON ) 
BOZANIC; STEVEN E. CLAYTON; RUTH ) 
D. MILLE LIVING TRUST; JON A. GRIFFIN ) 
SR. AND JUDY A. GRIFFIN REVOCABLE ) 
TRUST; MONROE FAMILY TRUST; ) 
NEV ADA TRUST COMPANY C/F DARYL ) 
AL TERWITZ, IRA; ANNETTE PARKER ) 
TRUST; JA KRETSCH FINANCIAL ) 
RETIREMENT PLAN; JASON PARKER; ) 
KARLI PARKER; RENE C. BLANCHARD ) 
TRUST DTD 2/14/73; CARYL J. GUTH ) 
TRUST; DAVID G. STIBOR D.D.S. LTD. ) 
DBPP; DENNIS KYLE; DYS FAMILY ) 
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP; LIBMAN ) 
FAMILY TRUST; THE CA THY A. ) 
KAMMEYER LIVING TRUST DTD 9/25/91; ) 
DALE WYNN LIVING TRUST; L YAN, LLC; ) 
PINNACLE HOLDING ENTERPRISES, LLC; ) 
ROBERT R. BELLIVEAU TRUST; RUTH ) 
OSHINS REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST; JA ) 
KRETSCH FINANCIAL RETIREMENT ) 
PLAl~; STANLEY PAHER TRUST; ) 
ANNETTE PARKER TRUST; KIT & KAREN ) 
GRASKI, JTWRS; PA TRICK FLANAGAN ) 
TRUST; RICHARD & HELEN CAROL ) 
ELLIS, JTWRS; ROBERT R. BELLIVEAU ) 
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TRUST; STERLING TRUST CO. CUST FBO ) 
PA TRICK MICHAEL FLANAGAN, IRA; ) 
ANTHONY C. & LINDA A. PUSATERI ) 
FAMILY TRUST; ANTHONY DELIA ) 
TRUST; ARTHUR SNYDER; BEATRICE S. ) 
BERL'\JSTEIN REV. FAM. TR. FBO CAROL ) 
B. OSHINS; BLANCHE M. CRAIG; ) 
CARDWELL CHARITABLE TRUST; CHAD ) 
& TAMARA VELLINGA FAMILY TRUST; ) 
DEBORAH FRIEDMAN; DEBORAH STOUT ) 
TRUST; DeETTE CARTER REVOCABLE ) 
TRUST; DI BIASE 1979 TRUST; DUKE ) 
MARKETING, INC.; EDWARD H. OSHINS ) 
REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST; EVE ) 
JEANOS; FRANK R. NOLIMAL & ROBIN F. ) 
NOLIMAL FAMILY TRUST; GOLDEN ) 
LEGACY, LLC; HEATHER A. RALSTON ) 
TRUST; JACQUELYN A. McDANIEL; ) 
JAMES AND REBA CARDWELL FAMILY ) 
TRUST; JANET B. GLOVER; JANIE ) 
FRIEDMAN TRUST; JAY A. AND LOUISE ) 
A. STEAD; JOAN NEIMAN REVOCABLE ) 
TRUST; JOHN DAVID KRUGER FAMILY ) 
TRUST; JUDITH TROTTER OR BOB ) 
CHARLES TROTTER; KATHRYN BRYANT ) 
LIVING TRUST; LAGUNA ) 
CONSULTANTS, LLC PROFIT SHARING ) 
PLAN; LARRY CARTER TRUST; LARRY ) 
CARTER; LORI CARTER; DAVID CARTER; ) 
MARGUERITE E. LUCE LIVING TRUST; ) 
MARILENE B. NEVINS LIVING TRUST; ) 
MARK HEESE; MARSHALL SHIELDS IRA; ) 
MEENA P. VOHRA; MICHAEL AND GERI ) 
RUMBOLZ LIVING TRUST 2002; ) 
MUSTAPHA ASSI REV. LIVING TRUST ) 
6/23/03; PHILIP & ADELE ENGEL FAMILY ) 
TRUST; PRA VIN P. BAKRANIA AND ) 
VEENA P. BAKRANIA LIVING TRUST; ) 
PRISM MANAGEMENT PENSION TRUST; ) 
RALSTON FAMILY TRUST; RAY W. ) 
MILLISOR TRUST DTD 1/15/92; RICHARD ) 
A. OSHINS 1995 REVOCABLE TRUST; ) 
RONALD J. FADEL M.D. IRA; RUTH ) 
OSHINS REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST; ) 
SCHWARTZ FAMILY TRUST; SHARON ) 
GEORGE (FRIEDMAN); SS TRUST; THE ) 
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CHERRY TRUST; THE LeMAIRE FAMILY ) 
TRUST; TONI LYNN PUSATERI; VICTORA ) 
C. PICKARD-BRO\VN TRUST; WOMEN'S ) 
CARE OB/GYN LTD.; and ALL PERSONS IN ) 
POSSESSION OR CLAIMING ANY RIGHT ) 
TO POSSESSION, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
The above-named Defendant, Extreme Line Logistics, Inc., dba Extreme Line 
Construction, Inc., hereby answers the Complaint for Foreclosure of Claim of Lien filed herein 
on April 22, 2008 as follows: 
1. Extreme Line Logistics, Inc., dba Extreme Line Construction, Inc. (hereinafter 
"Defendant"), denies each and every allegation of the Complaint not specifically admitted 
herein. 
2. Defendant admits paragraph Nos. 3, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 40, 41and46. 
3. Defendant denies the allegations contained in paragraph Nos. 43, 47, 48, 49, 51 
and 52. 
4. Defendant is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the allegations 
contained in the following paragraphs, and, on that basis denies such allegations: 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 34, 35, 38 and 44. 
5. Answering paragraph No. 31, Defendant admits that Plaintiff furnished labor, 
material and equipment used in the construction of the prope1iy. Defendant denies the remaining 
allegations in such paragraph. 
6. Answering paragraph No. 36, Defendant admits that Plaintiff claims an interest in 
and to the property pursuant to its claim of lien. Defendant is without sufficient knowledge to 
admit or deny the remaining allegations of such paragraph, and, on that basis, denies the same. 
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7. Answering paragraph No. 37, Defendant admits that the Plaintiff is entitled to a 
decree that will determine the respective rights of the parties in this action and any others who 
claim an interest in the property. Defendant is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the 
remaining allegations of such paragraph, and, on that basis, denies the same. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
8. Plaintiffs Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief may be granted. 
9. Plaintiffs lien, if valid, is subordinate to Defendant's lien. 
ATTORNEY FEES 
10. Defendant has been required to hire the law firm of Hamilton, Michaelson & 
Hilty, LLP to defend this action. Defendant is therefore entitled to an award of costs and 
attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-101, 12-120, 12-121 and 45-513, as well as Rule 54 
of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Defendant prays for relief as follows: 
I. That Plaintiff's Complaint be dismissed with prejudice and that Plaintiff take 
nothing thereunder; 
2. For an award of attorney fees, pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 12-120, 12-121 and 
45-513, as well as Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure; 
3. For an award of costs, pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-10 I and Rule 54 of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure; and 
4. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable. 
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COUNTERCLAIM AND CROSSCLAIM 
The above-named Defendant/Counterclaimant/Crossclaimant, Extreme Line Logistics, 
Inc., dba Extreme Line Construction, Inc., by and through its counsel of record, 
Ron R. Shepherd, of the law firm of Hamilton, Michaelson & Hilty, LLP, for its counterclaim 
against Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc., dba Knife River, and for its crossclaim against all Defendants 
named in the caption hereinabove, complains and alleges as follows: 
PARTIES 
1. Extreme Line Logistics, Inc., dba Extreme Line Construction, Inc. (hereinafter 
"Extreme Line") is, and at all times pertinent has been, a corporation organized under the laws of 
the State ofidaho and authorized to do business in the state ofidaho. 
2. Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc., dba Knife River (hereinafter "Knife River"), is, and at 
all times pertinent has been, a corporation organized under the laws of the State of Idaho and 
authorized to do business in the state ofldaho. 
3. All other parties named in the caption hereinabove as Defendants are persons or 
entities who claim an interest in the real property that is the subject of this lien foreclosure 
action. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
4. This court has jurisdiction in this matter because this dispute involves real 
property located in Idaho and a transaction that occuned in Idaho. 
5. Venue is proper in Canyon County, Idaho because the subject property is located 
in Canyon County. 
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COUNT I 
(Foreclosure of Lien) 
6. Extreme Line hereby incorporates under this Count each and every prev10us 
allegation as is such allegation was set forth herein in full. 
7. Extreme Line entered into a contract with Union Land Company to provide labor, 
material and equipment to improve the subject property. The subject property is more 
paiiicularly described in Exhibit "A" attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference. 
8. Extreme Line performed under the contract by providing labor, material and 
equipment to improve the subject property. 
9. Extreme Line has not been fully compensated for the labor, material and 
equipment it provided to improve the subject property. 
10. Extreme Line recorded a lien, pursuant to Idaho law, in the Office of the Canyon 
County Recorder. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" and incorporated herein by this reference is a 
true and correct copy of such lien. 
11. Extreme Line complied with all statutory requirements for perfecting a lien, 
including, but not limited to, verifying that the lien is just and timely mailing the lien by certified 
mail, return receipt requested to all known owners or reputed owners of the subject property. 
12. Extreme Line's claim of lien is senior and has priority over Knife River's claim of 
lien and any interest any one or all of the above-named Defendants may have in and to the 
subject property. 
13. Extreme Line is entitled to a decree allowing foreclosure of Extreme Line's lien 
and for the subject property to be sold to satisfy such lien in accordance with Idaho law. 
14. Extreme Line is also entitled to a decree determining the respective rights and 
interest the parties in this action have in and to the subject property. 
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COUNT II 
(Breach of Contract Against Union Land Company) 
15. Extreme Line hereby incorporates under this Count each and every previous 
allegation as is such allegation was set forth herein in full. 
16. Extreme Line and Union Land Company entered into a contract wherein Extreme 
Line agreed to provide labor, material and equipment to improve the subject property in 
consideration for payment from Union Land Company. 
17. Extreme Line fully performed under the contract. 
18. Union Land Company breached the contract by failing to fully compensate 
Extreme Line for its performance under the contract. 
19. Extreme Line has been damaged by Union Land Company's breach of contract in 
the amount of $297,592.40, plus interest. 
COUNT III 
(Unjust Enrichment Against Union Land Company) 
20. Extreme Line hereby incorporates under this Count each and every previous 
allegation as is such allegation was set forth herein in full. 
21. Extreme Line conferred a benefit upon Union Land Company by providing labor, 
material and equipment to Union Land Company at Extreme Line's expense. 
22. Union Land Company appreciated the benefits conferred upon it by Extreme 
Line. 
23. Union Land Company has accepted and retained such benefits under 
circumstances that would make it inequitable for Union Land Company to retain such benefits 
without compensating Extreme Line for the value of such benefits. 
24. Extreme Line has been damaged by Union Land Company's unjust enrichment in 
an amount to be detem1ined at trial. 
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ATTORNEY FEES 
25. Extreme Line has been required to retain the law offices of Hamilton, Michaelson 
& Hilty, LLP to prosecute this counterclaim and crossclaim. Extreme Line is entitled to an 
award of costs and attorney fees, pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-101, 12-120, 12-121and45-513, 
as well as Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Extreme Line prays for relief as follows: 
1. That the Court enter an order and judgment declaring Extreme Line's claim of 
lien valid against the subject property to satisfy payment in the amount of $297,592.40, plus 
interest and attorney fees; 
2. That the Court enter an order and judgment declaring Knife River's and all 
above-named Defendants' claim, right, title and interest in and to the subject property to be 
subordinate, junior and inferior to Extreme Line's lien; 
3. That the Court enter an order and judgment requiring the subject prope1iy, and all 
improvements thereon, sold according to law, and that the proceeds from such sale be applied to 
satisfy Extreme Line's claim of lien; 
4. That, in the event the proceeds from the sale of the subject property are 
insufficient to satisfy the amount due and owing to Extreme Line, including costs of the sale and 
other costs allowed by law, a judgment be entered against Union Land Company for such 
deficiency; 
5. That the Court enter an order for the sale of the subject property by the Canyon 
County Sheriff to satisfy the amount due and owing the Extreme Line; 
6. For the entry of a money judgment against Union Land Company for Union Land 
Company's breach of contract; 
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7. For an award of reasonable attorney fees incurred herein; 
8. For an award of costs incurred herein; and 
9. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Pursuant to Rule 3 8(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Extreme Line hereby 
demands a trial by jury 01~~fl~ues triable ofright by a jury, 
DATED this 2 \} day of July, 2008. 
HAMILTON, MICHAELSON & HILTY, LLP 
RON R. SHEPHERD 
Attorneys for Defendants Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on the day of July, 2008, I caused a true copy of the foregoing 
EXTREME LINE LOGISTICS, lNC.'S ANSWER, COUNTERCLAIM AND CROSSCLAH\1 to 
be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
David T. Krueck 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRi\!fAN, 
P.A. 
225 North 9th Street, Suite 800 
Post Office Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Michael 0. Roe 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK 
& FIELDS, CHTD. 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Integrated Financial Assoc. 
and Geneva Equities, LLC 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
GIVENS, PURSLEY, LLP 
Post Office Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Stanley Consultants 
David E. Wishney 
LAW OFFICES OF DAVID E. WISHNEY 
300 West Myrtle, Suite 200 
Post Office Box 837 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for L222-1 ID Summerwind, LLC 
Sam Diddle 
EBERLE, BERLIN, KADING, 
TURi"\JBOW, MCKLVEEN & JONES, 
CHTD. 
1111 West Jefferson Street, Suite 530 
Post Office Box 1368 
Boise, ID 83701-1368 
Attorneys for Conger Management 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Certified Mail/Return Receipt 
( ) }-iand Delivered 
(,;(Facsimile 331-1529 
( ) Other 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Certified Mail/Return Receipt 
( ) J:land Delivered 
(-}Facsimile 385-5384 
( ) Other 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Certified Mail/Return Receipt 
( ) Hynd Delivered 
( t-1....Pacsimile 338-1300 
( ) Other 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Certified Mail/Return Receipt 
( ) ]}and Delivered 
(vfFacsimile 336-5955 
( ) Other 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Certified Mail/Return Receipt 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ¥acsimile 344-8542 
( ) Other 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY (CONTINUED) 
Richard Eismann 
EISMANN LAW OFFICES 
3016 Caldwell Boulevard 
Nampa, ID 83651-6416 
Attorneys for Riverside, Inc. 
Donald Lojek 
LOJECK LAW OFFICES CHTD 
1199 Main Street 
Post Office Box 1712 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for P MA, Inc. 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Certified Mail/Return Receipt 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ""'1~acsimile 466-4498 
( ) Other 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Certified Mail/Return Receipt 
( ) _Barid Delivered 
( 0'Facsimile 343-5200 
( ) Other 
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GNEN that Extreme Line Construction, Inc. hereinafter refeffed to as 
"Claimant", claims a lien as hereinafter provided pursuant to Idaho Code Sections 45-501 et seq. The 
Claimant represents as follows: 
1. Claimant provided labor, excavating equipment, and/or material, among other things, in 
the improvement of the subject property. 
2. The subject property is situated in Canyon County, Idaho, and is more particularly 
described as follows: 
See Exhibit "A" attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference. 
3. The lien claimed hereby is sought against the real property described herein, as well as 
all improvements situated thereon. 
4. The reputed owner and/or the legal owner of the subject property is Union Land 
Company, LLC, whose last known address is 1059 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. B, Eagle, ID 83616; and/or 
Victoria Laidlaw whose last knovm address is 10082 W Rhett St, Boise, ID 83709; and/or Gerald 
Aebischer whose last known address is 17720 Plum Rd. Caldwell, ID 83607; and/or Status Homes, Inc. 
whose last known address is 1059 E. Iron Eagle Dr., Ste. 155, Eagle, ID 83616; and/or Donald and 
EmmaJeanne Youngblood whose last known address is PO Box 20250, Keizer, OK 97307; and/or Glenn 
D. Scott whose last known address is 4183 SE Augusta Loop, Gresham, OR. 97080-8426; and/or Randall 
W. Benson whose last known address is1401 Shady Ln., Enunett, ID 83617; and/or Jon M. Zameke 
whose last known address is 3480 W. Birdie Ct., Meridian, ID 83646; and/or Vallivue School District 
#139 whose last known address is 5207 S. Montana Ave., Caldwell, ID 83607. 
5. The labor and/or material mentioned herein were provided at the request of John Tansey 
and/or Jim Conger and/or Rick Brown of Conger Management Group, Inc and/or Kevin Harris of Union 
Land Company, LLC and/or Ryan Vows and/or Pat Cook ofRexius. 
6. The Claimant commenced performance on June 20, 2006. The last date on which 
Claimant performed any labor or provided any material in connection with the real property mentioned 
herein, or improvements thereto, was November 27, 2007. 
7. The Claimant fully performed all services it was required to furnish until such time as 
Union Land Company and/or Rexius failed and/or refused to pay claimant for completed work. Less than 
90 days have elapsed since work ceased by the Claimant. 
8. Claimant is owed, after deduction of all just credits and offsets, two hundred ninety 
seven thousand five hundred ninety two and 40/lOO's dollars ($297,592.40) for labor and/or material 
provided as set forth hereinabove, plus accruing interest and late charges. 
9. Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 45-507, Claimant claims a lien against the above-
described property for the amount of two hundred ninety seven thousand five hundred ninety two and 
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40/IOO's dollars ($297,592.40) for labor, excavating equipment, and/or material provided as set forth 
hereinabove, plus interest, late charges and attorney fees. 
10. Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 45-513, Claimant claims attorney's es for the 
preparation and filing of this lien against the above-described property in the amount of 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Ada,-j 
Q:v.v"'\Ofl 
COMES NOW, CASEY DANIELS, and being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states: 
That I am President of the Claimant in the above entitled matter; that the claim co tam d herein 
is just; that I have read the within and foregoing Notice Claim of · know the conte ts the eof, and 
believe the facts stated therein are true and correct to the best of y know dge. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss 
County of Canyon ) 
I, , a notary public for the state of Idaho, do 
hereby certify that on day of December, 2007, personally appeared before me, CASEY 
DANIELS, who, being first duly sworn by me, declared that he is the President of Extreme Line 
Construction, Inc., that he executed the above an foregoing Notice and Claim of Lien and that the 
statements therein contained are true. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and 
year in this certificate first above written. ~~~
••"'
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I 
Richard B. Eismann - ISB #557 
Eismann Law Offices 
3016 Caldwell Boulevard 
Nampa, Idaho 83651-6416 
Telephone: (208) 467-3100 
Facsimile: (208) 466-4498 
RBE/vn/1 by s/4 
Attorneys for Defendant/Crossdefendant, 





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
) 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC., d/b/a/ ) 
KNIFE RIVER, an Oregon corporation ) 




-vs- ) Case No. CV08-4251 *C 
) 
L-222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; L-222-2 ) 
ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company; L-222-3 ID ) 
SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; UNION LAND ) 
COMPANY, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; REXIUS FOREST ) 
BY-PRODUCTS, INC. d/b/a/ REXIUS, ) 
an Oregon corporation doing business ) 
as Rexius; PARADISE EXCAVATION ) 
& CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation; PMA, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation; RIVERSIDE, INC., an Idaho ) 
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EXTREME LINE LOGISTICS, INC., ) 






L-222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; L-222-2 ) 
ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company; L-222-3 ID ) 
SUMMER WIND, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; UNION LAND ) 
COMPANY, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; REXIUS FOREST ) 
BY-PRODUCTS, INC. d/b/a/ REXIUS, ) 
an Oregon corporation doing business ) 
as Rexius; PARADISE EXCAVATION ) 
& CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation; PMA, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation; RIVERSIDE, INC., an Idaho ) 




RIVERSIDE, INC.'S ANSWER TO 
CROSSCLAIM BY EXTREME LINE LOGISTICS, INC. 
COMES NOW the defendant, Riverside, Inc. ("Riverside" herein), and answers the Crossclaim 
filed herein by Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. ("Extreme Line" herein) as follows: 
ANSWER TO CROSSCLAIM 
PARTIES: 
1. Admitted. 
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2. Admitted. 
3. Riverside is without knowledge or information sufficient to a belief as to the truth 
of the allegations set fo1ih in and therefore denies paragraph 3 of such crossclaim. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE: 
4. Admitted. 
5. Admitted. 
COUNT I (Foreclosure of Lien)----FIRST DEFENSE: 
1. Riverside answers each allegation incorporated into this count from any other part of 
such crossclaim with the same answer made by Riverside to such allegation in such other part of 
such crossclaim from which such allegation is incorporated. 
2. Riverside is without knowledge or information sufficient to f01m a belief as to the truth 
of the allegations set forth in and therefore denies the allegations set forth in paragraphs 7, 8, 9, 
10, and 11 of such crossclaim. 
3. Riverside denies each and every other allegation contained in Count I of such crossclaim 
which is not hereinabove expressly admitted. 
COUNTS II (Breach of Contract Against Union Land Companv)----FIRST DEFENSE: 
1. Count II of such crossclaim is directed against Union Land and fails to state a claim 
against Riverside upon which relief can be granted. 
2. Riverside answers each allegation incorporated into this count from any other part of 
such crossclaim with the same answer made by Riverside to such allegation in such other part of 
such crossclaim from which such allegation is incorporated. 
3. Riverside is without knowledge or infonnation sufficient to form a belief as to the truth 
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of the allegations set forth in and therefore denies the allegations set forth in paragraphs 16, 17, 
18 and 19 of such crossclaim. 
COUNTS III (Unjust Enrichment Against Union Land Company)----FIRST DEFENSE: 
Count III of such crossclaim is directed against Union Land and fails to state a claim against 
Riverside upon which relief can be granted. 
COUNT III (Unjust Enrichment Against Union Land Companv)----SECOND DEFENSE: 
1. Riverside answers each allegation incorporated into this count from any other part of 
such crossclaim with the same answer made by Riverside to such allegation in such other part of 
such crossclaim from which such allegation is incorporated. 
2. Riverside is without knowledge or information sufficient to f01m a belief as to the truth 
of the allegations set forth in and therefore denies the allegations set forth in paragraphs 21, 22, 
23 and 24 of such crossclaim. 
ATTORNEY'S FEES: 
Riverside is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the 
allegations set forth in and therefore denies the allegations set foiih in paragraph 25 of such 
crossclaim. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES"'.---ALL COUNTS: 
1. Extreme Line is not entitled to foreclose its lien because Riverside's interest under the 
deed of trust recorded in the official records of Canyon County against the property is superior to 
Extreme Line's interest in the property. 
2. The amount set forth in the plaintiffs alleged claim of lien is in excess of the reasonable 
value of the materials or labor purportedly provided. 
WHEREFORE, Riverside demands judgment on such crossclaim as follows: 
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11 1. That on the Count I of such crossclaim, Extreme Line recover nothing from Riverside 
and that the Count I of such crossclaim be dismissed. 
2. That on Count II of such crossclaim, Extreme Line recover nothing from Riverside. 
3. That on the Count III of such crossclaim, Extreme Line recover nothing from Riverside. 
4. That on the "Attorney's Fees" count of such crossclaim, Extreme Line recover nothing 
from Riverside. 
5. That Riverside recover costs expended herein including reasonable attorney's fees. 
6. That such other and fmiher relief be granted to Riverside as may be just. 
SERVICE BY DELIVERY: The undersigned hereby certifies that a true copy hereof was this 
date delivered to: Ron R. Shepherd of the law firm of Hamilton, Michaelson & Hilty, LLP, 
1303 li11 Ave. Rd., P.O. Box 65, Nampa, ID 83652-0065; Fax No. 467-3058. 
SERVICE BY :MAIL: The undersigned hereby certifies that a true copy hereof was this date 
mailed to: 
David T. Krueck 
Trout + Jones + Gledhill + Fuhrman, P.A. 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701-1097 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
Martin C. Hendrickson 
Givens Pursley LLP 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701-2720 
Attorneys for Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
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Michael 0. Roe 
Rebecca A. Rainey 
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701-0829 
Attorneys for Integrated Financial, 
Geneva Equities, LLC, and 
Certain Other Named Defendants 
Donald W. Lojek 
Lojek Law Offices 
P.O. Box 1712 
Boise, ID 83701-1712 
Attorney for Defendant PMA, Inc. 
DATED: 
SIGNED: 
AUG 1 3 2008 
Richard B. Eismann 
Counsel for Riverside 
Samuel A. Diddle 
Eberle, Berlin, Kading, Turnbow, 
McKlveen and Jones 
P.O. Box 1368 
Boise, ID 83701-1368 
Attorneys for Defendant Conger 
Mgmt. Group, Inc. 
David E. Wishney 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 837 
Boise, ID 83701-0837 
Attorney for Defendants Summerwind 
and Union Land Company 
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Thomas E. Dvorak, ISB No. 5043 
Martin C. Hendrickson, ISB No. 5876 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
600 W. Bannock 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200 
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300 
S:\CUENTS\7795\8\Caption.doc 
Attorneys for Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
CANYON COUNIY 
M ADAMSON, 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/aKNIFE 
RIVER, an Oregon corporation doing business 
as Knife River, 
Plaintiff 
v. 
L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; L222-2 ID 
SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; L222-3 ID 
SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; UNION LAND 
COMP ANY, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; REXIUS FOREST BY-
PRODUCTS, INC. d/b/a REXIUS, an Oregon 
corporation doing business as Rexius; 
PARADISE EXCAVATION & 
CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; PMA, INC., an Idaho corporation; 
RIVERSIDE, INC., an Idaho corporation; 
STANLEY CONSULTANTS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; CONGER MANAGEMENT 
GROUP, INC., an Idaho corporation; DENNIS 
PHIPPS WELL DRILLING, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; TRADITIONAL SPRINKLERS 
AND LANDSCAPING, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; EXTREME LINE LOGISTICS, 
d/b/a EXTREME LINE 
: CASE NO.: CV-08-4251C 
' 
: STANLEY CONSULTAl~TS, INC.'S 
; ANSWER TO CROSSCLAIM OF 
i EXTREME LINE LOGISTICS, 
: INC. 
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r' ·--
CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho corporation : 
doing business as Extreme Line Construction, ! 
Inc.; DAVID A. HUNEMILLER, INC., an ! 
Idaho corporation; SPF VI ATER ' 
ENGINEERING, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; MATERIALS TESTING & 
INSPECTION, INC., an Idaho corporation; 
INTEGRATED FINANCIAL ASSOCIATES, 
INC., a Nevada corporation; GENEVA 
EQUITIES, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; DANA McDANIEL KANNE SEP. 
PROPERTY TR U/A/D 4/27/1999; HENRY 
B. SOLOWAY 1991 IRREVOCABLE 
TRUST; HENRY B. SOLOWAY 2006 
REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST; JOHN R. 
GIBBS TRUST; KARIN B. SOLOWAY 
TRUST DTD 4125196; KING FUTT'S FUN 
FUNDS, LLC; MILTON BOZANIC; 
STEVEN E. CLAYTON; RUTH D. MILLE 
LIVING TRUST; JON A. GRIFFIN SR. AND 
JUDY A. GRIFFIN REVOCABLE TRUST; 
MONROE FAMILY TRUST; NEV ADA 
TRUST COMP ANY C/F DARYL 
ALTER WITZ, IRA; ANNETTE PARKER 
TRUST; JA KRETSCH FINANCIAL 
RETIREMENT PLAN; JASON PARKER; 
KARLI PARKER; RENE C. BLANCHARD 
TRUST DTD 2114173; CARYL J. GUTH 
TRUST; DAVID G. STIBOR D.D.S. LTD. 
DBPP; DENNIS KYLE; DYS FAMILY 
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP; LIBMAN 
FAMILY TRUST; THE CATHY A. 
KAMMEYER LIVING TRUST DTD 9/25/91; 
DALE WYNN LIVING TRUST; LY AN, 
LLC; PINNACLE HOLDING 
ENTERPRISES, LLC; ROBERT R. 
BELLIVEAU TRUST; RUTH OSHINS 
REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST; JA 
KRETSCH FINANCIAL RETIREMENT 
PLAN; STANLEYPAHER TRUST; 
ANNETTE PARKER TRUST; KIT & 
KAREN GRASKI, JTWRS; PATRICK 
FLANAGAN TRUST; RICHARD & HELEN 
CAROL ELLIS, JTWRS; ROBERT R. 
BELLIVEAU TRUST; STERLING TRUST 
CO. CUST FBO PATRICK MICHAEL 
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FLANAGAN, IRA; ANTHONY C. & LINDA ! 
A. PUSATERI FAMILY TRUST; ANTHONY: 
DELLA TRUST; ARTHUR SNYDER; ! 
BEATRICE S. BERNSTEIN REV. FAM. TR. : 
FBO CAROL B. OSHINS; BLANCHE M. ! 
CRAIG; CARDWELL CHARITABLE ! 
TRUST; CHAD & TAMARA VELLINGA : 
FAMILY TRUST; DEBORAH FRIEDMAN; ! 
DEBORAH STOUT TRUST; DeETTE : 
CARTER REVOCABLE TRUST; DI BIASE j 
1979 TRUST; DUKE MARKETING, INC.; ! 
EDWARD H. OSHINS REVOCABLE : 
FAMILY TRUST; EVE JEAN OS; FRANK R. ! 
NOLIMAL & ROBIN F. NOLIMAL FAMILY: 
TRUST; GOLDEN LEGACY, LLC; i 
HEATHER A. RALSTON TRUST; : 
JACQUELYN A. McDANIEL; JAMES AND i 
REBA CARDWELL FAMILY TRUST; l 
JANET B. GLOVER; JANIE FRIEDMAN i 
TRUST; JAY A. AND LOUISE A. STEAD; ! 
JOAN NEIMAN REVOCABLE TRUST; : 
JOHN DAVID KRUGER FAMILY TRUST; ! 
JUDITH TROTTER OR BOB CHARLES : 
TROTTER; KATHRYN BRYANT LIVING : 
TRUST; LAGUNA CONSULTANTS, LLC : 
PROFIT SHARING PLAN; LARRY : 
CARTER TRUST; LARRY CARTER, LORI : 
CARTER, DAVID CARTER; MARGUERITE j 
E. LUCE LIVING TRUST; MARILENE B. : 
NEVINS LIVING TRUST; MARK HEESE; i 
MARSHALL SHEILDS IRA; MEENA P. : 
VOHRA; MICHAEL AND GERI RUMBOLZ j 
LIVING TRUST 2002; MUSTAPHA ASSI ! 
REV. LIVING TRUST 6/23/03; PHILLIP & i 
ADELE ENGEL FAMILY TRUST; PRA VIN ! 
P. BAKRANIA AND VEENA P. BAKRANIA : 
LIVING TRUST; PRISM MANAGEMENT ! 
PENSION TRUST; RALSTON FAMILY ! 
TRUST; RAY W. MILLISOR TRUST DTD i 
1115/92; RICHARD A. OSHINS 1995 i 
REVOCABLE TRUST; RONALD J. FADEL i 
M.D. IRA; RUTH OSHINS REVOCABLE 
FAMILY TRUST; SCHWARTZ FAMILY 
TRUST; SHARON GEORGE (FRIEDMAN); 
SS TRUST; THE CHERRY TRUST; THE 
LeMAIRE FA.i\1ILY TONI LYNN 
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PUSATERI; VICTORA C. PICKARD-
BROWN TRUST; WOMEN'S CARE 
OB/GYN LTD.; and ALL PERSONS IN 
POSSESSION OR CLAIMING ANY RIGHT 
TO POSSESSION, 
Defendants. 




HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE 
RIVER, an Oregon corporation doing business 
as Knife River, 
Counterdefendant. 




L222-l ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; L222-2 ID 
SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; L222-3 ID 
SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; UNION LAND 
COMP ANY, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; REXIUS FOREST BY-
PRODUCTS, INC. d/b/a REXIUS, an Oregon 
corporation doing business as Rexius; 
PARADISE EXCAVATION & 
CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; PMA, INC., an Idaho corporation; 
RIVERSIDE, INC., an Idaho corporation; 
STANLEY CONSULT ANTS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; CONGER MANAGEMENT 
GROUP, INC., an Idaho corporation; DENNIS 
PHIPPS WELL DRILLING, INC., an Idaho 
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corporation; TRADITIONAL SPRINKLERS 
AND LANDSCAPING, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; EXTREME LINE LOGISTICS, 
INC., d/b/a EXTREME LINE 
CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho corporation i 
doing business as Extreme Line Construction, 
Inc.; DAVID A. HUNEMILLER, INC., an 
Idaho corporation; SPF WATER 
ENGINEERING, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; MATERIALS TESTING & 
INSPECTION, INC., an Idaho corporation; 
INTEGRATED FINANCIAL ASSOCIATES, 
INC., a Nevada corporation; GENEVA 
EQUITIES, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; DANA McDANIEL KANNE SEP. 
PROPERTY TR U/A/D 4/2711999; HENRY 
B. SOLOWAY 1991 IRREVOCABLE 
TRUST; HENRY B. SOLOWAY 2006 
REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST; JOHN R. 
GIBBS TRUST; KARIN B. SOLOWAY 
TRUST DTD 4/25/96; KING FUTT'S FUN 
FUNDS, LLC; MILTON BOZANIC; 
STEVEN E. CLAYTON; RUTH D. MILLE 
LIVING TRUST; JON A. GRIFFIN SR. AND 
JUDY A. GRIFFIN REVOCABLE TRUST; 
MONROE FAMILY TRUST; NEV ADA 
TRUST COMP ANY CIF DARYL 
ALTERWITZ, IRA; ANNETTE PARKER 
TRUST; JA KRETSCH FINANCIAL 
RETIREMENT PLAN; JASON PARKER; 
KARLI PARKER; RENE C. BLANCHARD 
TRUST DTD 2/14173; CARYL J. GUTH 
TRUST; DAVID G. STIBOR D.D.S. LTD. 
DBPP; DENNIS KYLE; DVS FAMILY 
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP; LIBMAN 
FAMILY TRUST; THE CATHY A. 
KAMMEYER LIVING TRUST DTD 9/25/91; 
DALE WYNN LIVING TRUST; L YAN, 
LLC; PINNACLE HOLDING 
ENTERPRISES, LLC; ROBERT R. 
BELLIVEAU TRUST; RUTH OSHINS 
REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST; JA 
KRETSCH FINANCIAL RETIREMENT 
PLAN; STANLEYPAHER TRUST; 
ANNETTE PARKER TRUST; KIT & 
KAREN GRASKI, JTWRS; PA TRICK 
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FLANAGAN TRUST; RICHARD & HELEN 
CAROL ELLIS, JTWRS; ROBERT R. 
BELLIVEAU TRUST; STERLING TRUST 
CO. CUST FBO PA TRICK MICHAEL 
FLANAGAN, IRA; ANTHONY C. & LINDA 
A. PUSATERI FAMILY TRUST; ANTHONY i 
DELLA TRUST; ARTHUR SNYDER; : 
BEATRICE S. BERNSTEIN REV. FAM. TR. : 
FBO CAROL B. OSHINS; BLANCHE M. 
CRAIG; CARDvVELL CHARITABLE 
TRUST; CHAD & TAMARA VELLINGA 
FAMILY TRUST; DEBORAH FRIEDMAN; 
DEBORAH STOUT TRUST; DeETTE 
CARTER REVOCABLE TRUST; DI BIASE 
1979 TRUST; DUKE MARKETING, INC.; 
EDWARD H. OSHINS REVOCABLE 
FAMILY TRUST; EVE JEAN OS; FRANK R. 
NOLIMAL & ROBIN F. NOLIMAL FAMILY : 
' 
TRUST; GOLDEN LEGACY, LLC; i 
HEATHER A. RALSTON TRUST; i 
JACQUELYN A. McDANIEL; JAMES AND i 
REBA CARDWELL FAMILY TRUST; i 
JANET B. GLOVER; JANIE FRIEDMAN i 
TRUST; JAY A. AND LOUISE A. STEAD; ! 
JOAN NEIMAN REVOCABLE TRUST; ! 
JOHN DAVID KRUGER FAMILY TRUST; ! 
JUDITH TROTTER OR BOB CHARLES ! 
TROTTER; KATHRYN BRYANT LIVING i 
TRUST; LAGUNA CONSULTANTS, LLC : 
PROFIT SHARING PLAN; LARRY , 
CARTER TRUST; LARRY CARTER, LORI 
CARTER, DAVID CARTER; MARGUERITE 
E. LUCE LIVING TRUST; MARILENE B. 
NEVINS LIVING TRUST; MARK HEESE; 
MARSHALL SHEILDS IRA; MEENA P. 
VOHRA; MICHAEL AND GERI RUMBOLZ 
LIVING TRUST 2002; MUSTAPHA ASSI 
REV. LIVING TRUST 6/23/03; PHILLIP & 
ADELE ENGEL FAMILY TRUST; PRA VIN 
P. BAKRANIA AND VEEN AP. BAKRANIA : 
LIVING TRUST; PRISM MANAGEMENT ; 
PENSION TRUST; RALSTON FAMILY i 
TRUST; RAY W. MILLISOR TRUST DTD 
1115/92; RICHARD A. OSHINS 1995 
REVOCABLE TRUST; RONALD J. FADEL 
M.D. RUTH OSHINS REVOCABLE 
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FAMILY TRUST; SCHWARTZ FAMILY 
TRUST; SHARON GEORGE (FRIEDMAN); 
SS TRUST; THE CHERRY TRUST; THE 
LeMAIRE FAMILY TRUST; TONI LYNN 
PDSA TERI; VICTORA C. PICKARD-
BROWN TRUST; WOMEN'S CARE 
OB/GYN LTD.; and ALL PERSONS IN 
POSSESSION OR CLAIMING ANY RIGHT 
TO POSSESSION, 
Crossdefendants. 
COMES NOW, Defendant/Counterclaimant/Crossclaimant, Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
("Stanley"), and in answer to Extreme Line Logistics, Inc.'s (hereinafter "Extreme Line") 
Crossclaim (the "Crossclaim"), admits, denies and affirmatively alleges as follows: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
1. The Crossclaim fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
2. Stanley denies each and every allegation of the Crossclaim not admitted herein. 
THIRD DEFENSE 
3. The following paragraphs are admitted: 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. 
4. The following paragraphs simply incorporate and restate by reference prior 
allegations and, in response thereto, Stanley simply incorporates by reference and restates its 
prior responses as well: 6, 15 and 20. 
5. Stanley is without knowledge of the truth or falsity of the following paragraphs 
and, on this basis, denies the same: 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13 and 14. 
STANLEY CONSULTANT'S ANSWER TO CROSSCLAIM OF EXTREME LINE -7 
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6. In response to Paragraph 10, it is admitted that the document attached as Exhibit 
'"B" appears to be a true and correct copy of the document recorded in the office of the Canyon 
County Recorder. The remaining allegations of this paragraph are denied. 
7. The following paragraphs are under counts or causes of action that are not against 
Stanley and therefore require no response by Stanley, but out of an abundance of caution, 
Stanleydeniessuchparagraphs: 16, 17, 18, 19,21,22,23 and24. 
8. Paragraph 25 is denied. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Stanley prays for relief as follows: 
1. That judgment be entered against Extreme Line and in accordance with Stanley's 
Crossclaim filed in this matter against Extreme Line in favor of Stanley; 
2. That Extreme Line take nothing on its Crossclaim against Stanley; 
3. That Stanley be awarded its costs and attorneys' fees against Extreme Line 
pursuant to Idaho Code Sections 12-120 and 45-513 as well as Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure in the amount of $2,000 in the event of a judgment by default or in such other 
and further amounts as this Court may deem appropriate; and 
4. For such other and further relief as this Court may deem appropriate in the 
premises. rlf 
DATED This /f day of August, 2008. 
GNENS PURSLEY LLP 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
Attorneys for Defendant Stanley 
Consultants, Inc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _k!_Jd.:;~f August, 2008, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following attorneys of record, by the 
method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
David T. Krueck 
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A. 
225 North 9th Street, Suite 800 
P 0 Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701 
David \Vishney 
300 W. Myrtle, Suite 200 
P 0 Box 837 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for L222-l ID Summerwind 
Michael Roe 
Moffatt Thomas 
101 S. Capitol Blvd, 10th floor 
P 0 Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Integrated Financial Assoc. 
and Geneva Equities, LLC 
Donald Lojek 
Lojek Law Offices Chtd. 
1199 Main Street 
P 0 Box 1712 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for PMA, Inc. 
Richard B. Eismann 
Eismann Law Offices 
3016 Caldwell Boulevard 
Nampa, ID 83651 
Attorneys for Riverside, Inc. 
Sam Diddle 
Eberle, Berlin, Kading, Turnbow, 
McKelveen & Jones, Chtd. 
111 West Jefferson Street, Suite 530 
P 0 Bose 1368 
Boise, ID 83701-1368 
U.S. Mail --
Hand Delivered 










__ Overnight Mail 
X Facsimile: 385-5384 
U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 





__ Overnight Mail 
_y_ Facsimile: 466-4498 
U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
Facsimile: 344-8542 
--+~ 
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Ron R. Shepherd 
Hamilton, Michaelson & Hilty, LLP 
1303 lih Avenue Road 
P.O. Box 65 
Nampa, ID 83653-0065 
U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
--.X:-Facsimile: 467-3058 
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William G. Dryden 
Matthew L. Walters 
ELAM & BURKE, P.A. 
251 East Front Street, Suite 300 
Post Office Box 1539 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 343-5454 
Facsimile: (208 384-5844 
Dryden ISB #2395 
wgd@elamburke.com 
Walters ISB #6599 
mlw@elamburke.com 
Frederick A. Batson 
Jane M. Yates 
GANYO\\l COUNTY __ ,. 
T. CRtWvFORD, DEPUTY 
GLEAVES S\VEARINGEN POTTER & SCOTT LLP 
Post Office Box 1147 
975 Oak Street, Suite 800 
Eugene, Oregon 97440 
Telephone: (541) 686-8833 
Facsimile: (541) 345-2034 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE 
RIVER, an Oregon corporation doing business 











L222-l ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company; L222-2 ID ) 
SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; L222-3 ID SUMMER WIND,) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
UNION LAND COMPANY, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company; REXIUS FOREST ) 
BY-PRODUCTS, INC. d/b/a REXIUS, an ) 
Oregon corporation doing business as Rexius; ) 
Case No. CV08-4251C 
REXIUS FOREST BY-PRODUCTS, 
INC. 'S ANSWER TO COMPLAINT FOR 
FORECLOSURE 
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PARADISE EXCAVATION & ) 
CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho corporation;) 
PMA, INC., an Idaho corporation; RIVERSIDE,) 
INC., an Idaho corporation; STANLEY ) 
CONSULTANTS, INC., an Idaho corporation; ) 
CONGER MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC., an) 
Idaho corporation; DENNIS PHIPPS WELL ) 
DRILLING, INC., an Idaho corporation; ) 
TRADITIONAL SPRJNKLERS AND ) 
LANDSCAPING, INC., an Idaho corporation; ) 
EXTREME LINE LOGISITICS, INC. d/b/a ) 
EXTREME LINE CONSTRUCTION, INC., an ) 
Idaho corporation doing business as Extreme ) 
Line Construction, Inc.; DAVID A. ) 
HUNEMILLER, INC., an Idaho corporation; ) 
SPF WATER ENGINEERING, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company; MATERIALS ) 
TESTING & INSPECTION, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation; INTEGRATED FINANCIAL ) 
ASSOCIATES, INC., a Nevada corporation; ) 
GENEVA EQUITIES, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; DANA McDANIEL KANNE) 
SEP. PROPERTY TR U/AJD 4/2711999; ) 
HENRY B. SOLOWAY 1991 IRREVOCABLE) 
TRUST; HENRY B. SOLOWAY 2006 ) 
REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST; JOHN R. ) 
GIBBS TRUST; KARIN B. SOLOWAY ) 
TRUST DTD 4125196; KING FUTT'S FUN ) 
FUNDS, LLC; MILTON BOZANIC; STEVEN ) 
E. CLAYTON; RUTH D. MILLE LIVING ) 
TRUST; JON A. GRIFFIN SR. AND JUDY A. ) 
GRIFFIN REVOCABLE TRUST; MONROE ) 
FAMILY TRUST; NEV ADA TRUST ) 
COMP ANY C/F DARYL ALTER WITZ, IRA; ) 
ANNETTE PARKER TRUST; JA KRETSCH ) 
FINANCIAL RETIREMENT PLAN; JASON ) 
PARK.ER; KARLI PARK.ER; RENE C. ) 
BLANCHARD TRUST DTD 2/14/73; CARYL) 
J. GUTH TRUST; DAVID G. STIBOR D.D.S. ) 
LTD. DBPP; DENNIS KYLE; DVS FAMILY ) 
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP; LIBMAN ) 
FAMILY TRUST; THE CATHY A. ) 
KAMMEYER LIVING TRUST DTD 9/25/91; ) 
DALE WYNN LIVING TRUST; LYAN, LLC;) 
PINNACLE HOLDING ENTERPRISES, LLC; ) 
ROBERT R. BELLIVEAU TRUST; RUTH ) 
OSHINS REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST; JA ) 
KRETSCH FINANCIAL RETIREMENT ) 
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PLAN; STANLEYPAHER TRUST; ) 
ANNETTE PARKER TRUST; KIT & KAREN ) 
GRASKI, JTWRS; PATRICK FLANAGAN ) 
TRUST; RICHARD & HELEN CAROL ) 
ELLIS, JTWRS; ROBERT R. BELLIVEAU ) 
TRUST; STERLING TRUST CO. CUST FBO ) 
PATRICK MICHAEL FLANAGAN, IRA; ) 
ANTHONY C. & LINDA A. PUSATERI ) 
FAMILY TRUST; ANTHONY DELIA ) 
TRUST; ARTHUR SNYDER; BEATRICE S. ) 
BERNSTEIN REV. FAM. TR. FBO CAROL B.) 
OSHINS; BLANCHE M. CRAIG; ) 
CARDWELL CHARITABLE TRUST; CHAD ) 
& TAMARA VELLINGAFAMILYTRUST; ) 
DEBORAH FRIEDMAN; DEBORAH STOUT) 
TRUST; DeETTE CARTER REVOCABLE ) 
TRUST; DI BIASE 1979 TRUST; DUKE ) 
MARKETING, INC.; EDWARD H. OSHINS ) 
REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST; EVE ) 
JEAN OS; FRANK R. NOLIMAL & ROBIN F. ) 
NOLIMALFAMILYTRUST; GOLDEN ) 
LEGACY, LLC; HEATHER A. RALSTON ) 
TRUST; JACQUELYN A. McDANIEL; ) 
JAMES AND REBA CARDWELL FAMILY ) 
TRUST; JANET B. GLOVER; JANIE ) 
FRIEDMAN TRUST; JAY A. AND LOUISE ) 
A. STEAD; JOAN NEIMAN REVOCABLE ) 
TRUST; JOHN DAVID KRUGER FAMILY ) 
TRUST; JUDITH TROTTER OR BOB ) 
CHARLES TROTTER; KATHRYN BRYANT ) 
LIVING TRUST; LAGUNA CONSULTANTS,) 
LLC PROFIT SHARING PLAN; LARRY ) 
CARTER TRUST; LARRY CARTER, LORI ) 
CARTER, DAVID CARTER; MARGUERITE ) 
E. LUCE LIVING TRUST; MARILENE B. ) 
NEVINS LIVING TRUST; MARK HEESE; ) 
MARSHALL SHIELDS IRA; MEENA P. ) 
VOHRA; MICHAEL AND GERI RUMBOLZ ) 
LIVING TRUST 2002; MUST APHA ASSI ) 
REV. LIVING TRUST 6/23/03; PHILIP & ) 
ADELE ENGEL FAMILY TRUST; PRA VIN ) 
P. BAKRANIA AND VEENA P. BAKRANIA ) 
LIVING TRUST; PRISM MANAGEMENT ) 
PENSION TRUST; RALSTON FAMILY ) 
TRUST; RAY W. MILLISOR TRUST DTD ) 
1115/92; RICHARD A. OSHINS 1995 ) 
REVOCABLE TRUST; RONALD J. FADEL ) 
M.D. IRA; RUTH OSHINS REVOCABLE ) 
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FAMILY TRUST; SCHWARTZ FAMILY 
TRUST; SHARON GEORGE (FRIEDMAN); 
SS TRUST; THE CHERRY TRU~T; THE 





PUSATERI; VICTORA C. PICKA.RD- ) 
BROWN TRUST; WOMEN'S CARE OB/GYN) 
LTD.; and ALL PERSONS IN POSSESSION ) 





Defendant Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. dba Rexius ("Rexius"), by and through its 
counsel of record, Elam & Burke, P.A., and Gleaves Swearingen Potter & Scott, LLP, in 
answering the Complaint for Foreclosure of Claim of Lien ("Complaint") filed by Plaintiff Hap 
Taylor & Sons, Inc. dba Knife River ("Plaintiff'), admits, denies, and alleges as follows: 
INTRODUCTION 
The following defenses are not stated separately as to each claim for relief or allegation 
of Plaintiff. Nevertheless, the following defenses are applicable, where appropriate, to any and 
all of Plaintiffs claims for relief. Rexius, in asserting the following defenses, does not admit 
that the burden of proving the allegations or denials contained in the defenses is upon Rexius, 
but, to the contrary, asserts that by reason of said denials, and by reason of relevant statutory and 
judicial authority, the burden of proving the facts relevant to many of the defenses and 
affirmative defenses and the burden of proving the inverse of the allegations contained in many 
of the defenses and affirmative defenses is upon the Plaintiff. Moreover, Rexius does not admit, 
in asserting any defense, any responsibility or liability, but, to the contrary, specifically denies 
any and all allegations of responsibility and liability contained in Plaintiff's Complaint. 
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FIRST DEFENSE 
Plaintiff's Complaint fails to state a claim against Rexius upon which relief can be 
granted. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
Rexius denies each and every allegation contained m Plaintiff's Complaint not 
specifically admitted herein. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
1. In answer to paragraph 1 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge or 
information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
2. In answer to paragraph 2 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge or 
information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
3. In answer to paragraph 3 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge or 
information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
4. In answer to paragraph 4 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge or 
information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
5. In answer to paragraph 5 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge or 
infonnation sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
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6. In answer to paragraph 6 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge or 
information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
7. In answer to paragraph 7 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge or 
infonnation sufficient to fonn a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
8. In answer to paragraph 8 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge or 
infonnation sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
9. In answer to paragraph 9 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge or 
information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
10. In answer to paragraph 10 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius admits the allegations 
contained therein. 
11. In answer to paragraph 11 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius admits the allegations 
contained therein. 
12. In answer to paragraph 12 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius admits the allegations 
contained therein. 
13. In answer to paragraph 13 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
14. In answer to paragraph 14 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
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15. In answer to paragraph 15 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or infonnation sufficient to fonn a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
16. In answer to paragraph 16 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
17. In answer to paragraph 17 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius admits the allegations 
contained therein. 
18. In answer to paragraph 18 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
19. In answer to paragraph 19 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or infonnation sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
20. In answer to paragraph 20 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to fonn a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
21. In answer to paragraph 21 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
22. In answer to paragraph 22 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
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23. In answer to paragraph 23 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or infom1ation sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
24. In answer to paragraph 24 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
25. In answer to paragraph 25 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
26. In answer to paragraph 26 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius admits the allegations 
contained therein. 
COUNT ONE 
Lien Foreclosure Claim Against L222-1, L222-2, L222-3, Union Land, Hunemiller, SPF, 
MTI, Extreme Line, Paradise Excavation, PMA, Stanley, Integrated Financial, Assignees, 
Geneva, Traditional, Rexius, Conger, Dennis Phipps, Riverside 
27. Rexius repleads and realleges each and every admission, denial, and defense set 
forth in paragraphs 1 through 26 above, as if set out in full herein. 
28. In answer to paragraph 28 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
29. In answer to paragraph 29 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
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30. In answer to paragraph 30 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or infonnation sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
31. In answer to paragraph 31 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
32. In answer to paragraph 32 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or infonnation sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
thei:efore denies the same. 
33. In answer to paragraph 33 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
34. In answer to paragraph 34 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
35. In answer to paragraph 35 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
36. In answer to paragraph 36 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius denies the allegations 
contained therein. 
3 7. In answer to paragraph 3 7 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
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38. In answer to paragraph 38 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or infonnation sufficient to fonn a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
COUNT TWO 
Breach of Contract Claim Against Extreme Line 
39. Rexius repleads and realleges each and every admission, denial, and defense set 
forth in paragraphs 1 through 38 above, as if set out in full herein. 
40. In answer to paragraph 40 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to fonn a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
41. In answer to paragraph 41 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
42. In answer to paragraph 42 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or infonnation sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
43. In answer to paragraph 43 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
44. In answer to paragraph 44 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to fonn a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
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COUNT THREE 
Unjust Enrichment Claim Against Extreme Line 
45. Rexius repleads and realleges each and every admission, denial, and defense set 
forth in paragraphs 1 through 44 above, as if set out in full herein. 
46. In answer to paragraph 46 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or infonnation sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
4 7. In answer to paragraph 4 7 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
48. In answer to paragraph 48 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
49. In answer to paragraph 49 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 
50. Rexius repleads and realleges each and every admission, denial, and defense set 
forth in paragraphs 1 through 49 above, as if set out in full herein. 
51. In answer to paragraph 51 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
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52. In answer to paragraph 52 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Rexius is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein, and 
therefore denies the same. 
RESPONSE TO PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
To the extent that the "Prayer for Relief' paragraph contained in Plaintiff's Complaint 
attempts to state any claims for relief against Rexius, Rexius denies the same. 
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff failed to take reasonable steps to mitigate the claimed or alleged damages. 
RIGHT TO AMEND 
Rexius reserves the right to amend this Answer in any respect as motion practice and 
discovery proceed in this matter. 
REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES 
Rexius, as a result of the filing of this action by Plaintiff, has been required to retain the 
services of Elam & Burke, P.A., to defend this action and has and will incur reasonable attorney 
fees based upon time expended in this defense. Rexius alleges and makes claim against Plaintiff 
for attorney fees and costs incurred pursuant to the provisions of Idaho Code Sections 12-121 
and 12-120(3), 45-513, and Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and any other 
applicable statute or other common law provisions. 
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Rexius hereby demands a t1ial by jury in accordance with the provisions of Rule 38 of the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
WHEREFORE, Rexius prays for judgment as follows: 
1. Plaintiffs Complaint be dismissed with prejudice, and Plaintiff take nothing 
thereby. 
2. Rexius be awarded its attorney fees, costs, and expenses necessarily incurred in 
defending against Plaintiffs Complaint. 
3. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just under the circumstances 
of this lawsuit. 
+~ 
DATED this 3o day of October, 2008. 
,P.A. 
By:-=--+-----"~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Matthew L. Walters, of the finn 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
~\ft\ 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the -d:=!- day of October, 2008, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document to be served as follows: 
David T. Krueck 
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhnnan, P.A. 
225 N. 9th Street, Ste. 820 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
(attorneys for Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc.) 
David E. Wishney 
Attorney at Law 
300 W. Myrtle, Suite 200 
P.O. Box 837 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
(attorney for L222-1 ID Summerwind) 
Michael 0. Roe 
Rebecca A. Rainey 
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields, Chartered 
101 South Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
(attorneys for Integrated Financial Associates and 
Geneva Equities, LLC) 
Samuel A. Diddle 
Eberle, Berlin, Kading, Turnbow 
& McKlveen, Chartered 
1111 West Jefferson Street, Suite 530 
P.O. Box 1368 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
(attorneys for Conger Management Group, Inc.) 
Richard B. Eismann 
EISMANN LAW OFFICES 
3016 Caldwell Blvd. 
Nampa, ID 83651-6416 
(Attorney for Riverside, Inc.) 
Donald W. Lojek 
LOJEK LAW OFFICES 
PO Box 1712 
Boise, ID 83701 
(Attorney for PMA, Inc.) 
[ 1J--u.s. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Federal Express 
[ ] Via Facsimile 
~U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ J Federal Express 
[ ] Via Facsimile 
l>\t'U.S. Mail 
[ ) Hand Delivery 
[ ] Federal Express 
[ ] Via Facsimile 
[X U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Federal Express 
[ ] Via Facsimile 
l}rl- U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Federal Express 
[ ] Via Facsimile 
DJ U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Federal Express 
[ ] Via Facsimile 
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,, ' 
Martin C. Hendrickson 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
PO Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701 
(Attorney for Stanley Consultants, Inc.) 
Matthew L. Walters 
[};)-U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Federal Express 
[ ] Via Facsimile 
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Thomas Dvorak, ISB No. 5043 
Elizabeth M. Donick, ISB No. 8019 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
600 W. Bannock 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200 
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300 
S:\CL!ENTS\7795\8\Proposed Order To Consolidate.DOC 
Attorneys for Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE RIVER, an 
Oregon corporation doing business as Knife River, 
Plaintiff 
v. 
L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; et. al., 
Defendants. 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE RIVER, an 
Oregon corporation doing business as Knife River, 
Plaintiff 
v. 
L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; et. al., 
Defendants. 




L222-1 ID SUtvIMERWI:t'-ID, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; et. al, 
Defendants. 
ORDER TO CONSOLIDATE-I 
174 
CASE NO.: CV-08-4251C 
ORDER TO CONSOLIDATE 
CASE NO.: CV08-4252C 
CASE NO.: CVOS-11321 
Based on good cause appearing and a discussion in open comi at the hearing set in this 
matter on February 19, 2009, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. The Amended Motion To Consolidate filed by Defendant STANLEY CONSULTANTS, 
INC. in this matter is HEREBY GRANTED; 
2. The Amended Motion To Consolidate filed by HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. in this 
matter is HEREBY GRANTED; and 
3. The following cases are HEREBY CONSOLIDATED as Case Number ____ _ 
hearings and procedures: 
a. Case Number CV-08-4251C; 
b. Case Number CV-08-4252C; and 
c. Case Number CV-08-11321 
4. Henceforth, all filings in this action SHALL UTILIZE the above caption on this order. 
DATED this ~day of February, 2009. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this_::_ day of F"et:m:rn:ry, 2009, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
David T. Krueck 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN, P.A. 
225 N. 9th St., Suite 800 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. 
David E. Wishney 
300 W. Myrtle St., Suite 200 
P.O. Box 837 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for L222-JID Summerwind, LLC, L222-2 ID 
Summerwind, LLC, L222-3 ID Summerwind, LLC, and 
Union Land Company, LLC 
William G. Dryden 
Matthew L. Walters 
ELAM & BURKE, P.A. 
251 East Front Street, Suite 300 
P.O. Box 1539 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. 
Frederick A. Batson 
Jane M. Yates 
GLEAVES SWEARINGEN POTTER & SCOTT LLP 
P.O. Box 1147 
975 Oak St., Suite 800 
Eugene, OR 97 440 
Attorneys for Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. 
Donald Lojek 
LOJEK LAW OFFICES CHTD 
1199 Main St. 
P.O. Box 1712 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for PMA, Inc. 
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U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (208) 331 1529 
U.S. Mail ---
--Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (208) 342-5749 
U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (208) 384-5844 
U.S. Mail --
--Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (541) 345-2034 
U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (208) 343-5200 
Samuel A. Diddle 
EBERLE, BERLIN, KADING, TURNBOW & 
MCKLVEEN CHTD. 
l 111 West Jefferson Street, Suite 530 
P.O. Box 1368 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Conger Management Group, Inc. 
Ron R. Shepherd 
HAMILTON, MICHAELSON & HILTY, LLP 
1303 lih Avenue Road 
P.O. Box 65 
Nampa, ID 83653 
Attorneys for Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
Michael 0. Roe 
Rebecca A. Rainey 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 South Capitol Boulevard, 1 oth Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Integrated Financial Associates, Inc., 
Geneva Equities, LLC, and Certain Other Names 
Defendants 
David E. Kerrick 
1001 Blaine Street 
P.O. Box 44 
Caldwell, ID 83606 
Attorney for Jvfichael W. Benedick 
& Carol L. Benedick 
Tom Mehiel, President 
Valley Hydro, Inc. 
1904 E. Beech Street 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Pro Se Defendant, Tom Af ehiel, 
dlb/a Valley Hydro, Inc. 
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U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
~-Fax (208) 344-8542 
U.S. Mail --
--Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delive1y 
__ Fax (208) 467-3058 
U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (208) 385-5384 
U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delive1y 
__ Fax (208) 459-4573 
U.S. Mail --
--Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (208) 454-2706 
WILLIAML. SMITH, ISB #6134 
SMITH HORRAS, P.A. 
5561 N. Glenwood St., Suite B 
P.O. Box 140857 
Boise, Idaho 83714 
Telephone: (208) 697-5555 
Facsimile: 1-800-881-6219 
Attorneys for Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
K CANNON, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE ) 
RIVER, an Oregon corporation doing business ) 
as Knife River, ) 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
L222-l ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, et. al., 
Defendants. 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE 
RIVER, an Oregon corporation doing business 
as Knife River, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
L222-l ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, et. al., 
Defendants. 

































Case No. CV 08 4251-C 
ANSWER TO CROSSCLAIM OF 
STANLEY CONSULTANTS, INC. 
Case No. CV 08 4252-C 
Case No. CV 08 11321-C 
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L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho ) 
Limited Liability Company, et. al., ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
COMES NOW, Defendant Extreme Line Logistics, Inc., and in response to Stanley 
Consultants, Inc.'s (hereinafter "Stanley" or "SCI") Crossclaim, pleads and alleges as follows: 
ANSWER 
First Affirmative Defense 
1. Extreme Line denies each and every allegation not specifically admitted herein. 
2. Paragraphs 10, 18, 26, 27, 28, 30, 33, and 35 do not require a response from 
Extreme Line and to the extent that they do, Extreme Line hereby denies those allegations. 
3. In response to paragraph 9 of Stanley Consultants Crossclaim, Extreme Line 
admits those allegations. 
4. In response to paragraphs 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 31, 32, 34, 
36, and 37 of SCI's Crossclaim, Extreme Line has insufficient knowledge as to the trnth or 
falsity of said allegations and on that basis denies the san1e. 
5. In response to paragraph 15, Extreme Line admits only that SCI recorded a Claim 
of Lien in the land records of Canyon County on February 22, 2008 as Instrument No. 
2008009213 and that a copy is attached to SCI's Crossclaim. Extreme Line denies the remaining 
allegations of paragraph 15. 
6. In response to paragraph 24, Extreme Line admits only that SCI claims an interest 
to the Property pursuant to the Claim of Lien. Extreme Line has insufficient knowledge as to the 
trust or falsity of the remaining allegations of paragraph 24 and on that basis denies the 
remaining allegations of paragraph 24. 
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Second Affirmative Defense 
SCI's Crossclaim fails to state of cause of action against Extreme Line upon which relief 
can be granted. 
Third Affirmative Defense 
Pursuant to the terms of Idaho Code, Section 45-512; Extreme Line's lien is superior in 
priority to SCI's lien and Extreme Line should be paid in full first prior to SCI receiving any 
proceeds from the sale of the subject Prope1iy. 
Fourth Affirmative Defense 
SCI's lien is invalid and ineffectual pursuant to the terms ofldaho Code, 45-501 through 
454-525 and applicable case law. 
Fifth Affirmative Defense 
As a further separate and distinct affirmative defense, SCI' s claims are barred in full or in 
part by the defense of payment. 
Sixth Affirmative Defense 
As a further separate and distinct affirmative defense, SCI's claims are barred in full or in 
part by the defense of estoppel. 
Seventh Affirmative Defense 
As a further separate and distinct affirmative defense, SCI' s claims are barred in full or in 
part by the defense of release. 
Eighth Affirmative Defense 
As a further separate and distinct affirmative defense, SCI' s claims are barred in full or in 
part by the defense of laches. 
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Ninth Affirmative Defense 
As a further separate and distinct affim1ative defense, SCI' s claims are barred in full or in 
part by the defense of accord and satisfaction. 
Tenth Affirmative Defense 
As a further separate and distinct affirmative defense, SCI' s claims are barred in full or in 
part by the one action rule. 
Eleventh Affirmative Defense 
As a fu1iher separate and distinct affinnative defense, SCI's claims are barred in full or in 
part by the defense of failure of consideration. 
Twelfth Affirmative Defense 
As a further separate and distinct affirmative defense, SCI' s claims are barred in full or in 
part by the defense of equitable estoppel. 
Thirteenth Affirmative Defense 
As a further separate and distinct affirmative defense, SCI's claims are barred in full or in 
part by the defense of prior material breach of contract. 
Fourteenth Affirmative Defense 
As a further separate and distinct affirmative defense, SCI' s claims are barred in full or in 
part by the defense of waiver. 
Fifteenth Affirmative Defense 
As a further separate and distinct affirmative defense, SCI' s claims are barred in full or in 
part by the statute of frauds. 
Sixteenth Affirmative Defense 
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As a further separate and distinct affinnative defense, SCI' s claims are barred in full or in 
part by collateral estoppel. 
Seventeenth Affirmative Defense 
As a fu11her separate and distinct affirmative defense, SCI's claims are barred in f-l1ll or in 
part by res judicata. 
Eighteenth Affirmative Defense 
As a further separate and distinct affirmative defense, SCI' s claims are barred in full or in 
part by rescission. 
Nineteenth Affirmative Defense 
As a further separate and distinct affinnative defense, SCI's claims are barred in full or in 
part by the defense of discharge. 
Twentieth Affirmative Defense 
As a further separate and distinct affirmative defense, SCI's claims are barred in full or in 
part by the defense of waiver. 
Prayer for Relief on SCI's Crossclaim 
WHEREFORE, Extreme Line prays for judgment on SCI's Crossclaim as follows: 
1. That SCI' s claim against Extreme Line be dismissed, with prejudice; 
2. That Extreme Line's lien be declared superior in priority to SCI's lien pursuant to 
Idaho Code, Section 45-512; 
3. For an award of attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code, Section 45-513; and 
4. For such other and further relief as this Court may deem appropriate. 
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DATED this 4th day of March, 2009. 
Attorneys for Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
VERIFICATION 
STATE ofIDAHO ) 
) SS. 
County of Ada ) 
CASEY DANIELS, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
That he is the President of Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. he has read the foregoing 
instrument, knows the contents thereof, and believes the contents thereof to be true and correct to 
the best of his knowledge. 
DATED, this~day of March, 2009. n • (} 
~Er----4 CASEYIELs \ 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this certificate first above written. 
,,,'11 ...... ,,,, 
...... '\:Ji .. VER.tr. ,,,,,, 
...... ~-~ ..... ····.:!&+""..... ~ ~~ 
: .... y .. j ··.. ~ ------------~ $ 4J : o'f AR y \ -:. \ ~ -,,,_, 
~ 0 { ~ ~·- 0 } ; NOTARYPuBJ~O~ 
:, • P '-'\ " .~ R .d. -:-2 
~ \, u~ ,/ o .. - es1 mg at: ---'-\=:___;)-'-O--"-'-\_,."S"'-'C--+---~---
.. & -·~· M . . ·f I .... ,., J'/' • ..... .,..= .. •· 'V "l'- / y comm1ss10n expires: l 1 2)o 7 o IS 
.. ,,,} 'l'E of \ ./ I 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned, a resident attorney of the State of Idaho, with offices at 5561 N. 
Glenwood Street, Suite B, Boise, Idaho, certifies that on the 4th day of March, 2009, he caused a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing document to be forwarded with all required charges 
prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following: 
David T. Krueck 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FURHMAN, P.A. 
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Michael 0. Roe 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHTD. 
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
Attorneys for Integrated Financial Assoc. and 
Geneva Equities, LLC 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
GIVENS, PURSLEY, LLP 
Facsimile: ( 208) 388-1300 
Attorneys for Stanley Consultants 
David E. Wishney 
LAW OFFICES OF DAVID E. WISHNEY 
Facsimile: (208) 3 3 8-7808 


















EBERLE, BERLIN, KADING, 
MCKL VEED & JNES, CHTD 
Facsimile: (208) 344-8542 
Attorneys for Conger Afanagement 
Hand Delivered 
TURNBOW, U.S. Mail 
Richard Eismann 
EISMANN LAW OFFICES 
Facsimile: (208) 466-4498 


































LOJECK LAW OFFICES CHTD 
Facsimile: (208) 343-5200 







William L. Smith 






Thomas E. Dvorak, ISB No. 5043 
Elizabeth M. Donick, ISB No. 8019 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
600 'vV. Bannock 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200 
Facsimile: (208) 3 88-1300 
S:\CLIENTS\7795\8\0rder Entering Default of Traditional Sprinklers.DOC 
Attorneys for Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CAN•_.,;;Y.;:;02N::=--::::::::::~ 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE RIVER, an 
Oregon corporation doing business as Knife River, 
Plaintiff 
V. 
L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; et. al., 
Defendants. 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. an 
Oregon corporation doing business as Knife River, 
Plaintiff 
v. 
L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; et. al., 
Defendants. 




L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; et. al, 
Defendants. 




~ ', Trad I k •rncJ 
sf(' ri1t-1d~. 
CASE NO.: CV08-4252C 
CASE NO.: CVOS-11321 
IT APPEARING, that Crossdefendant Traditional Sprinklers and Landscaping, Inc. 
("Traditional Sprinklers") was served with the Summons and Crossclaim in this matter by 
Crossclaimant Stanley Consultants, Inc.; and 
IT APPEARING, that Traditional Sprinklers is in default for failure to plead or otherwise 
defend as required by law. 
IT IS HEREBEY ORDERED that DEF AULT is hereby entered as and against 
Crossdefendant Traditional Sprinklers as of the date set forth below. A final judgment will be 
entered once the priority of cla,ims has been determined at the conclusion of this matter. 
l 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this~ day of March, 2009, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below by the method indicated: 
David T. Krueck 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHR.NIAN, P.A. 
225 N. 9th St., Suite 800 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. 
David E. Wishney 
300 W. Myrtle St., Suite 200 
P.O. Box 837 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for L222-JID Summerwind, LLC, L222-2 ID 
Summerwind, LLC, L222-3 ID Summerwind, LLC, and 
Union Land Company, LLC 
William G. Dryden 
Matthew L. Walters 
ELAM & BURKE, P.A. 
251 East Front Street, Suite 300 
P.O. Box 1539 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. 
Frederick A. Batson 
Jane M. Yates 
GLEAVES SWEARINGEN POTTER & SCOTT LLP 
P.O. Box 1147 
975 Oak St., Suite 800 
Eugene, OR 97440 
Attorneys for Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. 
Donald Lojek 
LOJEK LAW OFFICES CHTD 
1199 Main St. 
P.O. Box 1712 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for P MA, Inc. 
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__ Overnight Mail 
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~-- Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (208) 343-5200 
Samuel A. Diddle 
EBERLE, BERLIN, KADING, TURNBOW & 
MCKLVEEN CHTD. 
1111 West Jefferson Street, Suite 530 
P.O. Box 1368 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Conger lvfanagement Group, Inc. 
Ron R. Shepherd 
HAMILTON, MICHAELSON & HILTY, LLP 
1303 Iih Avenue Road 
P.O. Box 65 
Nampa, ID 83653 
Attorneys for Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
Michael 0. Roe 
Rebecca A. Rainey 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 South Capitol Boulevard, 10th Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Integrated Financial Associates, Inc., 
Geneva Equities, LLC, and Certain Other Names 
Defendants 
David E. Kerrick 
1001 Blaine Street 
P.O. Box 44 
Caldwell, ID 83606 
Attorney for Michael W Benedick 
& Carol L. Benedick 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
Elizabeth M. Donick 
Givens Pursley LLP 
601 W. Bannock St. 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701 
Tom Mehiel, President 
Valley Hydro, Inc. 
1904 E. Beech Street 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Pro Se Defendant, Tom Mehiel, 
d/bla Valley Hydro, Inc. 
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__ Overnight Mail 
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Deputy Clerk Y 
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